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The alternative is not plan or no plan. The question is: whose planning? 
Should each member of society plan for himself or should the paternal 
government alone plan for all? 
 
Ludwig von Mises !
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Abstract 
 
The term globalisation suggests ideas that resemble a process of homogenisation in a global scale.  
However, empirical evidence suggests that in numerous places a revitalisation of the local has taken place.  
Free Cities are spaces of local revitalisation that have resulted in and from globalisation.  This thesis 
analyses the development of libertarian Free Cities in Honduras after a Constitutional Crisis that took 
place in 2009 cut off many of the networks to the global markets of the country for several months.  As a 
result of this political crisis, politicians and entrepreneurs in Honduras allied and sought for radical 
ideological changes to the ways in which they took part in international trade.  In 2011 a law creating an 
autonomous territory inside of Honduras was enacted, and by 2013 a new law modified the Constitution to 
create the first Free City territories in the world.  A critical analysis of the ideology behind these city 
projects is the methodology used to do an examination of the ideas behind Libertarianism with interviews 
done to leaders behind this movement.  The thesis focuses on a critical discussion of the discourse of the 
interviewees and on how are these ideas relevant to the further perspectivisation of the theories of 
modernity, globalisation and territorialisation in the field of city building studies.  As well, in 
understanding how the ideas of the Libertarian ideologues that promote the projects are being reshaped 
and altered by local, regional and global processes and transformations. 
 
Keywords: City building, free cities, globalisation, global studies, Honduras, Latin America, 
libertarianism, local versus global, territorial transformations. 
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Introduction 
The city grows by expansion, but it gets its character by the selection and 
segregation of its population, so that every individual finds, eventually, 
either the place where he can, or the place where he must, live. 
Robert Park. The City as Social Laboratory  
 
In the years of my post graduate studies and in the process of writing the thesis I have had the opportunity of 
experiencing the life of dozens of cities in four different continents.  In most of these cities I was able to interact 
with citizens who came from different socioeconomic backgrounds, who were born in different places and who 
shared in common probably very few fundamental values, interests and philosophies. Diversity was present in all 
these places. Homogeneity was either scarce or non-existent. The cities were alive, active and energetic.  However, 
the ill effects of globalisation were also all present in this places and not everybody felt at ease.  This thesis is the 
product of the uneasiness I first heard about in the year 2006 when I had the chance of spending a seminar with a 
group of libertarian-leaning activists and academics. Who would have thought that in only five years the ideas of 
these activists were going to become so popular as to get the support of thousands of people and even of national 
governments who wanted to explore their ideas? Since 2006 and before, many different projects have been brought 
to reality inspired by the libertarian ideal of “Going Galt”.1  While some of the projects ended up in urban planning 
disasters, other on-going city-building projects still claim to be on-going successes.  I find admirable the ideals of 
any group of men and women who aim at building harmonious and dynamic new urban spaces that provide for a 
better future for humanity. If successful, the new urban projects known as “Free Cities” would become novel tools 
to overcome global economic disparities. 
                                                
1 “Going Galt” refers to the actions of a group of fictional heroic characters in the book “Atlas Shrugged” by Ayn Rand, 
published in 1957.  These fictional characters are leading innovators and industrialists who mysteriously start disappearing 
from a dystopic society that is about to collapse.  In the book, the heroes share and uphold a particular philosophy of life called 
Objectivism.  Objectivism is the philosophy of rational individualism founded by Ayn Rand that has inspired many libertarian, 
anarchist, and conservative groups, among others, due to its radical support to man’s right to pursue his happiness without 
anyone else’s intervention.  “Objectivism holds that there is no greater moral goal than achieving happiness. But one cannot 
achieve happiness by wish or whim. Fundamentally, it requires rational respect for the facts of reality, including the facts about 
our human nature and needs. Happiness requires that one live by objective principles, including moral integrity and respect for 
the rights of others. Politically, Objectivists advocate laissez-faire capitalism. Under capitalism, a strictly limited government 
protects each person's rights to life, liberty, and property and forbids that anyone initiate force against anyone else. The heroes 
of Objectivism are achievers who build businesses, invent technologies, and create art and ideas, depending on their own 
talents and on trade with other independent people to reach their goals.” Thomas, William R. What Is Objectivism? The Atlas 
Society.  
http://www.atlassociety.org/what_is_objectivism (Accessed: 28. April 2013). 
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The object of study of this thesis is one of the variations, which are broadly known as Free Market Cities,2 and the 
selection of this specific city-building project relies in the fact that it came to life during the years 2011-2012 in 
Honduras, Central America and still continues grasping wide political support in the country.  Henceforth referred 
to as “Free Cities: Honduras” or by the acronyms “FCH”, these projects were promoted by an ideologically 
heterogeneous group of intellectuals whom were granted an authorisation by the Honduras Congress to start the 
planning of their projects with the signing of the Decree No. 123-2011 (See Appendix A).  Immediately after the 
Congress granted authorisation with the above-mentioned Decree, three city-building projects started to be planned 
and one of them was the FCH which was to be developed by Grupo MGK, a group with a clear Libertarian-leaning 
agenda.3   Two other city-building projects were also authorized but actions to start planning these projects faded 
away after the Supreme Court of Honduras declared that the Congressional Decree was unconstitutional less than a 
year later.  In June 2013 Honduras Congress authorizing the construction of the FCH passed a new decree and the 
development of the three zones above mentioned continued to gather wide political support.  The General Elections 
of November 2013 will determine the future of these developments if the Congress continues to remain in power of 
the political party now ruling the country.  The most recent polls predict that the Congress and the Presidency will 
remain in control of the now ruling party in the General Elections. 
As explained by Michael Strong, founder and Director of Grupo MGK, the investors and urban developers are 
aiming at building “the most economically free entity on Earth.”4  The ideological base for the establishment of this 
city was the result of a conference to study the concept of “Free Cities” which were the focus of a conference held 
in the paradisiacal island of Roatan, Honduras in April 2011, sponsored by the Guatemalan Libertarian-leaning 
                                                
2 The Free Market Cities have been referred to by many different names due to the versatility and dynamism of their urban, 
political and economic structure.  Each of these names implies political, economical, and social differences and should not be 
considered interchangeable names or definitions.  Among the names that have been given to these projects are: Free Cities, Free 
Towns, Charter Cities, Future Cities, Enterprise Zones, Model Cities, LEAP Zones, and Special Development Regions. 
3 Grupo MGK was the consortium behind the memorandum of understanding signed by the Honduras Congress to develop one 
of the model cities.  The group, whose website www.grupomgk.com had started working just by the time of the selection in 
2012 is now offline and information regarding its vision and mission is only available through secondary online sources.  There 
were four public faces for Grupo MGK:  Michael Strong (education consultant and entrepreneur), Gabriel Delgado 
(communications entrepreneur and venture capitalist), Robert Haywood (Director of the World Economic Processing Zones 
Association, WEPZA, a collective for Free Trade Zones world wide), and Nadine Spencer (entrepreneur, founder and CEO of a 
gourmet food and lifestyles conglomerate). 
4 The city project was going to be funded by Grupo MGK.  At one point, this group had secured US$15 million for the initial 
investment of building the city in Honduran territory.   The leader and founder of the group is Michael Strong who aimed at 
creating in Honduras the most economically free entity-city-like project. Lott, Maxim. 2012. “Private City in Honduras Will 
Have Minimal Taxes, Government.” The Liberty Crier, September 23, sec. Business. http://libertycrier.com/business/private-
city-in-honduras-will-have-minimal-taxes-government/. 
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Universidad Francisco Marroquin.   More broadly, the ideas behind this utopian laissez-faire capitalist urban project 
belonged to a political philosophy that during the last decade started gaining new political relevance in America, as 
the financial crisis of 2008 grew closer.  Already five years have passed since this financial crisis started and more 
than a dozen of new free market city like projects have appeared in the American continent gaining the support of 
thousands of potential settlers.5   
Different in their socio-political context and goals, size, scope and spacialities these projects however shared many 
similar characteristics.  While these urban projects were not ideal masterpieces they did made stronger the link that 
Lefebvre admitted to be weak.  Lefebvre admitted that the urban link, that is the kind of social interaction cities 
generate is, from an economic or political point of view, a weak link (Lefebvre 2003). To this argument the free 
market cities appear as a contestation by demonstrating how to a larger degree these urban projects enable and 
create a space that strengthens the economic and political urban links among its citizens.  The design of these free 
market cities are also responses to globalisation processes similar to the ones from which emerged the gated 
communities in America and to a larger extent in Latin America.  As it happens in gated communities6, in principle, 
the FCH can be accounted for by the fear of crime, the fear of taxation, and the fear of state control on individual 
life as causes for unemployment, poverty, lack of economic growth, absence of rule of law, among others. In this 
sense, both the FCH and hundreds of examples of gated communities in the Global South appear as reaction of 
social conflict and violence (both from the state and from citizens) in the everyday life of the cities.  By studying 
these FCH we could aim to provide with novel ways of taking advantage of globalisation processes that have been 
mostly reserved for the developed economies and/or for a small economic and political elite.  The thesis aims at 
assessing the role of the Free City Projects in globalisation and the effects that globalisation has on these city 
projects.  Also, in this thesis I am interested in understanding how the supporters of a specific political ideology 
                                                
5 As this projects started gaining popularity news reports started appearing in American newspapers of the different urban 
development projects.  Of particular relevance are: The Economist. 2011. “Hong Kong in Honduras.” The Economist 
Newspaper, October 12.  Also: Davidson, Adam. 2012. “Who Wants to Buy Honduras?” New York Times, May 13, sec. Sunday 
Magazine. Finance. And finally, one of the most recent and largest announcements was the announcement of the Conservative 
analyst Glenn Beck announcing a US$2 Billion potential investment in a new city-building project named Independence: 
Knowles, David. 2013. “Glenn Beck Is ‘going Galt’: Right-wing TV Host Unveils Blueprints for $2 Billion Utopian 
Community.” New York Daily News, January 15, sec. News, U.S. 
6 Coy and Pöhler (2002) argue that gated communities in Latin American cities are generally planned as a whole by project 
developers and designed with sophisticated security measures as a result of the absence of rule of law in Latin American 
countries and the citizens fear of high levels of crime.  Coy, Martin, and Martin Pöhler. 2002. “Gated Communities in Latin 
American Megacities: Case Studies in Brazil and Argentina.” Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design 29 (3): 355–
370. 
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known as “Libertarianism” answer to questions related to the role their Free Cities would have in/from 
globalisation. Interviews were a fundamental part for the understanding of the ideas and discourse behind this 
particular way of thinking.  
As occurred with the tradition that brought back to life the history of the city in the European puritan-communal 
influence of Western research,7 the Free Market Cities are claimed to have appeared “because there are no truly free 
places left in our world, I suspect that the mode of escape must involve some sort of new and hitherto untried 
process that leads us to some undiscovered country.”8 Inspired by this fear, Libertarian-leaning citizens have 
promoted the creation of Free City projects in different areas of the world and some projects are starting to be 
developed and settled in the United States of America, Argentina, Chile, and Central America. 
Free Cities are an expression of the increasingly diverging lifestyles of urban society under the influence of 
globalisation. Curiously similar to what occurred with the Marxists, Manuel Castells and David Harvey, these 
ideologically opposing city projects have emerged because they tried to encompass their idea of the city in a similar 
way to Lefebvre’s ‘ultimate-principle’ thought.  In Lefebvre’s work a strong ethics and aesthetics of the city opens 
room for utopia and for what Lévy (2008) explains as Lefebvre’s “creation of an ex-post utopia, in which a zero 
dimension space emerges from the very existence of the banal city, capable of achieving the Greek ideal of 
synoikism (a place to be-together)”. These city ideals remerge as an attempt of reconciling the contention between 
architects and engineers, and political utopians with globalisation. Lévy (2008) identifies in urban projects similar 
                                                
7 According to Lévy (2008), the study of the history of the city in the European-puritan communal tradition to approach the 
history of the city can be best summarised in the writings of the Genesis, 11:1-32 of the Old Testament and in Jean Jacques-
Rousseau who wrote, “The major inconvenience of large cities is that the people there become something other than their real 
selves, and that society gives them, as it were, beings different to their own.” 
8 Thiel, Peter. 2009. The Education of a Libertarian. Cato Unbound. 13. April. http://www.cato-unbound.org/2009/04/13/peter-
thiel/the-education-of-a-libertarian/ (Zugegriffen: 27. April 2013). Thiel is a German-born American entrepreneur, venture 
capitalist, and hedge fund manager that has invested millions of dollars in the promotion of Free City projects around the world.  
On April 15, 2008, Thiel pledged $500,000 to the new Seasteading Institute (http://www.seasteading.org), directed by Patri 
Friedman, whose mission is "to establish permanent, autonomous ocean communities to enable experimentation and innovation 
with diverse social, political, and legal systems. This was followed in February 2010 by a subsequent grant of $250,000, and an 
additional $100,000 in matching funds. He received a Honoris Causa Doctorate Degree in 2008 from the Libertarian 
Universidad Francisco Marroquín.  Universidad Francisco Marroquín founded two years later the Free Cities Institute 
(http://www.freecities.org) to foster the cause and provided the links to the establishment of the first Free City in Honduras.  In 
2011 the Honduran government approved the creation of a special development region for these Free City projects. Two 
libertarian-leaning start-ups signed a preliminary memorandum of understanding with the Honduran government to develop 
them. In 2012 however, the Supreme Court of Honduras declared the creation of these special zones as unconstitutional and the 
projects did not continue. 
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to the idealistic-utopian conception of the FCH and of other Free Market Cities a disquieting weakness that is 
analysed in chapter V of the thesis.   Lévy points out that the city is,  
 (…) not a masterpiece and urban planners are neither authors nor artists.  First of all, they have to acknowledge that 
they are just one set of players among others.  Secondly, if they want to be efficient, while they might not necessarily 
have to obey other stakeholders, they need to at least listen to them.  A city is not thinkable on the model of the formal 
blueprint of an ideal society.  It is neither a law nor a constitution.  Its political construction encompasses the overall 
complexity of civil society.  If this complexity is shattered, urbanity is over. 
To this, the planners of the FCH and other Free Market Cities do not have a concrete answer but provide valuable 
arguments contesting Lévy’s statement by elaborating on the works of other libertarian idealists and from the likes 
of Plato, Thomas Moore, Charles Fourier, among others.  Chapter IV of the comparative analysis will also analyse 
Free Market Cities in contrast to existing gated communities, where new islands of wealth emerge in the ocean of 
poverty, which characterize the increasingly fragmented structure of the Global South in which these projects have 
become highly popular.   
Free Cities aim at being different in a very distinctive way from the trends followed by other ‘successful’ cities in 
our history.  As their advocates explain at the Free Cities Institute, Free Cities are “start-up communities with legal 
and political autonomy that pilot reforms in any nation that wants them”.  They are established in special zones 
within a country with a degree of state autonomy.  Free Cities could have different systems of commercial law, 
lower taxes, and an independent police force.  These projects aim at creating, 
a major refinement of 20th-century free zones, sometimes called ‘special economic zones’, ‘export processing zones’, 
or ‘tax-free zones’. These zones are small patches of land with slight differences in tax or regulatory policy. Many of 
these zones have created jobs and brought investment, but did little to open-up access to the tools of entrepreneurship 
for the world’s poor. Free Cities democratize access to law and governance. Citizens are allowed to freely enter and 
exit the city. Since these cities begin small, exercising the right to exit is easy.9  
The extend to which these free zones will function as freely and democratically as they claim to be is discussed in 
chapter IV by integrating this concept into the existing global financial and trade networks.  I will employ the actor-
network approach to study how these free zones are related to the concept of the Global City.  The thesis will argue 
that while both concepts are understood as important nodes in the global economic system, these concepts however 
become empty concepts that set neither a specific size nor content in their attempt to differentiate themselves by 
                                                
9 For more information see: FreeCities.org. 2013. What are Startup Cities? The Future of Startup Cities. 26. April. 
http://www.startupcities.org/what-are-startup-cities/. 
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measuring their hierarchical importance in global finances and trade. By employing the actor-network theory 
approach, these new and different variations of the concept “City” will be understood as shifting frames of reference 
that may offer very good grasps of how the social is generated (Latour, 2005) but that at the same time provide only 
for a source of objective judgment than the absolute (that is, arbitrary) settings suggested by common sense of being 
not new or different definitions of existent concepts. These new concepts thus aim at establishing arbitrary new 
social groups in which a decision a choice must be taken between: either following social theorists and begin our 
travel by setting up at the start which kind of group and level of analysis we will focus on, or we follow the actors’ 
own ways and begin our travels by the traces left behind by their activity of forming and dismantling groups 
(Latour, 2005). Much more important than aiming at differentiate the term of the free city, the thesis will thus, aim 
to follow the actors’ own ways and to check what are the new institutions, procedures, and concepts able to collect 
and to reconnect the social (Callon et al. 2001; Latour 2004b) under the name of the FCH. 
Summarizing this introduction, the aim of the thesis is to contribute to an understanding of contemporary city-
building projects. In this pursuit, the overall internal structure and differentiation as well as sociospatial 
consequences of Free Cities in a globalized world will be discussed, based on studying the characteristics of the 
special development zone in which the Free City would have been settled in the coast of Honduras sovereign 
territory.   
The FCH project was leaded by two libertarian-leaning groups named: MKG Group and Free Cities Institute and, 
supported later by a larger network of institutes and organisations that foster the development of new city-building 
projects.10  Due to the radical ideological nature of these projects and to the fact that most of them are in the process 
of being settled I find it necessary to contrast it by employing the actor-network theory (henceforth referred to by 
the acronym, ANT).  This theory provided the instruments to identify spatial relations that are simultaneously 
material (between the on-going city-building projects) and semiotic (between the conceptual libertarian ideals).  The 
comparison of this project to gated communities and to charter cities results from the extensive research that already 
exists in regard to how these communities are the sociospatial consequences and causes of globalisation. It is one of 
the hypotheses of the thesis that free market cities share with gated communities the characteristic of being also new 
                                                
10 It is important to mention that this is not the only on-going project.  A total of 18 different libertarian-leaning projects exist 
by the time of the research of this thesis.  Probably, more projects structured with a similar ideology will appear in the near 
future. 
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extraterritorial spaces that resulted from global social and economic fragmentations between the rich and the poor 
(Keller Easterling, 2003).11  
Free Market Cities claim to be “places that enable open-up access to the tools of entrepreneurship for the world’s 
poor in territories like Latin American cities were the entrepreneurial poor can not integrate.” By studying the case 
of the Free City in Honduras (FCH) the thesis will aim to answer the question: What is the overall impact of 
globalisation in a Free City and what is the overall impact of a Free City in globalisation?  And if so, to answer this 
question by asking the following sub questions, 
• Are Free Market Cities fortifications of the privileged entrepreneurs that result as consequence of the continuing 
intensification of global social and economic disparities and spatial fragmentation ultimately impeding and 
disenabling the integration of the poor? Or, are Free Market Cities one of the first and most efficient urban 
projects ever built that will diminish global social and economic disparities and spatial fragmentation that will 
enable the integration of the poor?  
• Does the theory behind the Free Market City acknowledge the complexity of the historical, socioeconomic and 
political global setting? 
• What are the socioeconomic implications of the appearance of free zones in the existing global settings? 
• What are the political implications of the appearance of free zones in the existing global settings? 
• What are the sociospatial consequences of establishing a Free City?  
By attempting to answer these questions as the analysis of the case evolves, the thesis will provide further 
opportunities for the study of Free Market City projects that may emerge in the future.  Chapter II and Chapter III of 
the thesis explores what is the economic, political, and social distinctive qualities of these city projects and who are 
the actors behind them.  The diverse group of intellectuals referred to in the thesis, generally, as Libertarians are the 
central actors of this thesis whom will be contrasted with the actant -ideal citizen- of the Libertarian ideological 
narrative.  By contrasting the actor – actant roles behind this ideological city the thesis also aims at positioning these 
                                                
11 In 2003, Keller Easterling organised a conference on extraterritorial enclaves in Yale, dealing with some deep-sea ports and 
airports, export-processing enclaves such as the inland «offshore» maquiladoras in Mexico, Special Enterprise Zones and some 
gated or fenced-in communities of nationals abroad. Like offshore tax havens in otherwise valueless islands, these zones are 
established in order to liberate economic transactions from the restrictions imposed by the laws of nation states.   
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projects within current globalisation junctures.12 The analysis, thus, is not in itself an exercise in normative theory 
and philosophy; however, there is an important link between normative theory and philosophy in that the projects of 
city-building and state-building are always a contestation between the interests and goals of the individual and those 
of the global community.  Normative theory and philosophy play an important role in the description of the 
ideological influences behind the ideal city-building projects fostered by libertarian groups.  These ideals will be 
contested and contrasted with on-going global dynamics of globalisation.  Libertarian ideologues are at the same 
time contestants of the existing hegemonies and the thesis aims at giving some light on how their proposals of new 
forms of governance have been welcomed in the economies of the global south with such an overwhelming support, 
as well as have being received with extreme fear by supporters of the status quo. 
  
                                                
12  Middell, Matthias, and Katja Naumann. 2010. “Global History and the Spatial Turn: From the Impact of Area Studies to the 
Study of Critical Junctures of Globalisation.” Journal of Global History 5 (01) (February 25): 149. 
doi:10.1017/S1740022809990362.  Critical junctures of globalisation “are understood to be the social arenas and historical 
moments in which, through globalisation processes, spatial orders (or ‘regimes of territorialisation’) are being negotiated, 
transformed or created anew.  Coupled with the processes of deterritorialisation – which are prominently covered by analyses 
of recent observations on cross-border migration, communication and economic interdependence – are the processes of 
reterritorialisation. In this way, it is possible to better comprehend how under conditions of globalisation, throughout 
preceding eras and up until today, control was achieved and power was exercised over accelerated movements of people and 
ideas.” Research Group of the Global and European Studies Institute at Universität Leipzig. DFG Research Training Group 
“Critical Junctures of Globalisation”. Institute Official Website. http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~gesi/masters/doctorate/critical-
junctures/ (Accessed: 28. March 2013). 
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Chapter I.  Methodology 
'With the straight ruler,' says Meton, 'I set to work to inscribe a square within this 
circle; in its centre will be the market-place, into which all straight streets will lead, 
converging to this centre like a star, which... sends forth its rays in a straight line 
from all sides.'  
Aristophanes.  The Birds  
 
As Mumford (1961) comments, we have no ancient record of this kind of planning anywhere, but that wild joke of 
Aristophanes is the starting point of this chapter since it illustrates the working of a widely used method to integrate 
concrete data into a whole.  The previous is a method that also explains the philosophy behind the imagining, the 
settling and the building of infinite numbers of urban projects across history. As explained by Levy (2008), in our 
recent history something of a renaissance has occurred in “the thinking that explores facets of human society using 
the concepts of space and place (and associated ones such as territory, geopolitics, mobility, diffusion and locality) 
[...] And this reflects both the rediscovery of cultural difference and local knowledge as claims to universal, 
objective knowledge have come under critical scrutiny, and the exhaustion of the stories just narratives all waiting 
to the failure of prayer strikes to end global economic and political inequality.”   No longer do we refer to fix 
territories of statehood as it is usually done in international studies but we refer to dynamic spaces of interaction 
within the state and outside of it.  The increase of human mobility in one hand and the invention of technological 
inventions that allow for virtual mobility no longer requires for humans to interact in urban areas were the 
discourses of nationalism, patriotism, national economies, and the centralisation of the state were previously given 
for granted as being characteristic of the status quo of hegemonic power.  The previous is the broad issue discussed 
in the fields of social sciences and globalisation by many positivists, orthodox Marxists, state autonomists, and 
culturalists which were contested by the approach of centres of control over peripheries (Altbach 1998; McLean 
1983; Wallerstein 1974).  Notions that were further explored and explained with new notions of ‘centre-periphery’ 
and ‘neo-colonialism’ in Wallerstein’s world system theory which proposed that the stratification of the world into 
countries of different development levels (Arnove 1980; Arrighi 1989; Bornschier 1996). Inspired in his works and 
the work of many other academics, the more recent recognition of the existence of global economic and industrial 
nodes in the global economic system popularized by Sassen’s work The Global City: New York, London, Tokyo and 
the research made in 1998 by Jon Beaverstock, Richard G. Smith and Peter J. Taylor, who worked on the creation 
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of a ranking of global cities and which was later extended by Ronald Daus in the Free University of Berlin, focused 
on "extra-European cities, predominantly in the Southern hemisphere" (Freitag, 2003).  Daus considers that by the 
passing from the industrial era to the new age of information the models envisaged by Max Weber, Georg Simmel 
and Walter Benjamin have been rendered obsolete and that urban centres are now defined by the level, scale and 
intensity of the exchanges to which they give rise. This complex and diverse study of the role of global economic 
and industrial nodes in cities and urban areas has been widely studied in different fields of comparative studies.  
This thesis will aim at comparing this bibliography with a direct application of these ideas to the study of urban 
planning and will be contrasted with the ideas of a group of intellectuals known as Libertarians who proposed to 
revise the tenets and the way we currently organize our cities and societies.   
The name given by these intellectuals to their new urban projects goes by the general name of Free Market Cities 
and its creation aims at making use in the most efficient ways of the spread of globalisation and free market 
capitalism. As Meton, the surveyor and planner whom Aristophanes jibes at in The Birds, many city-building 
projects have fallen pray to such solid geometric forms.  Historical evidence of failed city-building projects is 
available by the hundreds, both privately and collectively organized by humans.  Nevertheless, the idealism of 
Libertarians has not been stopped by the previous failures of city-building projects and their most recent project in 
Honduras almost changed the way we conceive terms as state sovereignty, Globalisation and Constitutional Rights. 
Discourse Analysis 
Given the crucial role that relations of domination and power play in the FCH projects and the ideology behind 
them, the methodology that I have used in this thesis is highly inspired and has taken into consideration the notion 
of discourse as strictly linked to social practices.  This approach of critical discourse analysis, should be concerned 
with discourse as an instrument of power and of the social construction of reality (Wodak 2001).  In Wodak’s 
words, critical discourse analysis (CDA) is specifically interested in the relationship between language and power 
and this is of importance when one of the aims of the thesis was to understand the discourse behind the interviews 
that were done.  In this process, it required to take into consideration “exemplary discourses” (such as institutional, 
political, and so on) which testify to relations of struggle and conflict (Wodak 2001). The role of critique is 
paramount, for it makes visible the “interconnectedness of things”, how structures of domination and power 
manifest in language: in other words, CDA analyses social inequalities as expressed through discourses and 
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language (idem.). As Jäger argues, the researcher can problematise dominant discourses by revealing their hidden or 
inherent contradictions, non-expressions, and the width of what can and cannot be said about them: he states that it 
is of utmost importance to focus on the means through which truisms within dominant discourses are accepted, for 
they are presented as the limits to common sense, rational and exclusive towards all other alternatives (Jäger 2001). 
Theoretical framework 
City-building studies knows no boundaries. It is a global study itself.  Thus, one of the aims of the thesis is not in 
itself an exercise to identify a single region of the world in which these projects could be created. But to identify 
why and how some regions of the world have been more welcoming to the libertarian ideas and values of 
innovation, creative entrepreneurship and new voluntary association as a means to enter the global political 
economy.  Of particular interest is the appeal that free cities have had in Latin America.  Reflecting on the 
comparative studies undertaken by Portes and Roberts (2005) on the shift in hegemonic models of development in 
Latin America, the thesis will explore how the transformation in the dominant model of economic development in 
the region influenced the vote of support by the Honduran Congress to create a special zone to host the FCH in 
2011 and the more recent events that are currently taking place in the establishment of the FCH.   
The theoretical area in the existing research literature of city-building and urban planning is broad and involves all 
social sciences. However, more research is required in presenting city-building studies as a global study.  The need 
of introducing novel ideas and concepts that facilitate an understanding of the global can throw light on new 
political/social processes of change.  More so, the distinction between urban theory and planning theory is not as 
simple since the historical roots and justification for planning depend on a vision of the ideal city rather than simply 
a method of arriving at prescriptions that can be replicated anywhere in the world.  Urban theory and planning, as 
human action, depend on how efficient the planning takes place in a specific historical context, which means that 
planning a city requires it to be rooted in an understanding of the fields in which it is operating independently of the 
normative framework of the ideal city.  The source of such an ideal city-building as proposed by libertarianism is 
that of methodological individualism taking place in a free market territory.  By creating such a place, the FCH will 
emerge as a start-up community of reform starting a globalisation juncture in which a new spatial order emerges and 
creates the ideal setting for the goods of globalisation to be enjoyed. 
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Methodological Structure 
Due to the difficult nature of studying a new –still not existent and/or not consolidated- extraterritorial space that 
results from global socioeconomic and political fragmentations I have decided to apply an adapted version inspired 
in the sociological actor-network approach.  By applying these theories I will aim to analyse both the (actor/actant) 
or (the-real/the-ideal) in these libertarian projects by linking the case study with the ideology behind them.  And at 
the same time, by applying these approaches it will allow me to identify similarities between a Free City (actant) 
and a Gated Community (actor) of which much more research currently exists.  The actor-network approach 
resulted from an attempt to understand processes of innovation and knowledge-creation in science and technology.  
Free Cities, as understood by Libertarian ideologues, are also settlements that result of conscious processes of 
innovation and knowledge-creation by the study of current social, economic and political weaknesses in existing 
cities and societies. The development of the theory through the Free City: Honduras qualitative empirical case study 
aims at providing further questions of study.   
Libertarian theory, research and qualitative data on free cities are currently available in the websites sponsored by 
its proponents and in the works published by Libertarian-leaning scholars.  So far, viewpoints against the libertarian 
ideology and their city-building cities remain in the discussions of few peer-reviewed journals, and in mostly 
American and Latin American political magazines and newspapers.  In Europe, Libertarianism is referred to as 
Classical Liberalism and remains quite unknown.  For the previous reasons, I find it necessary to include a chapter 
describing the principles of this philosophy as thoughtfully and summarized as possible. 
By analysing and comparing these theoretical approaches, the thesis aims at providing further connections between 
City-building studies and Global Studies by treating everything in the social and natural worlds as a continuously 
generated effect of the webs of relations within which they are located (Law 2009). Since the actor-network 
approach is not a theory, the conclusions of the analysis in this case studies aim at explaining how and for which 
reasons the free cities are being built and promoted by a particular group of academics.  As well, by applying the 
actor-network approach the analysis will aim at identifying what traits of globalisation are causes and effects of the 
increased popularity of these city-building projects.  By tying this links of actor-network relations it will be possible 
to analyse how global relations affect and determine the potential success of these urban projects.  My broader 
contention is that the use of material semiotics to analyse particularly ideologized and idealistic city-building 
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projects like Free Cities is also an asset that provides with a case example on the openness, revisability, and 
diversity necessary to the furthering of the field of Global Studies as a valuable methodological approach to study 
globalisation processes. 
Structure of the Thesis 
The thesis is made up of four parts. The first part, constituted by Chapter I consists of the Methodology and 
Methods used in the thesis.  Chapter II, consists of the clarification of the theoretical concepts being used and 
analysed in the thesis to create links for the study of the fields of urban planning and city-building, political 
philosophy, globalisation processes, regimes of historicity and their overall relation to the field of Global Studies.  
Global Studies in its broadest definition is the academic study of political, economic, social and cultural 
relationships of the world by analysing key aspects of human behaviour.  Some of the key aspects in the field of 
Global Studies are that it aims at undertaking an analysis with the use of a transnational, interdisciplinary, 
contemporary and historical, postcolonial, critical, and pro-global citizenship approach to the study of humanity.  
The use of these key aspects of a global studies approach to the study of the concept of the city are of particular 
value since they provide with a lens that is both geographically global and local. Chapter III, consists of the 
description of the case of study of the development of a the Free Market Cities in Honduras.  Chapter IV, consists of 
the critical interview analysis and comparative analysis of the case in a global perspective. 
Elaborating on Middell and Naumann’s (2010) interpretation of what is globalisation, the thesis aims at applying 
the dialectical process of de- and re-territorialisation to the study of the field of City-building. “The challenges to 
existing borders that limit economic, socio-cultural, and political activities, and the establishment of new borders as 
the result of such activities, bring about certain consolidated structures of spatiality, while at the same time societies 
develop regulatory regimes to use these structures for purposes of dominance and integration.”  The previous quote 
is central to the study of the FCH case in which the city-building Project itself presents itself as a challenge to 
existing borders and structures.  The undertaking of a Global Studies approach in the fields of urban planning and 
city-building is a very new approach and it is one of the aims of this thesis to contribute to it by bringing back to the 
discussion the role played by globalisation in the consolidation of urban structures of spatiality.  Traditionally, 
(Levy 2008) the study of the concept of the city has been undertaken without having geography as a prominent 
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player of its study. The field of city-building is usually approached behind theories of International Studies that 
focus their analysis in the relations between the actors and states, of the actors in the existing international 
multilateral or bilateral agreements, on the existing diplomatic relations with the State as a central actor.  In Global 
Studies, the emphasis is given not the State and the existing diplomatic, economic and political multilateral, 
unilateral or bilateral agreements but to the globally shared interconnection which requires to “recogniz[e] 
local/global connections, the commonalities all humans share, and how understanding how national borders have 
become practically irrelevant for many global actors. [Emphasis added]”13  
Methods and data collection 
The data on Free Market Cities that are currently being built is available in its majority on the Web.  The traditional 
use of sources available in print is very limited for these Free Market Cities since its developers are most of the time 
“specialists in online advertisement” of their city building projects.  To a large extent, and as a well-suited analogy 
to these idealist city-building projects, the first available information on these projects is found by searching on 
internet browsers the keywords: “the house of your dreams”, “the freest place on Earth”, “building utopia”, “Going 
Galt”, “finding Libertopia”, “Paradise in Honduras”, “Model Cities in America”, “building Independence”, and 
related keywords that aspire at providing for humanity that long lost secret that was first mentioned in Plato's 
dialogues Timaeus and Critias, that went by the name of Atlantis. 
Like the philosopher Plato and many other idealists after him, the developers of these city building projects have 
their ideal on the principles of free market capitalism to start populating a city beacon of job creation and 
investment that will combine combining secure property rights with minimal government interference (Lott 2012). 
The search for data on these projects as such was found by contacting the administrators of the websites of the many 
Institutes, Organisations, City-builders and sponsors who are developing these paradisiacal real-state private cities. 
I have decided to engage in critical discourse analysis in order to uncover hidden patterns of domination behind the 
FCH projects. I will follow Jäger’s suggestions for my operationalisation, where the interviews will be combined 
with content-based structural analysis and with language-based fine analysis (verbal events, specific uses of 
libertarian concepts and their uniqueness in rhetorical means, figures of speech, etc.).  
                                                
13 Merryfield, Mary. “The Importance of a Global Education”Interview by Brian Knighten. Tulane University, Stone Center for 
Latin American Studies. 
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Data provided as information on the particularities of the cities was acquired in the form of emails and 
advertisement video interviews provided by the real-state agents of the cities. Further interviews were done with 
important key holders in the development of the FCH. Extensive primary source information on two of the most 
advanced city-building projects was received in daily newsletters that explained and advertise how important it was 
for the readers to pack our bags, embrace the tenets of anarcho-capitalism, subscribe to a monthly membership to 
their ‘official extended’ newsletter, get new passports offered by their consultants, and just before leaving to –
“Going Galt”- sell all our investments and buy gold before the coming of the “TEOTMSAWKI”.14 Information in 
these Free Market City projects is also available in the source of audio and video interviews accessible online which 
were recorded by radio and television networks friendly to Libertarians, Tea Party activists and advocates of 
individual freedom, private property and fiscal conservative principles.  A series of 11 lectures given at “The Future 
of Free Cities” conferences sponsored by Universidad Francisco Marroquin in 2011 provided for hours and large 
amount of information in regard to the ideas behind the Libertarian ideologues that supported these city building 
projects.15   
Many of the leaders of these free market leaning city-building projects are usually referred to as “visionaries” whom 
started many of their most successful companies in the days of the Internet Company Boom just before the 1997-
2000 “Dot-com bubble” exploded.16  Other leaders of these city building projects are all part of their countries most 
powerful and rich elites whom seem to agree that government intervention in the economy is harmful to “the free 
marketeers” and entrepreneurial start-ups like Free Market Cities. A wide variety of information written by these 
visionaries is available.  However, to find peer review works of their ideas and projects was very difficult.  The 
primary critics of their ideas and of the Free City-building projects are also not from the academic sphere but from 
newspapers with clear antagonistic political ideologies.  More academically peer reviewed information should start 
                                                
14 These advertisements are sent for free to online subscribers of the “Galt Gultch Chile” and “La Estancia de Cafayate” Free 
Market City projects located –somewhere- in the mountains of Chile and Argentina.  The email newsletter is written by the 
group “DollarVigilante”, the real state agents of these gated communities-looking-like condominiums.  In the newsletters their 
leader, Jeff Berwick, writes in a friendly and personal tone how difficult it is to daily survive the –totalitarianism- of the United 
States Government which is personified in the migratory agents he meets when traveling back and forth his gated community in 
Chile or Mexico, to his encounters with police officers who ask him to turn out his cigarette due to new legislations in New 
York City; while also including a summary of the conferences and TV interviews given to Tea Party friendly companies like 
Fox News and others, during his last week prophesizing (just like one of the best Pentecostal televangelists would have doneit) 
the coming of the "TEOTMSAWKI” or “The End Of The Monetary System As We Know It” and explaining how his city 
building projects will be the only surviving communities after this financial global catastrophe of Apolicaptical dimensions. 
15 The videos area available online for free at: http://newmedia.ufm.edu/gsm/index.php/The_Future_of_Free_Cities 
16 The dot-com bubble was a historic speculative bubble covering roughly 1997–2000 (with a climax on March 10, 2000, with 
the NASDAQ peaking at 5132.52 in intraday trading before closing at 5048.62) during which stock markets in industrialised 
nations saw their equity value rise rapidly from growth in the Internet sector and related fields. 
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being published as time passes and these free city projects start been implemented.  The first free city projects that 
are currently being successfully developed are now in the final process of getting Constitutional approval in 
Honduras.  The FCH are as such, the projects of which more information is currently available in newspapers and in 
online websites and magazines. 
So far, no printed primary sources are available studying the city-building project started in Honduras in 2011 apart 
from newspaper articles that reported the initial plans for establishing a Free Market City in the country.  Despite of 
this, extensive information is available on the concept of Charter Cities and the establishment of these projects 
anywhere in the Global South.  The Economist Paul Romer has published many papers and interviews trying to 
replicate the success of charter cities and make it an engine of economic growth in as many developing countries as 
possible.  
The qualitative research begins with the compilation of vital information regarding the most relevant on-going 
projects of city-building Free Market Cities that is available in Chapter IV.  Further, I continued by analysing the 
information these city-building projects provide and advertise in their official websites.  Reviewing the many videos 
they have done presenting the concepts of the “Free City” as solutions to government creation of poverty in the 
Global South behind mercantilism, corruption and disincentives to the entrepreneurial activity was the following 
step of the research. In 2011 a conference titled “The Future of Free Cities” was organised by Universidad 
Francisco Marroquin, a libertarian outfit in Guatemala.17 Two of the companies and some of the main leaders 
behind the FCH met in this conference and later organized to promote the establishment of these projects in 
Honduras were they were close to succeed. 
 Currently, there are 16 on-going projects of Free Market City-building being promoted in America and their 
progress and planning is described in Chapter III and can be seen in a summarized table in Chapter IV.  The nature 
of these projects and the geopolitics that nurture them does not make this number of projects to be static.  Recently, 
in an interview Michael Strong, former Director of Grupo MGK explained that “He receives multiple emails each 
week from people interested in assisting with similar projects in their home countries, and he identified Belize, 
Jamaica, Senegal, and Morocco as likely candidates for the near future.” (Hodgson 2012). For the previous reason 
and as a means to verify information, the use of qualitative research interviews combined with the analysis of 
                                                
17 The interviews of this conference are available in the following link: 
http://newmedia.ufm.edu/gsm/index.php/The_Future_of_Free_Cities and they provide with an overview of the Libertarian idea 
of how and why city building projects are being promoted and built.   
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previous conferences, lectures and interviews by many of the leaders of these city-building projects aims to 
“describe and the meanings of central themes in the life world of the subject. The main task in interviewing is to 
understand the meaning of what the interviewees say (Kvale 1996)”. The interviews seek to cover both a factual and 
a meaning level, though it is usually more difficult to interview on a meaning level (Kvale 1996). The use of the 
guide approach for interviewing is intended to ensure that the same general areas of information are collected from 
each interviewee, which provided more focus than the conversational approach, but still allowed a degree of 
freedom and adaptability in getting the information from the interviewees (Gall, Gall, and Borg 2003).  Of 
particular value of this method is the fact that it allowed me the opportunity to develop rapport with the participants 
so that I was able to ask follow-up or probing questions based on their responses to pre-constructed questions.  
According to McNamara (2006), the strength of the general interview guide approach is the ability of the researcher 
“…to ensure that the same general areas of information are collected from each interviewee; this provides more 
focus than the conversational approach, but still allows a degree of freedom and adaptability in getting information 
from the interviewee”.  
The analysis of the FCH case requires to review in which ways new spaces of territoriality or de-territorialisation 
were being created.  As well, as to understand how this city-building project was distinguishable from other city-
building projects that have been promoted in the past.  The case-based method of the FCH requires that a law 
through analysis of precedent decrees and laws to be reviewed as part of the qualitative research which uses these 
documents as source material. Qualitative empirical legal research goes far beyond this kind of research and the 
thesis does not provide an authoritative analysis of such expertise requirements.  My epistemological perception of 
law and justice (see, for example, Genn’s Paths to Justice study, 1999) determines and influences my understanding 
of the nature of knowledge, and ontology, and my understanding of the nature of being. As such, the aims and plans 
that were never implemented –or are in on-going process- by the laws and decrees that were authorized the creation 
of a new of form of autonomous cityhood for the FCH are compared to research done by different specialists in the 
social sciences upon comparative analysis done in cities and communities.  Of special importance for the qualitative 
research has been the use of interviews done to stakeholders in FCH and similar libertarian-leaning city-building 
projects to understand the idealist goals they had when framing these autonomous free market cities and the 
consulting they did for the Congressmen that framed the Decrees creating the Special Development Regions. 
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This thesis evaluates the Decree No. 283-2010 which authorized the creation of the Special Development Regions 
where the Free City of Honduras was to be established and the Decree No. 123-2011 (Appendix B) by The National 
Congress Of Honduras of July 29 2011 which ratifies the construction of the Special Development Regions (Ley de 
Regiones Especiales para el Desarrollo) by the Congress and explains which are the regimes of territoriality that 
were to rule this project.  The Supreme Court of Honduras declared the previous Decree unconstitutional in October 
2012.  In January 23 2013 a new and revised Law of Special Arrangements of Development (Ley de Regímenes 
Especiales de Desarrollo) was passed and approved by the National Congress Of Honduras which empowers 
Congress to continue the biding of Honduran territory for the development of projects similar to the FCH by 
national or foreign investment groups.  In June 12 2013 the National Congress approved a Decree authorizing the 
creation of the Zones of Employment and Economic Development (Appendix C) again and secured the required 
Constitutional amendments in order to start the development of three territories in Honduras.   
The analysis of the FCH case requires to review in which ways new spaces of territoriality or de-territorialisation 
were being created.  As well, as to understand how this city-building project was distinguishable from other city-
building projects that have been promoted in the past.  The case-based method of the FCH requires that a law 
through analysis of precedent decrees and laws to be reviewed as part of the qualitative research which uses these 
documents as source material. Qualitative empirical legal research goes far beyond this kind of research and the 
thesis does not provide an authoritative analysis of such expertise requirements.  My epistemological perception of 
law and justice (see, for example, Genn’s Paths to Justice study, 1999) determines and influences my understanding 
of the nature of knowledge, and ontology, and my understanding of the nature of being. As such, the aims and plans 
that were never implemented –or are in on-going process- by the laws and decrees that authorized the creation of a 
new of form of autonomous cityhood for the FCH are compared to research done by different specialists in the 
social sciences upon comparative analysis done in cities and communities.  Of special importance for the qualitative 
research has been the use of interviews done to stakeholders in FCH and similar libertarian-leaning city-building 
projects to understand the idealist goals they had when framing these autonomous free market cities and the 
consulting they did for the Congressmen that framed the Decrees creating the Special Development Regions. 
This thesis evaluates the Decree No. 283-2010 which authorized the creation of the Special Development Regions 
were the Free City of Honduras was to be established and the Decree No. 123-2011 by The National Congress Of 
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Honduras of July 29 2011 which ratifies the construction of the Special Development Regions (Ley de Regiones 
Especiales para el Desarrollo) by the Congress and explains which are the regimes of territoriality that were to rule 
this project.  The Supreme Court of Honduras declared the previous Decree unconstitutional in October 2012.  In 
January 23 2013 a new and revised Law of Special Arrangements of Development (Ley de Regímenes Especiales 
de Desarrollo) was passed and approved by the National Congress Of Honduras which empowers Congress to 
continue the biding of Honduran territory for the development of projects similar to the FCH by national or foreign 
investment groups.   
In order to understand the FCH as objects of study I have decided to focus the critical analysis of the thesis in the 
discourse behind interview sessions with the four members of the Free Market city academy and of Libertarianism 
whom are directly involved in the ideological study and development of free market city theory.  The complete text 
with the transcript of the interviews I did with the abovementioned actors is provided in Appendix A and the 
references are direct quotes hereby included refer to those pages in the area of the Appendixes.  In order to 
understand explicitly the discourse behind their arguments some of the interviews were done in the native language 
of the interviewees and I did the free translation of the quotes as used in this chapter. 
Profile of interview respondents 
 
• Zachary Cáceres.  Zachary Caceres is CIO of Startup Cities Institute and editor of Radical Social 
Entrepreneurs.  He graduated from New York University in 2011 and worked in the Libertarian movement in 
the United States before moving to Guatemala to lead the research of the Startup Cities Institute created by 
Universidad Francisco Marroquín. 
• Giancarlo Ibárgüen Segovia (born 1963) is a Guatemalan businessman and academic. Since 2003, he has 
served as the President of the Libertarian Universidad Francisco Marroquín. The University launched the Free 
Cities Institute after hosting the first “Future of Free Cities” conference in April 2011. In May 06 2013 the Free 
Cities Institute was rebranded as Startup Cities Institute (SCI) in order to reflect better the underlying 
philosophy of the institute of promoting a world of free and responsible individuals. 
• Octavio Rubén Sánchez.  He is the main promoter of the FCH and has worked in this project since 2006.  
Sánchez is Chief of Staff of Porfirio Lobo, President of Honduras since 2010. He is a member of the National 
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Party.  Sánchez has leaded a group of Honduran politicians from the National Party that have secured the 
political support of the opposition in Congress to secure the enactment of laws and constitutional reforms that 
created the special development zones that will develop the FCH projects.  Together with Juan Orlando 
Hernández, President of the Honduran Congress and with Carlos Pineda, Commissionate and President of a 
consulting group named “CoAlianza”, Sánchez continue pursuing the last steps to establish the FCH projects in 
Honduras in the coming years. 
• Carmina Valdizán.  Valdizán was Operations Manager of the Free Cities Institute, which was associated with 
the Universidad Francisco Marroquín in Guatemala and leads communication of the activities and research of 
the Startup Cities Institute with politicians, investors, entrepreneurs and social activists regarding the ideas of 
free cities. Valdizán co-founded Fundación Libertad of Panama in 2001 and is a current member of the Board. 
She attended Atlas Think Tank MBA in 2011. In 2002 Carmina founded Kobold Toys and in 2008 co-founded 
Kobold Toys online; a retail specialty Toy Store. She studied Law at Universidad Francisco Marroquín.  
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Chapter II. Clarification of Concepts 
Two cities radiant on the shield appear, The image one of peace, and one of war. 
Here sacred pomp and genial feast delight, And solemn dance, and Hymeneal 
rite;… There, in the Forum swarm a numerous train; The subject of debate, a 
townsman slain: One pleads the fine discharged, which one denied, And bade the 
public and the laws decide:… Another part (a prospect diff’ring far) Glow’d with 
refulgent arms, and horrid war. Two mighty hosts a leaguer’d town embrace, And 
one would pillage, one would burn, the place…. Now here, now there, the 
carcasses they tore: Fate stalk’d amidst them, grim with human gore. And the 
whole war came out, and met the eye: And each bold figure seem’d to live, or die.  
Homer  
 
 
I define Globalisation as a complex process of building of the world as a whole by creation of global cultural, 
societal and institutional structures that produce and transform the globe itself.   Today’s global world is 
characterized by the unification of the economy among uniform patterns of production and consumption that results 
from the mix government controls with liberalized market practices; it is a globalized world where the 
intensification of democratic integration of the world is being constructed with shared humankind values of 
equality, human rights protection, rule of law, plurality and multiculturalism, peace keeping and peace building 
where a shared moral integration of human identity is being built concerning our role in a shared Globe concerning 
some central philosophical values that enable us to achieve sustainability.   
This definition not being enough, I find it necessary to expand it with Kukoc (2009) methodological explanation,  
Methodologically we can make, however, a difference between globalisation as an objective present-day reality, a 
value-free phenomenon that has its positive and negative elements and characteristics and globalisation as neo-liberal 
oriented policy directed from leading world centres and powers. This sort of pro-globalisation policy is usually 
labelled as ‘globalism’. In the Interdisciplinary Dictionary we defined globalism as a viewpoint, doctrine and/or 
ideology that promote the principle of interdependence and unity of the whole world, of all nations and states instead 
of a national and state particularism. Differentiating of similar notions of cosmopolitism that stresses the cultural 
identity of pre-national “citizen of the world”, and internationalism that promotes ideology of revolutionary 
brotherhood among the nations, idea of globalism is based on the post-national economic, informational and 
intercultural planetary binding and interdependence. Behind the ideology of globalism can be hidden an intention of 
economic and cultural hegemony of the Western powers, as well as the proletarian or socialist internationalism had 
served as an ideological fig leaf for the Soviet i.e. Greater Russian hegemony over other nations from the Communist 
block. (Kukoc 2006) 
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Libertarian key concepts 
For more than a hundred years the maxim laissez faire, laissez passer has been a 
red rag to harbingers of totalitarian despotism. As these zealots see it, this maxim 
condenses all the shameful principles of capitalism. To unmask its fallacies is 
therefore tantamount to exploding the ideological foundations of the system of 
private ownership of the means of production, and implicitly demonstrating the 
excellence of its antithesis, viz., communism and socialism. 
 
Ludwig von Mises. The Free Market Economy versus 
Government Planning 
 
Due to the political and philosophical particularities and complexities of the Libertarian ideology it would require a 
long study and definition of their key concepts before being able of employing them properly.  Instead of me 
providing the reader with any final definition of these terms I decided to use them freely and without any strict 
definition that could bias the study.  If the reader could try to see them and explore them from a Libertarian 
conceptual point of view it is probable that the very same key concepts would have an entirely different definition.  
My real aim in this work is to see, compare with my definitions and the definitions of others, and to contrast how 
the Libertarians interviewees saw and understood these concepts in the work they do.  By doing this throughout the 
interviews I was able of contrasting how they employ these key concepts from a extreme laissez-faire capitalist 
perspective and to see these same key concepts came to life as the FCH started to be promoted in the Honduran 
Congress.  
The Libertarians interviewees agreed that concepts are fundamental epistemological tools to understand what makes 
the “Free Cities” distinct or similar from other city-building projects undertaken in the past by different groups and 
because of different reasons.  Due to the complex nature of the act of defining and conceptualizing terms, I 
employed the method of identifying them in the interviews and using them to continue asking them related 
questions. This later was used to contrast their definitions to the ones used by people from other points of view. 
Libertarianism as a political philosophy has a particular conceptualisation of the world, of human action, of society 
and of reality that distinguishes it from other political philosophies.    
The main political, economic and social concepts identified in the interviews are the following: capitalism and the 
nature of government, free market versus state intervention of the market, nationalism and self determination, 
individualism versus collectivism, colonisation and imperialism, citizenship and state-making, free will and power 
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structures, globalisation and neoliberalism, city-building and society-building, social cooperation and 
totalitarianism, the public versus the private, altruism and rational egoism, benevolence and sacrifice, idealism and 
utopianism.   
What is Libertarianism 
The libertarian is in no sense a utopian. He argues only that in a world in which each 
individual, imperfect man was left free to make his own imperfect decisions and to act on 
them in any way that is peaceful, enjoying the fruits of his successes and suffering the agony 
of his mistakes, man could at least fully attain to the dignity and tragedy and comedy that 
comes with being a man. And here, somewhere east of Eden, there is little more that we can 
expect out of life.   
Benjamin A. Rogge 
 
Libertarianism is a set of political philosophies that uphold liberty as the highest political end, so that each person is 
free to adopt and act upon his own values and moral principles. This does not mean a “highest end” for man in 
general since every individual has a variety of personal ends and different hierarchies for these goals on their 
personal scale of values (Rothbard 1982). The individual establishes the scale of philosophical values freely and in 
absence of coercion. Libertarianism emphasizes the primacy of individual liberty, political freedom, and voluntary 
association. Libertarians advocate a society with a greatly reduced state or no state at all (Friedman 2008). 
Libertarians emphasize the role of private solutions to market failure and the ubiquity of market failure in political 
markets.  
Libertarians are divided in different political schools of thought over the degree to which the institution of the state 
has a role. Libertarians differ among themselves in the degree to which they rely on rights-based or consequentialist 
arguments and on how far they take their conclusions, ranging from classical liberals and minarchists, who wish 
only to drastically reduce government, to anarcho-capitalists who would replace all useful government functions 
with private alternatives (idem.) that favour individual sovereignty in a free market (Cato Institute 2008). 
Minarchist libertarians advocate for a state that is limited to protecting its citizens from aggression, theft, breach of 
contract, and fraud. Among minarchists there are also those who believe that among government functions are the 
provision of assistance for the poor, the old and the sick (idem). The degree to which government provisions of 
assistance vary from emergency services for the needed to an active government participation in the provision for 
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welfare services like social security and education varies and depends on the nature of the values of the men in 
power (Chomsky 2003). The most well-known versions of minarchism find expression in the so-called “minimal 
state” theories of Robert Nozick and Ayn Rand (Nozick 1974; Rand 1963a, 1963b), they hold that the State may 
legitimately provide police, courts, and a military, but nothing more. Any further activity on the part of the state—
regulating or prohibiting the sale or use of drugs, conscripting individuals for military service, providing taxpayer-
funded support to the poor, or even building public roads—is itself rights-violating and hence illegitimate (Nozick 
1974, Rand 1963). 
Private property rights, low or no taxation, and free competition among potential producers of goods and services 
are considered by libertarians as necessary for the creation of wealth as the most efficient method (Lomasky 1987). 
These previous principles are part of the classical liberal political ideology that resulted as a reaction of 19th Century 
social liberalism.  Social liberalism is the ideology that emerged in the 19th Century with the belief that liberalism 
should include a social foundation, implicitly on a collective, governmental basis.  Social liberals believe that the 
legitimate role of the government includes addressing economic and social issues such as health care and education 
while simultaneously endorsing a market economy and expanding civil and political rights and liberties.  In late 20th 
Century a reaction to social liberalism appeared under the names of Keynesianism and neoliberalism, which 
advocate for monetarist economic policies and a reduction of government in the provision of collective services. 
However, this reaction did not result in a return to classical liberalism, as governments continued to provide social 
services and retained control over economic policy (Fauks 1999). 
In the 20th Century the economists Ludwig von Mises, Friedrich Hayek and Milton Friedman responded to 
Keynesianism and to neoliberalism by returning to the principle that government should be as small as possible in 
order to allow the exercise of individual freedom. This return to the ideas of classical liberalism was called neo-
classical liberalism.  In the United States of America, neo-classical liberalism became equated with classical 
liberalism among libertarians. Notwithstanding, these ideas of classical liberalism are also shared by 20th Century 
conservatives and right-libertarians in the United States whose beliefs are to some degree Keynesian in their 
understanding of the role of government (Mayne 1999). 
Right-libertarianism is a broader term used by some political analysts and media sources to describe various 
libertarian political philosophies, which support free markets, capitalism and private property rights independently 
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of their degree of support of the size of government. As well, many of these right-libertarians share with many 
religious conservatives the belief in the supremacy of their religious dogma independently of the degree to which 
any of the other classical liberal principles such as individual freedoms, property rights may be curtailed. Some 
important right-libertarians like Leonard E. Read, Harry Browne, Walter Block and Tibor R. Machan rejected any 
association with either term "left" or "right" and identified their ideology as incomparable with the previous terms 
since they are each descriptive of authoritarian positions. As explained by Leonard E. Read (1998), “Liberty has no 
horizontal relationship to authoritarianism. Libertarianism’s relationship to authoritarianism is vertical; it is up from 
the muck of men enslaving man.”  As such, many of these right-libertarians have identified themselves and their 
ideology simply as libertarian or classical liberal since they agree with the classical liberal strong advocacy for 
political freedom, limited government, rule of law, and free market while still keeping their religious dogma's 
supremacy over the tolerance and/or rejection of civil liberties such as the woman's right to dispose of her own body 
and do an abortion, the right of gay men and women to marry, the freedom from torture and death in the hands of 
government, among others. 
Classical liberals and libertarians believe that all individuals are able to equally freely pursue their own economic 
self-interest, without government direction, serving the common good (Dickerson 2009). As such, all classical 
liberals are libertarians by definition; but not all libertarians are classical liberals by definition. In general, 
libertarians hold that the role of government is that of a “slim state” which should serve the functions of protection 
against foreign invaders, extended to include protection of overseas markets through armed intervention; protection 
of citizens from wrongs committed against them by other citizens, which meant protection of private property and 
enforcement of contracts and the suppression of trade unions and the class movements; favours the building and 
maintaining public institutions, and; "public works" that included a stable currency, standard weights and measures, 
and support of roads, canals, harbours, railways, and postal and other communications services (Hunt 2003). 
The Libertarian ideal form of government 
 
Since libertarians disapprove of collectivism and to a large degree of any government funded program that benefits 
the majority in detriment of individual rights their ideal form of government is as a matter of fact an ideal that has 
not being put in practice anywhere in our history.  Not even the most reduced and minimal form of government 
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during the initial years of the independent United States of America was as a matter of fact as minimal as the 
libertarian ideology required. In the United States, where the meaning of liberalism has parted significantly from 
classical liberalism as to advocate the support of government programs that benefit the majorities through 
affirmative action programs, social and healthcare services, among others, the classical liberals have renamed 
themselves as libertarians. Intrinsically, they associate themselves with the European continental terms of 
advocating "economically conservative" and "socially liberal" political views (going by the common meanings of 
"conservative" and "liberal" in the United States) (Moseley 2011). Many liberals and conservatives in Europe are 
often members of libertarian organisations and movements since they agree to a large degree with some of the 
functions of a minarchist government or of a slim state and they also agree with a non-aggression policy in terms of 
international relations while at the same time supporting robust monetarist policies and the provision of social and 
healthcare services for the population.  
In terms of the ideal form of government, libertarians are very critical of direct democracy where law is made by 
majority vote by citizens because "there is nothing in the bare idea of majority rule to show that majorities will 
always respect the rights of property or maintain rule of law." (Ryan 2006). They support a government that is 
structured along the way of the republican principle of governing a society or a state in the absence of a head of 
state that is appointed by means of other than hereditary elections or systems. Inspired by the decisive role of 
republicanism during the American Revolution, the libertarians are influenced by, 
the Whig canon and the neo-Harringtonians, John Milton, James Harrington and Sidney, Trenchard, Gordon and 
Bolingbroke, together with the Greek, Roman, and Renaissance masters of the tradition as far as Montesquieu, (whom) 
formed the authoritative literature of this (the revolutionary American) culture; and its values and concepts were those 
with which we have grown familiar: a civic and patriot ideal in which the personality was founded in property, 
perfected in citizenship but perpetually threatened by corruption; government figuring paradoxically as the principal 
source of corruption and operating through such means as patronage, faction, standing armies (opposed to the ideal of 
the militia), established churches (opposed to the Puritan and deist modes of American religion) and the promotion of 
a monied interest — though the formulation of this last concept was somewhat hindered by the keen desire for readily 
available paper credit common in colonies of settlement. A neoclassical politics provided both the ethos of the elites 
and the rhetoric of the upwardly mobile, and accounts for the singular cultural and intellectual homogeneity of the 
Founding Fathers and their generation. (Pocock 1981) 
In their understanding of today's democratic governments around the world, libertarians explain that direct 
democratic vote is as dangerous and as evil as inherited government was when the American revolutionaries 
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revolted from the British Crown.  Since there is “absolutely no contradiction in principle between Soviet (that is 
socialist) democracy and the exercise of dictatorial powers by individuals” (Lenin 1968) libertarians disagree with 
any forms of democratic rule that could allow for the violation of a majority of the rights of individuals.   
Friedrich Hayek who elaborated on the work of Ludwig von Mises proposed a form of government that 
acknowledged the principles of the dispersion of knowledge18, spontaneous order19 and the impossibility of central 
planning20 with a system of government in which “government provides a stable and known framework of rules 
(Hayek 1944, 113). Although this ideal can never be fully achieved in practice, a government under rule of law acts 
as referee and provider of the rule book (Hayek 1960, 114) and operates as much as possible by an ideal of 'letting 
the players play.'”  In such a system, as Schmidtz (2012) explains,  
“a praiseworthy rule of law facilitates mutually beneficial trade by internalizing externalities, by minimizing 
transaction cost (especially when it comes to acquiring information), by minimizing opportunities to acquire people's 
goods without their consent (thereby encouraging people to trade on agreeable—thus typically beneficial—terms), and 
by being extremely cautious about trying to do more than that.” 
The libertarian ideal form of government is a place in which the rule of law facilitates for free market to work in its 
most efficient way.  In such a system, capitalism would work in its purest form and would create the ideal setting 
for entrepreneurial pursuits.  
 
 
                                                
18 Dispersed knowledge is understood as an axiom for Libertarians in which the actions of any agent in the free market, “for 
assets, goods, or services possesses incomplete knowledge as to most of the factors which affect prices in that market. For 
example, no agent has full information as to other agents' budgets, preferences, resources or technologies, not to mention their 
plans for the future and numerous other factors which affect prices in those markets.” Hayek, Friedrich A. von. 1984. Rules 
and order: a new statement of the liberal principles of justice and political economy. Law, legislation, and liberty v. 1. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press. 
19 Another axiom of Classical Liberal ideology is the axiom of Spontaneous Order which is described by Leonard Read as, 
“what happens when you leave people alone—when entrepreneurs... see the desires of people... and then provide for them. They 
respond to market signals, to prices. Prices tell them what's needed and how urgently and where. And it's infinitely better and 
more productive than relying on a handful of elites in some distant bureaucracy.” as quoted in Stossel (2011) 
20 The impossibility of central planning is also known as the Socialist economic calculation problem.  It is a is a criticism of 
using economic planning as a substitute for market-based allocation of the factors of production.  It was first proposed by 
Ludwig von Mises in his 1920 essay titled “Economic Calculation in the Socialist Commonwealth” and later expanded upon by 
Friedrich Hayek.   Von Mises (1990) argued “that the pricing systems in socialist economies were necessarily deficient because 
if a public entity owned all the means of production, no rational prices could be obtained for capital goods as they were merely 
internal transfers of goods and not "objects of exchange," unlike final goods. Therefore, they were unpriced and hence the 
system would be necessarily irrational, as the central planners would not know how to allocate the available resources 
efficiently.  He wrote "...that rational economic activity is impossible in a socialist commonwealth." 
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The Libertarian definition of Capitalism 
 
For classical liberals moral judgements about what is right and wrong depend on how human action takes places in 
a particular context.  For libertarians Capitalism is an economic system that is not dependant or a product of moral 
actions but the result the entrepreneurial pursuit of efficiency, wealth creation, productivity and innovation.  
Capitalism is a system in which free market takes places and government does not interfere in the individual 
pursuits of wealth creation.  For libertarians the acts of all members of society are the product of humans engaging 
into the pursuit of goals.  Von Mises (1949) explained that human action is praxeological21.  Praxeology is “the 
deductive study of human action based on the action axiom (…) (it) rests on the fundamental axiom that individual 
human beings act, that is, on the primordial fact that individuals engage in conscious actions toward chosen goals. 
This concept of action contrasts to purely reflexive, or knee-jerk, behaviour, which is not directed toward goals. The 
praxeological method spins out by verbal deduction the logical implications of that primordial fact.” (Rothbard 
1997) and its 'morality' or 'correctness', relies on actions that ought to be creative and constructive means toward an 
economic end.  Since humans are fallible, then his decisions or means won't be axiomatically the most efficient or 
wise all the time.  Rothbard (1997) argues, “the more these means are choice of values or goals is wise or proper or 
that he has chosen the technologically correct method of reaching them.” 
Neither Hayek, von Mises, nor any of the other classical liberals ever discussed the role of ethics, that which is right 
or wrong, or correct and incorrect, in a capitalist economic and political system of government.  The job of 
explaining how such a pure form of capitalism creates the ideal setting for just actions to take place in society was 
done by the philosopher Ayn Rand22 in her book “Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal”.  Rand explains, 
“Capitalism is a social system based on the recognition of individual rights, including property rights, in which all 
property is privately owned. 
                                                
21 The term praxeology was first used in 1890 by Espinas. Cf. his article "Les Origines de law technologies," Revue 
Philosophique, XVth year, XXX, 114-115, and his book published in Paris in 1897, with the same title. 
22 While Ayn Rand is not a Libertarian, her works have inspired libertarianism by providing with what she defined as an 
Objectivist defence of the morality of the term capitalism.  The libertarian and Rand's definition of capitalism is different from 
that of Marx and of most of today's academics.  So far, there is not a Libertarian definition of the term capitalism, but they 
disagree with that of Marx' and others.  Some libertarians have gone so far as to defend its results; for example,  Robert Lefevre 
who understood it as the “savings and capital in essence as the savings made by men which are then invested in the tools of 
production.”; Milton Friedman who “emphasize the role of free markets, which, they claim, promote freedom and democracy.” 
Hayek who explained it as a market process and with economicists arguments; and other definitions as presented by Classical 
Liberal Economists like Ludwig von Mises, Murray Rothbard, James Buchanan, and more recently by Peter Boetke. 
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The recognition of individual rights entails the banishment of physical force from human relationships: basically, 
rights can be violated only by means of force. In a capitalist society, no man or group may initiate the use of physical 
force against others. The only function of the government, in such a society, is the task of protecting man’s rights, i.e., 
the task of protecting him from physical force; the government acts as the agent of man’s right of self-defence, and 
may use force only in retaliation and only against those who initiate its use; thus the government is the means of 
placing the retaliatory use of force under objective control.” (…) 
The moral justification of capitalism does not lie in the altruist claim that it represents the best way to achieve “the 
common good.” It is true that capitalism does—if that catch-phrase has any meaning—but this is merely a secondary 
consequence. The moral justification of capitalism lies in the fact that it is the only system consonant with man’s 
rational nature, that it protects man’s survival qua man, and that its ruling principle is: justice. (Rand 1967) 
Summarizing, Capitalism is for libertarians an economic system of free market that results from humans freely 
pursuing goals and creating wealth; in which a government is created to ensure that the individual freedoms to 
pursue goals and their individual rights are protected by the rule of law.  Anything that diverges or changes from the 
previous definition is not deemed as capitalism or capitalistic by Libertarians but as different phenomena, which 
they conceptualize as: neoliberal economics, mixed economy global systems or crony capitalism.  
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Chapter III. The Free Cities of Honduras Case Study 
We firmly believe in the capacity of imperfect human beings to be better able to 
realize their destiny when free and not when compelled by the collective entity 
personified by the state. 
Manuel Ayau. Founder of Universidad Francisco Marroquin 
 
Existing and on-going Free Market City projects 
 
As of July 2013 there exist 15 different start-up city-building projects in the American continent.  These start-ups 
are all inspired in the principles of Libertarianism and in the search for establishing semi-autonomous or 
autonomous cities where capable entrepreneurs will be willing to retreat to areas of free market businesses.  These 
city-building projects however are not any new and hundreds of different new communities have been built and 
tried in history.  For the Libertarian movement these first trials of city-building begun in a fiction book 56 years 
ago.  In 1957 the author and philosopher Ayn Rand wrote the novel “Atlas Shrugged”.  In this book, fictional 
characters are leading innovators and industrialists who mysteriously start disappearing from a dystopic society that 
is about to collapse.  In the book, the heroes share and uphold a particular philosophy of life called Objectivism and 
join together to settle and built a new community where free market principles will rule and allow them to continue 
researching, creating and building a new society.  Since this book was written in 1957 millions of conservatives, 
libertarians and anarcho-capitalists who lived in the American continent started dreaming of building such a place.  
In the last twenty years and as global political and economic crisis started affecting the United States of America 
many Libertarians and Conservatives started thinking what to do with the growing increase of statism and the 
government failure to protect their highest political and economic end: individual liberty. 
 
Table 1 compiles information for the 16 free market city-building projects that currently are been promoted and 
which have officially been announced by their leaders to have either: a.) A specific amount of money being invested 
in the projects, b.) Enrolled citizens who are willing to move to these new cities, c.) Bought and have the land to 
start the settlement, d.) Started selling land and secured water rights and legal recognition to start the city 
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developments, e.) Applying for authorisation by governments to start the development of the cities, f.) All of the 
above. 
 
The existing city-building projects are structured among very different lines depending of the type of government 
they have, the way they plan to be organized and ruled, and the ways they plan to do business.  Among the leaders 
of these projects are billionaires like Peter Thiel, David Koch, Charles Koch, and Bill Koch; intellectuals like Paul 
Romer, Giancarlo Ibárgüen, and Patri Friedman; and televangelists like Glenn Beck.  The territories were these 
projects are being built are located in the countries of Argentina, Chile, Honduras, and the United States of 
America.  Other projects are still not in the development or building phase and the locations are still unknown.    
 
The structure of these cities ranges from smaller and isolated gated communities were private security and private 
services is already under construction and will be provided in the projects of “La Estancia de Cafayate” in 
Argentina and in “Galt’s Gulch” in Chile; to larger city-building projects like the Free Cities in Honduras were an 
official referendum will take place in the following months in order to determine which territories will be used to 
build the new cities.  
 
In order to provide a clearer background on the multiplicity and diversity of existing free market city building 
projects I have compiled and prepared a diagram table with information on all the existing libertarian-leaning Free 
Market City projects.  The following table includes information on the social, political and economic ideology 
behind these diverse projects.  The table also provides with information on when were this projects officially started 
and it also includes information regarding the dates in which some of these projects started to be sold to interested 
customers.  These projects and their leaders were interviewed and/or his articles and videoconferences were used as 
information for the analysis of the thesis. The projects that correspond to the FCH cases studied in this thesis 
correspond to the lines number 1 to 3 in the table as follows, 
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The Free Cities of Honduras Case 
Introduction 
Current global population projections produced by the United Nations and by IIASA Project that the total size of the 
world population is likely to increase from its current 7 billion to 8–10 billion by 2050 (Bongaarts 2009). While in 
different parts of the world the future fertility and mortality trends is unknown there is consensus that the fertility 
rates in much of Africa and Western Asia will continue being very high and will increase the population by at least 
1 billion by 2050 (Lutz 2010). Fundamentally, all the population increase will take place in the Global South and 
the urban population in this region is expected to double in the next four decades alone, from roughly 2.5 billion to 
over 5 billion people (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs 2010). Fuller and Romer (2012) 
argue that this wave of urbanisation presents a “unique opportunity for billions of people to live healthier, greener, 
and more prosperous lives.” And that as such, the development of new cities like their Charter Cities projects will 
“channel this unprecedented scale of urban growth in a positive direction, offering new choices to reform-minded 
political leaders as well as new choices to migrants in search of better places to live and work.” 
As explained by Romer’s Charter Cities Organisation a charter city is a new type of special zone, one that can serve 
as an incubator for reforms that can take many forms. Forms that will share in common elements that are in 
principle made of: 
1. An uninhabited piece of city-sized land, provided voluntarily by a host government. 
2. A charter that specifies the rules that will govern the new city. 
3. The freedom for would-be charter city residents, investors, and employers to move in or out. 
Each charter city requires one or more nations to play three logically distinct roles: 
1. The host country provides uninhabited land. 
2. The source country or countries provide residents. 
The guarantor country or countries ensure that the city’s charter is respected. 
As described by Fuller and Romer (2012) in partnership with credible allies, “a developing country can pursue 
reforms in a special zone large enough to one day accommodate a city with millions of residents. By starting on a 
new and undeveloped site, the formal rules in a charter city, and the norms that these rules encourage, can differ 
markedly from the ones that prevail elsewhere in the country” making these free market cities ideal places for the 
fostering of prosperity and “positive” urban growth.  Markedly unusual and influenced by global financial 
dynamics, the countries that had been considered by its proponents more suitable for the developing of these new 
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city-building projects started to study the projects and ask for more questions.  The interest on the Free Market 
Cities and the ideology behind it reached its momentum during the years 2010-2012 in Honduras were the plans for 
founding a new city with the special rights proposed by Paul Romer gained support of Congress. This project 
appeared just after the financial crisis of 2008 and a Constitutional crisis a year later that allowed for legislators and 
civil society members to question the existing strategies for economic growth that would guarantee financial 
stability for Honduras in the future (Arestis et al. 2011). The Free Market City projects of Honduras had to go 
through a difficult bureaucratic process of Constitutional reforms and revisions that still today are being negotiated 
among the members of Congress, civil society and interested parties.  Among these interested parties are national 
and foreign capitals interested in developing what aim at becoming the first autonomous start-up cities of Latin 
America.  
Historical background 
From import-substitution policies in the 1950s to drug clientelism in the 2000s 
From 1950 to 1990 Honduras joined other economies from the Global South in an import-substitution policy to 
promote industrialisation by protecting domestic producers from the competition of imports. As this policy failed to 
achieve its political goals due to the fact that the industries it created were inefficient and could not compete 
internationally competitive industries, and because the focus on industrial development impoverished local 
commodity producers from rural areas.  In the decade of 1990 the import-substitution policy was replaced by a 
global wave of market liberalisation strategies that the Honduran conservative government implemented by 
privatizing many of the state-owned industries of sugar cane, meatpacking, cotton and cement, among others.  
These privatisations proved to be beneficial for the economic growth of the country and the improvement of 
Honduran human development indexes.  Nonetheless, at the same time the privatisations empowered some families 
with the control of many of the industries that were formerly owned by the state.  This created a system of 
clientelism between few privileged families and the government.  This small clientelist system lasted only for a few 
years until new political actors started to join it from drug trade activities and the affluence of the drug money.  
Drug money was passed to politicians who started protecting drug trading interests and its lords, and that flow 
started to reverse the relationship between old clientelist elites, old and new bureaucracy, drug lords, and new 
political aspirations (Nilsson 2012 p.179-180).  The affluence of drug money was intensely increased in Central 
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America by a loose network of ex-combatants and ex-military, and ex-functionaries of military intelligence who 
joined the ranks of the new booming drug economy (Sieder et. al. 2002; Peacock and Beltrán 2004; Goldman 2007) 
resulting in the partial capture of the governments in Central America by early 2003. In that same year the 
homicides accounted to drug related crimes were of 45% in Honduras and El Salvador (Huhn and Peetz, 2008) and 
even after anti-drug and anti-gang legislation had been passed by Honduras’s Congress under the name of 
Operación Libertad (Operation Freedom, in English) it failed to stop the increasing power of drug lords and the 
captured bureaucracy.   
Manuel Zelaya’s Presidency 
During his Presidential campaign of 2005, Zelaya forged an alliance with Hugo Chavez, President of Venezuela and 
sponsor of the anti-American and socialist Bolivarian Alternative for the Americas (ALBA).23  Zelaya ran his 
Presidential campaign with a law-and-order platform pledging to battle rampant criminal activity of gangs, and drug 
lords that had taken control over large amounts of Central American territory since the decade of 1990 (Nilsson 
2012). In the midst of tension and violence in year 2005, Manuel Zelaya was elected President of Honduras in after 
votes cast in a very close election, which required to be carefully counted for an entire week after the election. It 
was until December 5 that his opponent, Porfirio Lobo Sosa, conceded the election.   
In spite of economic problems caused as a result of the financial crisis and the high statistics of drug related crimes 
and homicides there were a number of significant achievements of Zelaya's domestic policy.  During his presidency 
many social reforms to favour the poorest were implemented and according to the newspaper El Heraldo (2009) 
education was provided for free to all children increasing the population of public schools by 400,000 new students; 
as well, official data reported that extreme poverty had been reduced in 9.8% in the 2005-2008 period reaching a 
historical record of 36.2% in 2008 (impacting approximately 133,860 families); also, subsidies to small farmers 
were provided and bank interest rates were reduced to favour the poorest and the minimum wage was increased by 
                                                
23 ALBA is an organisation that has been associated by conservatives and libertarians with socialism and social democratic 
governments and discourses that attempted at regional economic integration based on a vision of social welfare, bartering and 
mutual economic aid. The member nations of ALBA are Antigua and Barbuda, Bolivia, Cuba, Dominica, Ecuador, Nicaragua, 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines and Venezuela.  Zelaya’s coup d’état took place just in the process of the integration of 
Honduras to this organisation, which would have enormously debilitated the power of the conservative political parties in the 
neighbouring countries of Guatemala and El Salvador. Thus, creating a regional crisis that was only worsened by the pandemic 
caused in the region by the brutal violence that had being increasing since the 1990s by organised crime and drug lords that had 
captured and corrupted the institutions of government.  As explained by Seelke (2010) this juncture was the result of rather than 
civil wars, domestic issues endemic to Central America topped with the ills of globalisation such as high rates of poverty and 
un-employment and lack of healthcare services and education which make at-risk youth more vulnerable to join gangs and 
organised crime. 
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80%.  These reforms were undertaken behind an open pro socialist discourse that quickly preoccupied the 
conservative elites that considered Zelaya’s discourse a menace to the status quo.   
Manuel Zelaya’s foreign policy was one of his political opponents most important worries.  Especially after 
neighbouring countries had already joined the anti-American and anti-free market ALBA alliance headed by Hugo 
Chávez’s Venezuela.  Furthermore, his friendship with Cuba's Raúl Castro enervated the conservatives who saw in 
Manuel Zelaya’s chameleonic transformation from a social democrat moderate in 2005 into a political populist in 
2009 who chanted a socialist discourse and who wanted to transform Honduras Republic in the shape of Hugo 
Chavez’s Venezuela after he had managed to modify the Constitution and run for re-election (Martinez, et.al. 2009). 
Constitutional Crisis of 2009 
In 2009, an unprecedented constitutional crisis took place in Honduras after a long escalation of regional and 
internal tensions that had started after a political dispute over plans to rewrite the Constitution by the Honduran 
President Manuel Zelaya, and by fears of the opposition of a potential violation of the Constitution if Zelaya were to 
run for the re-election.  This Constitutional crisis culminated in the removal and exile of President Manuel Zelaya 
by the Honduran military in a coup d'état in the night of June 28 2009.  Zelaya had been for a long period of his 
political career a member of the conservative24 ruling elite of the country but he shifted to the political populist 
discourse of a social-democrat union of social, political, and economic integration sponsored by Venezuela with 
other countries of Latin America and the Caribbean.   
                                                
24 In most of the Central American countries the conservative-leaning political ideology had unique historical roots.  During 
and after their Independence from the Spanish Crown, Central American countries embraced the ideas of positivism in their 
society and turned to a liberal ideology that defended the ideals of liberty, equality, and popular sovereignty.  Liberalism during 
the early 19th century in Latin American clashed with conservative views which aimed at preserving the pre-existing dominant 
system that was rooted in Latin America during Colonial times.  Conservatives supported kingship and ruling bloodlines.  
Conservatives rejected any attempt of stepping out and try a new ruling system; they felt that chaos and disorder in society 
would break out.  And this struggle between Liberals and Conservatives was largely fought between members of the landed, 
white or creole elite.  During all this time, the indigenous populations were kept by the landed, white and creole elite in an 
economic system of semi-slavery known as “encomienda”, patronage by the elite, and a system of debt peonage known as 
“peonaje” or “servidumbre por deudas” until well entered the second quarter of the 20th Century.  The survival of these 
systems resulted in the fact that the indigenous populations and African descendants had little, if any power compared to the 
very small creole, white or foreigner ruling class. Honduran elite formation process indicates a distinctive ethnic component. 
Together with the traditional Spanish creole and mestizos from the colonial period, Honduras elites are composed of foreigners 
/ immigrants particularly of non-European descent, as is the case of the Arabs, and to a lesser extent, the Jews. Arabs 
established transnational networks with their homeland (particularly Palestine) and other countries and regions. Today, Arabs 
are one of the most important economic and political elites. Their non-Eurocentric immigrant status, their commercial and 
trading ties between the home and host land as well as with other regions in Latin America are indicative of Honduras’ distinct 
elite formation process, namely its transnational features.  Amaya (2012) explains that there are 3 or 4 groups of particular 
power in the Honduran ruling class that control the economy of the small country: 1. Facussé, 2. Canahuati, 3. Nasser 4. Atala.  
Amaya (2012) also explains that these families openly supported the coup d’état against President Manuel Zelaya and financed 
it.  It should be noted that Manuel Zelaya is the eldest son of a wealthy family of the ruling class, before entering politics; he 
was involved in his family's logging and timber businesses. 
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Zelaya had set June 28 2009 as the date for a national referendum to change the Constitution of Honduras. Many 
suspected he was trying to follow in the footsteps of other Latin American leaders such as Rafael Correa of Ecuador 
and Daniel Ortega of Nicaragua who changed their constitutions to allow them to run for re-election just as Hugo 
Chavez had done in Venezuela.25 The crisis culminated partially when the Honduran Congress in June 28 2009, in 
an extraordinary session, voted to remove Manuel Zelaya from office and appoint his constitutional successor, 
Speaker of Congress Roberto Micheletti, in his place as interim President (Sheridan, et.al. 2009). And which was 
finally resolved when the political forces signed an agreement with the assistance of a high-level U.S. diplomatic 
team sent by Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton by which the president ousted in a coup four months before 
could have been reinstated (idem). After the agreement, the Honduran Congress voted against reinstating Zelaya 
and allowing him to serve the remaining three months of his term. 
This event caused an hemispheric international crisis when countries all over the world, the OAS, and the UN 
formally and unanimously condemned the action as a coup d'état (Romero 2009) and refused to recognize the de 
facto government (OAS 2009), though a document submitted to the United States Congress declared the ouster to 
be legal according to the opinion of the lawyers consulted by the Library of Congress (Markey 2009). The 
government that followed the De Facto Regime, set up a Truth Commission, Comisión de la Verdad y 
Reconciliación, which after more than a year of research and debate concluded the ousting to be a coup d’état "to 
the executive power", illegal in their opinion (Aguilar, et.al. 2009). By the end of the interim government of 
Micheletti nearly no foreign government had recognized him as President of Honduras. In January 27 2010 the new 
President Porfirio Lobo took office with 56% of the vote against 38% for his rival Elvin Santos. Porfirio Lobo had 
run lost the elections in 2005 against Manuel Zelaya.  Porfirio Lobo ran his campaign on-board of Partido Nacional 
(National Party) the main right-wing political party of the country founded in 1902 by the conservative Honduran 
elite.   
Libertarian involvement after Manuel Zelaya’s coup d’état 
Libertarians in the region and outside of it were always very critical and skeptical of Manuel Zelaya’s pro-socialist 
government.  As Mary Anastasia O'Grady, editor of the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) and member of the Wall Street 
                                                
25 Ecuador and Nicaragua had joined also ALBA before the Constitutional reforms had been implemented and these countries 
enervated populism strengthened the polemic populist government of Hugo Chavez that had been in power for already ten 
years. 
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Journal Editorial Board since 2005, and who consistently has taken a radical right-wing and Libertarian friendly 
stance on events in Latin America explains in an article, that “The Honduran Supreme Court's order to arrest then-
president Manuel Zelaya and the military's decision to deport him to Costa Rica in June of 2009 was a blow to 
international socialism.” (O’Grady 2011).  O’Grady’s article explains perfectly how key Libertarians actors like 
Michael Strong of the Grupo MGK also saw the events that ended in the overthrown of Manuel Zelaya, 
“Mr. Zelaya had been flagrantly violating constitutional law by trying to prolong his tenure. But his friends—the 
Castro brothers and Hugo Chávez and their acolytes—called his arrest a right-wing military coup. As the left often 
does when it loses a bid for power through violence, they demanded a "truth commission," so they could trot out 
"witnesses" to the injustices they claimed had taken place in Honduras. 
A truth commission established under the auspices of the Organisation of American States (OAS) released its report 
earlier this month. But the zelayistas didn't quite get the condemnation they sought. Instead, the report is a solid 
indictment of the former president as the provocateur of the crisis and a corrupt head of state. Given the intense 
international pressure to produce something that would save face for Zelaya backers, this can mean only one thing: 
The evidence against him was overwhelming. 
(…) 
The report also says that ahead of the crisis, the international community did nothing to help defend the democracy. 
On the contrary, the OAS decided to send a mission for the referendum, "despite the fact that every state institution 
with competency in the matter had issued resolutions that it was illegal and that it should not take place." 
The commission notes that it received "ample information" from the federal prosecutor on charges of corruption 
against the Zelaya government. But when the commission requested information supporting allegations of corruption 
during the Micheletti government, it was not provided, despite the fact that Mr. Micheletti's critics had been quick to 
accuse him of wrongdoing. 
(…) 
In the end, the report is not able to call the June 28 event a "coup d'état" but has to call it "a coup d'état against the 
executive," which presumably means a seizure of the presidency, not the state itself. In other words, the democracy 
was upheld while the unlawful president was removed. For most Hondurans this should make Mr. Micheletti, the 
Supreme Court and the military national heroes. 
The previous events as explained by O’Grady left the Interim government of Micheletti weak and facing many 
difficulties that were only increased by the repeated violations of the Constitution and the terrible economic effects 
that had the lack of international recognition of Micheletti’s interim government.  Honduras is one of the smallest 
and poorest nations in the world, with a per capita income of just $1,717 (2008).  Honduras saw its economy shrink 
2.2% in the first four months of 2009 as exports fell 15% in the 1st. quarter as international demand withered under 
the on-going recession.  The coup d’état against Zelaya and the lack of international recognition of Micheletti’s 
government caused that hundreds of millions of dollars in trade, international aid, and loans were lost.  Peter Hakim, 
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president of the InterAmerican Dialogue, a Washington think tank that focuses on the region explained that "Placing 
sanctions on a poor country ends up hurting people and it doesn't do much to help democracy." (Smith 2009). For 
the 2009 fiscal year, United States of America economic and social aid to Honduras was set to reach $43.2 million, 
including funds from the Millennium Challenge ($215 million in Millennium Challenge funds granted to Honduras 
for a five-year period ending in 2010).  Also, as part of USA Fight on Drugs in Latin America, they were providing 
some $7.8 million in military and police aid to Honduras.  Another lost source of international aid during these 
years of crisis was the one of Venezuela.  Venezuela had sent some $105 million in energy cooperation funds via 
Petrocaribe just in 2008, according to the Honduran Central Bank.  The disappearance of Zelaya left Venezuela 
with no interests in continuing fuelling petrodollars to this ALBA ally.  It meant that Honduran politicians would 
not have the millions of Venezuelan petrodollars to pay for the new pro socialist social programs so popular among 
the poor population of the country that Zelaya had established before the coup d’état.   
Some of the most affected by the 2008 global financial crisis was the low skilled workforce that provided for the 
products of some of the most important global value chains.  Honduras was the largest Central American supplier of 
textiles and garments to the U.S. in 2009 and they were sending more than half of its exports there, but sales had 
dropped because of slowing international demand. Honduras' low-cost export manufacturers, or maquiladoras, 
which produced mostly garments and simple automotive components had export sales of $3 billion in 2008,26 but 
the crisis shed 66,000 jobs over 2008, or around one-fifth of the maquiladora workforce. Maquiladora exports drop 
by 16% in 2009, according to the Honduran Maquiladora Association. 
It was in this economic and political crisis that Honduras political and financial elite started looking for new and 
challenging ways of creating wealth and stability for the country. With Porfirio Lobo as President and with a simple 
majority of 71 Congressmen of the Right-wing party elected in 2010, the Honduran had received a extreme 
makeover turning from being one of the most socialists countries in the region into a country willing to embrace 
extreme libertarian-leaning free market economic ideas.  While the right-wing party did not control an absolute 
majority in Congress, they did saw themselves strengthened after the Constitutional Crisis of 2009.  In 2011 Juan 
Orlando Hernández from the National Party was elected President of Congress and with the support of the President 
Porfirio Lobo they started supporting the FCH which was to become the most radical libertarian-leaning free market 
                                                
26 Honduras economy is small—worth just $13 billion (2009)—and relies largely on coffee and banana exports, although in 
recent years Honduras had diversified its export base to include textiles, garments, some automotive components, and shrimp 
that quickly became a very significative part of the economy. 
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economic project ever taken in the history of Honduras and probably in the world. The FCH became law after the 
signature of DECREE No. 123-2011 in July 2011 by the Congress of (see Appendix A). 
As Michael Strong explains in an interview done by Ian, Julia, and Mark (2012) members of the Honduran elite, 
“Realised across the political spectrum that they could not trust the international community.  And that that very 
special situation, in which they knew that they had to solve their problems on their own.  You know, Hilary Clinton 
came and told them to put the man back in power.  But they thought, "He is a mad men, why would we do this?”  So, 
you know, this lead to this extraordinary situation in which across the political spectrum they were ready to take 
dramatic actions to bring in investment and prosperity into the country.  So it turns out that there was a group of four 
leaders who were staff members, and not Lobo nor Hernández the President of Congress, but Octavio Sanchez the 
chief of staff of President Lobo who has being working for Lobo for about ten years.  He has a degree in Law from 
Harvard, he is a very smart, very good man and he had actually developed this idea of outsourcing a legal system.  
Because he realised that you can't fix the Honduran system.  He has an excellent paper in which he explains how Latin 
American judicial systems in general are a cause of their poverty.  So he realised that only if you outsource a legal 
system you could have a chance of making progress.  Once example, Carlos Pineda, one of the other individuals who 
are part of this group pointed to a seven-story building when I was in Tegucigalpa last week and he said, "that 7 story 
building has been left to rot for the last ten years because it is stuck in the judicial system".  All over Honduras there is 
wealth, capital that could be used to be productive but once you get locked in down the judicial system you are stuck 
forever.  Now, once you get to outsource. 
Thus, the Hondurans knew the international community had hanged them out to dry and that tens of millions of dollars 
were pulled out from Honduras.  They were pariahs in the international community; they knew that Zelaya was crazy 
and that basically, they had been betrayed by every country on Earth. 
The members of the Congress who advocated the most for the passing of the first Decree creating the new legal 
entity of Región Especial de Desarrollo (RED) was the National Party. The Creation of the RED to establish a 
reform zone to which families can move safely and legally was authorized and the plans for founding the first two 
FCH were inaugurated with the interest of two foreign companies interested in biding for the right to start 
developing their projects.  The first company is Grupo MGK, lead by Michael Strong, and the second one is Future 
Cities Development Inc., lead by Patri Friedman.  These companies were created in 2011 and by the end of 2012 
they disappeared after the Supreme Court of Honduras sentenced the DECREE No. 123-2011 to be 
unconstitutional. 
As explained in the official website of Future Cities Development Inc. in July 2011, Honduras amended their 
constitution with the DECREE No. 123-2011 (Appendix B) allowing and creating the world’s first free city 
program.  This Decree was passed with a vote of support 126-1.  But the early political momentum for the FCH 
program faltered, and the program’s implementation suffered setbacks and delays over the last year.  These 
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culminated in the October 18th, 2012 ruling by the Honduran Supreme Court that the FCH legislation was 
unconstitutional, by a vote of 13-2.  However, as predicted by Future Cities Development Inc. they “would be back 
up soon”.  In January 2013 a new legislation was passed creating a new version of the Decree after modifying the 
Constitution.  The law was passed with 100 votes in favour, 13 against and 5 abstentions with members from the 
four political parties.  With this vote, the Congress of Honduras reformed articles from the Constitution that will 
authorize for the FCH to be created.  In June 12 2003 a Decree authorizing the creation of the Zones of Employment 
and Economic Development (Appendix C) was again approved by the National Congress and it has secured the 
required Constitutional amendments in order to start the development of three territories in Honduras.   
Still, the government of the FCH will be largely independent from the Honduran central government. The 
leadership in the FCH will have the power to partner with foreign governments in critical areas such as policing, the 
courts, customs, and anti-corruption.  As explained by Fuller and Romer (2012), with protections from a modern 
system of law and administration, foreign direct investment in infrastructure can support the growth of a new city in 
the FCH, a city that would eventually become a hub for the Americas. 
The legal structure of the Free City: Honduras 
The Decrees (Appendix B and Appendix C) authorizing the creation of the FCH regions established that three 
different development zones were going to be created inside of the Honduran territory as independent jurisdictions.  
These jurisdictions were going to be ruled by a Constitutional Statute prescribed by the Congress of Honduras with 
a majority of two thirds of its members. The definition of independent jurisdiction does not prescribed that the 
territory would no longer be part of Honduras.  The FCH would still be part of the country and would be subject to 
the Constitution of the Republic and the national government on issues related to sovereignty, territory, national 
defence, foreign affairs, elections, issuance of identity documents and passports.  However, the FCH would have 
autonomous legal entities with their own systems of administration and would have the power to promulgate their 
own rules and have their own judicial entities.  This system is similar to the one use in Dubai were the law 
enforcement does not conform to the federal judicial system of the United Arab Emirates federative government.  
The Emirate of Dubai maintains its own independent system prior to the incorporation of their judicial system into 
the Federal system. The Honduran FCH independent jurisdiction as such emerges from the partition of the territory 
in order to lead attract foreign and domestic investments in a territory with a more stable environment, with 
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transparent rules of the game that will ensure the protection of the private property rights of its investors.  Just as oil 
money pumped the creation of Dubai and many of the Middle Eastern cities, the establishment of the FCH was to 
provide for the secure place of investment to those interested. 
System of Government of the FCH 
 
The framers of the Constitutional Statute planners have decided that the risks associated with elections in the 
developing world are too great, and have opted instead to impose, at least initially, an unelected system of 
government within the FCH.  This system will be first the election of a Governor appointed by the President of 
Honduras.  Later, this governor will be appointed by the Transparency Commission, which will also be created with 
the approval of the President of Honduras.  A governor appointed by Honduran President will rule new immigrants 
to the FCH.  
The initial members of the Transparency Commission will wield enormous power over a population they know little 
about, and to whom they have zero accountability. Fuller and Romer (2012) note that this period of rule by the 
commission will be temporary: 
As the population of the RED grows and conditions of safety and trust emerge there, the Commission will recede into 
the background by managing a transition to local democratic selection of the governor and the local legislature. 
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The FCH will have a similar structure to the RED.  The difference for the FCH as is now explained in the 
constitutive decrees is that the city will not have a Partner Country as shown in Figure 1.  The FCH will be self-
governed and only limited by the Constitution of Honduras.  Instead of the Partner Country the leadership of the 
Court of Appeals and the Transparency Commission will be supervised, regulated and elected by the President of 
Honduras with the approval of the Congress of Honduras.  Also, the FCH is to have its own budget and would have 
the right to collect their own taxes, to establish such taxes and charge for the services provided.  They would be 
allowed to execute all types of contracts, and leverage their own internal or external debts provided they were 
executed without the endorsement of the State of Honduras. In order to reside in the FCH the only requirements 
would be the ones established by its own immigration policies and regulations and to establish controls over any 
transportation systems that enters their jurisdiction. 
Geographic location of the FCH 
 
A FCH governance territory would vary and grow significantly differently depending on where they were 
established in Honduras. The selected territories were undeveloped pieces of land that were not previously occupied 
by any indigenous minority and that were large enough to eventually host an entire city of approximately 1,000 
square kilometres, roughly the size of Hong Kong and Singapore.  The rules that will encourage economic 
opportunities and vibrant city life required that the FCH evolve with as much flexibility as possible and to leave 
broad scope for experiments and let competition and choice determine which experiments persist.  The interested 
parties in building the special development zones were invited in 2012 to seek for the ideal territory to establish 
their projects.  As such, Grupo MGK had already by September 2012 planned the acquisition of an undisclosed 
territory.  Meanwhile, the National Congress had already started preparing by September a proposal identifying 
three territories to build the FCH.  The chosen territories were three strategically located areas with access to the 
Pacific and Atlantic oceans, as well as close to neighbouring countries and main highways in Honduras.  The 
territories suggested by Congress were: 1.  Sico-Paulaya Castilla, in the department of Gracias; 2. Valle de 
Cuyamel, in the departments of Cortés and Santa Bárbara (bordering with Guatemala); 3. Golfo de Fonseca, in the 
departments of Valle and Choluteca. (See map 1). 
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The Law of Special Arrangements of Development 
In January 23 2013 a new and revised Law of Special Arrangements of Development (Ley de Regímenes Especiales 
de Desarrollo) was passed and approved by the National Congress of Honduras with 100 votes in favour, 13 against 
and 5 abstention votes which empower Congress to continue the biding of Honduran territory for the development 
of projects similar to the FCH by national or foreign investment groups.  This law allows for Congress to modify 
the articles 294, 303 and 329 of the Constitution and allows Congress to create the regions were the FCH will be 
settled. 
Decree No. 123-2011 creating the Special Development Regions (SDR’s) (Ley de Regiones Especiales para el 
Desarrollo [RED] in Spanish) was reformed and rewritten in order to ensure was Constitutional.  The approved law 
has two articles.   
The first article modifies Articles 294, 303 and 329 of the Decree 131 of the Constitution from January 11 1982.  
These articles divided the territory of Honduras in departments. The reform of the article 329 of the Constitution 
establishes now that the territory of Honduras is divided in “autonomous municipalities administered by 
corporations elected by the people in conformity with the law. The National Congress is now allowed to create 
Map 1.  Selected areas to develop the FCH. Source: Dennys Mejía, 2012 
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zones of special arrangements of development in conformity with article 329 of the Constitution” (free translation 
of the author).  
The reformed law also includes the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Justice of Honduras in article 33, which 
establishes that: “The power of enforcing justice emanates from the people and is applied freely in the name of the 
State by independent magistrates and judges who only abide by the Constitution and the laws.  (…)  The Judiciary 
Power is integrated by the Supreme Court of Justice, the Court of Appeals, The Courts, and by the Tribunals with 
exclusive competence in the regions of the country subject to special arrangements decreed in conformity with the 
Constitution, and other dependencies as established by the law” (free translation of the author). 
The second article of the law establishes that the three previous territories that had been temporarily chosen for the 
construction of the FCH could be subject to a zone of special arrangements of development in accordance to the 
international law, to article 10 of the Constitution and to the law of Special Arrangements of Development. 
The reform of article 329 of the Constitution also establishes that the new zones will be subject to a plebiscite or 
referendum before being established.  This will enable the affected inhabitants of the municipalities to vote before a 
new FCH is founded.  However, the three main areas already established of special importance for the development 
of the FCH will not be subject to the plebiscite or referendum if the Congress passes an organic law for each of the 
territories to be bided for the interested investors, foreign and national.  
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Chapter IV. Interviews and Critical Analysis of the FCH 
case in the face of globalisation 
 “Todos los hombres nacen libres por naturaleza, de forma que ninguno tiene poder político 
sobre otro” y toda sociedad humana “se constituye por libre decisión de los hombres que se 
unen para formar una comunidad política”27 
Francisco Suárez. Disputationes Metaphysicae (1597) 
 
Free Cities are indeed fascinating objects of study but, we should not exoticise them.  Their name is not only exotic 
enough but the goal to which they aim is complex and difficult to achieve, if not impossible.  These cities if built 
will become laboratories where we will observe the interplay between space and class (Blokland and Savage, 2001). 
They will have clear, at least geographical, limits that make them manageable objects of study. In addition, these 
enclaves will touch on the basic questions of urban sociology, such as the integrative or disintegrative nature of the 
City and of the State.  In order to understand the FCH as objects of study I have decided to focus the critical 
analysis of the thesis in the discourse behind the interview sessions with the members of the Free Market city 
academy and of Libertarianism whom are directly involved in the ideological study and development of free market 
city theory.  The complete text with the transcript of the interviews I did with the abovementioned actors are 
provided in the Appendix A. 
Free Cities are a sort of return to Modernist planning to its largest since it involves the whole of human society’s 
active participation. These cities are a return to those utopias of the beginning of the twentieth century when some 
architects thought their projects could establish order in the chaos of industrialisation and urbanisation (Fishman, 
1982). Against the diversity of postmodern cities, the new Free City projects offer a new ideological uniformity of 
design, which developers and residents will maintain by enforcing renovation rules and restrictions. 
In order to understand the role of the FCH in and with globalisation it is necessary to analyse these projects’ 
relationship between globalisation and territoriality.  At the core of the field of Global Studies lies these two 
contrasting relationships and its use in the analysis of city-building studies is of great value.  Doing the previous 
interrelationship will allow for local manifestation to be raised in the discussion of how local communities in Latin 
                                                
27 “All men are born free by nature and none of them has political control over the other.”  And all human society “is 
constituted by the free association of men in order to create a political community.” Suarez, Francisco (1597).  Methaphysical 
Discussions. 
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America and their reality coincide with global life spaces and fieldworks.  This last activity poses a complex 
analytical challenge to which the analysis of this thesis aims at opening the doors of discussion to.  Furthermore, to 
start the analysis it is important to overemphasize the relevance played by the atypical ideological nature from 
which the FCH arises, which adds more complexity to the analysis of this thesis.  The first part of the analysis aims 
at answering how the Libertarian ideological theory behind the projected FCH is being already affected by the 
complexities of the real global setting even though the city projects themselves have not been officially built.  The 
thesis does not propose any type of analytical speculation but aims at comparing unassumingly the events that have 
taken place with what theory explains.  Due to the nature of the FCH as being today an on-going project that is still 
not built and is still not entirely part of the globalised world, any statement that could be potentially misinterpreted 
as a unfounded speculation is the sole responsibility of the author. 
The Libertarian approach to understanding the complexities of the 
socioeconomic and political global setting in the creation of the FCH 
Libertarianism as a political philosophy has a particular conceptualisation of the world, of human action, of society 
and of reality that distinguishes it from other political philosophies.   Libertarians uphold liberty as the highest 
political end, so that each person is free to adopt and act upon his own values and moral principles. This does not 
mean a “highest end” for man in general since every individual has a variety of personal ends and different 
hierarchies for these goals on their personal scale of values (Rothbard 1982). In regard to social interactions, 
Libertarianism emphasizes the primacy of individual liberty, political freedom, and voluntary association above 
social and collective rights. Libertarian political philosophy advocates a society with a greatly reduced state or no 
state at all (Friedman 2008) and the emphasis these values play in their understanding of the concepts of 
globalisation, statehood and territoriality is of utmost importance to understand how Libertarianism conceptualizes 
the FCH.  Furthermore, Libertarians emphasize the role of private solutions to market failure and the ubiquity of 
market failure in political markets the scale of emphasis given by Libertarianism to global trade and market 
transactions is very distinct from the rest of theories. 
Influenced by neo-liberalism many of the principles behind the libertarian political and economic philosophy have 
generally prevailed as one of the main sources of the theoretical approach of contemporary globalisation. As neo-
liberal capitalist practices started to be implemented in the global economy during the second part of the twentieth 
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century these principles started to have less in common with the ideal of liberal democracy of well-ordered society, 
which arises from quite different ideas, aspects and dimensions of liberal philosophy.  At its core, the libertarian 
definition of globalisation processes is based on the Hayekian perspective that, 
“from the first establishment of [trade] which served reciprocal but not common purposes, a process has been going on 
for millennia which, by making rules of conduct independent of the particular purposes of those concerned, made it 
possible to extend these rules to ever wider circles of undetermined persons and eventually might make possible a 
universal peaceful order of the world.” (Ravier 2009) 
This definition which is also complemented by the contributions of philosophers and economists like Kant, 
Dworkin and Rawls, promoted the idea of modern liberal democracy, which generally is based on the rule of law, 
protection of human and civil rights, ideas of equality and justice as fairness.  In that sense “affirmative action” 
programmes in favour of the least advantaged groups are compatible for Libertarians only if the liberty and 
individual rights are safeguarded before.  
One of the most common criticisms against the FCH has been that these cities will not enable equality for the poor 
to better themselves and articles published in different magazines consider that the projects are one more instrument 
of money laundering, oligarchic activities that benefit a small elite.  In this regard, Cáceres (p. vii) explains that the 
goal of these start-up projects is to “help the poor” and enable them to compete in equality of rights.  The rights to 
which Cáceres referred are equal taxation, freedom of entry and exit, equal rights for opening and closing a 
business, among others.  The previous rights to equal treatment are those rights that the government of the FCH will 
provide to all its members.  In the analysis of the laws that have been already passed (Appendix B and Appendix C) 
there is no explicit mention on how the rule of law and equality will be kept.  These legal decrees do provide for 
general and abstract regulations that will be subject to vote and decisions by the governors of the FCH. 
Libertarianism emphasizes the rule of law and equality of trade and commerce.  However, their analysis usually 
fails to acknowledge that the complex regulations that currently exist in many countries in the world to protect equal 
rights are a result of the historical evolution of general and abstract laws that failed to achieve their goal.  The legal 
codes of Latin America are based on positive legislation, which established the norms and procedures by which a 
government is to protect the equal rights of its citizens.  Libertarians consider that the positive legal system used in 
the Latin American countries is one of the main problems of the societies.  As such, the Libertarian ideology behind 
the FCH aims at modifying and substituting the positivist legal codes that have traditionally been used in Latin 
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America and substitute them by the American or British legal codes that to many of them result as being more 
general and abstract. 
As Ibárgüen (p. xi) explains, one of the main reasons for creating the FCH and one of the reasons why they support 
the more recent idea of competitive Startup Cities is that these new human projects will be human experiments of a 
sort where trial and error will allow for society to find the best ways and the uncompetitive and inefficient ones to 
fail.  Globalisation as a complex process results in that social mistakes and errors take place by billions every day.  
As a process, globalisation is the result of human decisions, policies and force that creatively innovates and destroys 
the weak and least effective institutions.  Ibárgüen (p. xiv) is well aware of this and acknowledges one of the most 
important Libertarian principles: Since there is no possibility for arriving at a perfect prediction of the future due to 
the Hayekian spontaneous order that characterizes human interaction; then, it is necessary to create competitive and 
competing places where human interaction takes place as freely as possible (Ibárgüen p.xvi) in order to enable the 
trial of new and radical ideas.  Today’s Latin American realities are characterized by the relative freedom that 
results from central government’s failure to use the force and protect individual and collective rights.  As a result, 
the existing freedom in Latin America results not from the guarantee of freedom itself in the protection that 
government gives to citizens and their property but of the lack of it.  Valdizán (p.xxiii) argues that as a result of this, 
the citizens of Latin America are being forced by government to pay for the sustenance of the state system with 
taxation but they do not get the basic services and security that the government is supposed to provide.  As such, 
citizens in these countries are being forced to live in a system similar to “double taxation” where they have to make 
an extra investment if entrepreneurs want to provide for themselves the security and services that the government 
fails to provide.  The previous problem is not unique in Central America and is part of the large neo-liberal system 
of governance.  Ibárgüen (p.xv) argues that Libertarianism provides for market solutions to today’s existing political 
and economic problems.  By “relying in competition”, Ibárgüen (p.xiv) “the best rules and transparency of all the 
actions of public and private governments can be achieved”, and in order to achieve this it is necessary for more 
than one FCH appears and competes against the other.  For this reason, the two legal decrees approved by Congress 
in Honduras (Appendix B and Appendix C) have provided with a clear clause that establishes that three different 
areas will be settled for the establishment of the FCH in coastal areas.   Ibárgüen (p.xiv) explains that each of these 
cities will have its own competing set of rules and norms thus enabling for local and foreign investors to choose 
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where and how to invest their capital; and Ibárgüen sees in competition the ideal institution to avoid what 
economists refer as “government agency capture”.  Agency capture is the defect whereby government agencies 
established to regulate industries end up being influenced and controlled by the companies the agencies were 
supposed to regulate.  The primary reason for this "capture" of the agencies is because the companies offer better 
jobs to a few of the agency workers. These leads the agency workers to strive to make the companies happy in the 
dream of later gaining better jobs for themselves by working for the industry. 
A central criticism in regard to the dangers of “agency capture” that could face the FCH project is still to be seen as 
the FCH starts to be built and developed in the following years.  Currently the FCH has been approved and 
sanctioned by the Congress of Honduras.  In order to protect the city building project from being captured and to 
avoid from opening the doors to corruption the government of Honduras has decided to have a public bidding of the 
settlement rights for the land where the three FCH will be established.  As Sánchez (p. xvi) explains, the 
Constitutional reforms required by Honduran Law for the establishment of the FCH have been done (June 2013) 
and the public bid will take place after general elections of November 2013. 
Libertarians, as it seem obvious, are proponents of pro-globalisation policies and their writings use to stress its 
positive effects, arguing that worldwide statistics strongly support globalisation.28 Anti-globalists, however, show 
quite opposite figures.29 
 
 
 
                                                
28 Alleged positive trends and effects of globalisation: 1) From 1981 to 2001, according to World Bank figures, the number of 
people living on 1$ a day or less declined from 1.5 billion to 1.1 billion in absolute terms, in relative terms from 40% to 20% of 
the population.  (Anti-globalists argue the opposite: world poverty increases!); 2) Income inequality for the world as a whole is 
diminishing; 3) Life expectancy has almost doubled in the developing world since World War II; 4) Democracy has increased 
dramatically: universal suffrage increased from 0% in 1900 to 62.5% of all nations having it in 2000; 5) Feminism has made 
advances in areas such as Bangladesh through providing women with jobs and economic safety; 6) The proportion of the 
world’s population living in countries where per-capita food supplies are less than 2,200 calories per day decreased from 56% 
in the mid-1960s to below 10% by the 1990s; 7) Between 1950 and 1999, global literacy increased from 52% to 81% of the 
world. Fe- male literacy as a percentage of male literacy has increased from 59% in 1970 to 80% in 2000; 8) The percentage of 
children in the labour force has fallen from 24% in 1960 to 10% in 2000; 9) There are increasing trends in the use of electric 
power, cars, radios, and telephones per capita, as well as a growing proportion of the population with access to clean water. 
29 Distribution of world GDP, 2009 (Quintile of Population / Income): Richest 20% / 82.7%, Second 20% / 11.7%, Third 20% / 
2.3%, Fourth 20% / 1.4%, Poorest 20% / 1.2%. Source: United Nations Development Pro- gram. 2012 Human Development 
Report. 
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Does the theory behind the Free Market City acknowledge the complexity 
of the historical, socioeconomic and political global setting? 
As Michael Strong, President of MGK Group, one of the libertarian bidders of land for the establishment of the 
FCH explains the FCH results from abuses of government in today’s global world.  As he explains (Strong 2011), 
 
 “Many of us have become convinced that the coercive nation-state is itself the source of many of our problems, and that 
if people were allowed to make voluntary agreements amongst themselves, without a coercive nation-state interfering, 
then life would become rapidly better for the vast majority of the world's population. (…) We need a specific, practical 
strategy for releasing humanity from statism. I see the rise of Free Cities in the 21st century to be the most promising 
such strategy. Free Cities are autonomous or quasi-autonomous city-scale regions that may be located within existing 
nation states, but which feature distinct legal systems and governance. By this definition, there is a sense in which Hong 
Kong and Singapore are Free Cities, and Shenzhen and Dubai might be thought of as quasi-Free Cities.” 
 
Similar in origin to the semi-free and quasi-free regions mentioned by Strong are the FCH projects, which will be 
established in Honduras to provide solutions to today’s competition centred capitalism.  As a process, globalisation 
will and is already affecting the development of the FCH since the moment the idea was first brought to the political 
discussion in the Congress of Honduras.  The Constitutional Crisis of Honduras in 2009 enabled for the ideas of 
liberalisation and city-building experimentation to be discussed and the complications caused by the global financial 
crisis of 2008 provided with the necessary political incentives for the project to go further.   
The FCH will employ many of the current liberalisation policies implemented in the semi-free and quasi-free cities 
of Dubai, Hong Kong, Shenzhen or Singapore but its difference relies in the fact that it will be essentially an 
entrepreneurial initiate inspired in the principles of anarcho-capitalism.   The FCH projects may be regarded as an 
entrepreneurial approach to real estate development and global poverty alleviation (Strong 2011). The FCH are 
largely inspired in the structure of existing gated communities in the developing economies of the Global South 
were the middle and high classes of society have resettled to seeking security and protection of private property.  
Central America plays a substantial role in the illicit drug global value chain that has established itself in the region 
of the last 20 years.  As a result of this social rearrangement, the powerful organized crime networks have taken 
control of the streets, financial systems, regional corporations and industries forcing the population left outside of 
this networks to relocate into closed-gates communities and condominiums, to leave the country or to adjust to their 
new status as organized crime extends its power (Coy and Pöhler 2002). The FCH is a product of this search of 
security and protection for individual rights and the fact that the FCH will have a private police force hired and paid 
by the city-board as established in its legal decrees confirms the influence that the gated community structure has in 
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this city-building projects.  The gated communities have become an increasingly important element in the changing 
Latin American megacities and their suburban areas and the FCH shares many of the internal structures and 
differentiation as well as sociospatial consequences of gated communities.  The increasing fortification of the 
privileged is a visible consequence of the continuing intensification of social disparities and spatial fragmentation. 
Gated communities in Latin American cities, which are generally planned as a whole by project developers and 
designed with sophisticated security measures (idem). The FCH and the gated communities both represent 
especially dynamic real estate products with a high return of capital where public control has, by far, less relevance 
than private interests. The emergence of gated communities has been seen as `new extraterritorial spaces' (idem.) 
and the FCH will also emerge as a new extraterritorial space as explained in the two legal decrees enacted by the 
government of Honduras.  The current status of the FCH will grant the city the status of a special zone with 
Independence from enacting its own economic, political and social regulations, electing and hiring officials and 
structuring the development of buildings and the establishment of business in the same way that a gated community 
establishes and writes its neighbourhood code.   
In the case of the FCH the Constitutional reform allows for the citizens vote before the bidding of the land is 
authorized.  Currently the three authorized zones for the establishment of the new cities is partly occupied and a 
referendum vote will take place asking the neighbours if they are willing to live and adjust to the new regulations of 
the planned area.  If the vote is positive the land will start to be developed by the interested groups and the FCH 
projects will start working under Libertarian economic, political and social principles.  As explains Sánchez (p.xvii) 
who is currently the chief political supporter of this project in the government of Honduras, after this project is 
voted in November 2013 it will allow for Hondurans to enter fiercely global competition by offering a territory to 
start doing business where fertile ground exists in order to cope with today´s globalisation bads and take advantage 
of its goods.  Disappointingly, as explains Coy and Pöhler (2002) for the case of gated communities, the evidence 
showed that new islands of wealth emerge in the ocean of poverty, which characterise the increasingly fragmented 
structure of the Latin American cities.  The FCH will become a larger gated community with its own private police 
forces and private regulations.  Foreigners entering or exiting the city will require a passport whereas Honduran 
citizens will be able of entering and exiting the city freely, just as citizens are allowed to enter freely into gated 
communities and visitors are required to present a valid document identification, driver´s license or passport.  For 
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three of the interviewees of this thesis, the gated communities are good examples of governance while the outside 
public spaces are not good governance examples but examples of Smith’s laissez-faire doctrine and Garret Hardin’s 
tragedy of the commons.  For Cáceres (p.iv) the goods of the gated communities are that these places provide for 
people who live in this region the solution to find “reliable security, they want the value of their houses and land to 
increase by having good neighbours who are not narco-traffickers or burglars or something” and for Ibárgüen (p.xi) 
the decision of moving and living in the FCH will be the same as the same decision a citizen has today when 
moving to live in a gated community since “the people who wants to move there goes freely and implicitly is 
accepting the new rules, regulations and norms; and if he is not interested in living in the FCH he will be free to 
move somewhere else”. 
Due to the nature, political structure and formation of the FCH criticism is also focused on explaining that these 
projects are as a matter of fact based on antiquated ideas that conjures up brutal images of failed (neo) colonialism.  
In this regard, colonisation, imperialism, and colonialism share strong historical affinities with the structure of the 
FCH since these were forceful and repressive systems, which relied on both government cohesion and administered 
prices, and were therefore inefficient (Amavilah 2011). The FCH government while private will still have strong 
government cohesion and will administer prices and regulations with a strong coercive private power.  As Amavilah 
(2011) explains “Monopoly gains (rents) from colonisation, imperialism, and colonialism came at the expense of 
reduced consumer surplus elsewhere. Success depended on monopoly rents from the trade in ‘objects.’” And under 
the FCH model the potential benefits to the urbanisation and the economic growth of developing countries are huge 
since the rents for the settlement in these new spaces of territorialisation will come at the expense of reducing 
consumer surplus in the neighbour municipalities.  In this regard, Honduran commentaries come as a reaction to the 
inevitable effects of the reduction of rents that the government of Honduras will have to confront as well as the 
effects that these new cities will have in the controls of existing monopolies and of privileged industries that exist in 
the country.  As Cáceres (p. iv) explains, “the gated community economy” already exists in Honduras and is a result 
of corruption, privileges and globalisation itself since the whole country is already a gigantic “gated community” 
were the privileged elite gets to live and do as they please in the country while the rest of the people has to work and 
serve for them as second level citizens.  Cáceres (p.iv and v) argues that these oligarchies and privileged elites, 
“are pushing for the continuing existence of the most damaging gated communities currently in existence which are 
nation states. (…) We live in a gated community right now called Guatemala (or Honduras) and the governance firm 
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that is in charge of security in the gated community of Guatemala does a really bad job, but no one is willing to do 
anything.  There is a double standard where no one is willing to say that ‘Las Luces’ or ‘La Cañada’ (both which are 
upper class gated communities in Guatemala City), or whatever association there they seem to be doing a very good job 
keeping people safe but the firm that runs the Guatemalan security does not do a good job.  Why should everyone be 
forced to use this firm that is causing people to die and have their property stolen and have their children kidnapped 
when they could have a better alternative you know.” 
Further, criticism regarding how these new colonisation and city-building projects comes also from the writings of 
Marxism who strongly opposed any form of colonisation as a disparate form of exploitation and social change. Karl 
Marx himself reserved his harshest ridicule for Wakefield’s systematic colonisation as Chapter 33 on “the modern 
theory of colonisation” (pp. 838-848) in Capital clearly shows (Marx and Engels 1886). In his viewpoint systematic 
colonisation is “primitive accumulation of capital” (p. 846). It is a vain attempt to export capitalism to colonies to 
offset its declining rate of profit in the industrial nations of Europe. The attempt will not work because, argued 
Marx, 
Property in money, means of subsistence, machines and other means of production, does not as yet stamp a man as a 
capitalist if there be wanting the corrective - the worker, the other man who is compelled to sell himself of his own 
free-will. He [Wakefield30] discovered that capital is not a thing, but a social relation between persons, established by 
the instrumentality of things (p. 839). 
For systematic colonisation to work, the worker must be willing to “self-expropriate” - i.e., not want to own land or 
capital, only labour. All this, according to Marx, proved “that the capitalist mode of production and accumulation, 
and therefore capitalist private property, all have their fundamental condition in the annihilation of self-earned 
private property, in other words, the expropriation of the labourer” (p. 848).   
Clearly Marx’s argument was that even though capitalist modes of production are the most productive economic 
systems the bads it creates are not necessarily wanted.  To this argument Libertarian ideas have not come to provide 
a good enough answer since their utilitarian arguments are based upon free-market efficiency and profitability 
created by competition.  Libertarians do not propose good arguments to counter what Marx and Frederick Engels 
wrote in The Communist Manifesto (1846) resulting from, 
                                                
30 Wakefield, EG. 1849. A View of the Art of Colonisation in Letters Between a Statesman and a Colonist. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 
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“during its rule of scarce [ly] one hundred years, [capitalism] has created more massive and more colossal productive 
forces than all preceding generations together. Subjection of Nature’s forces to man, machinery, application of 
chemistry to industry and agriculture, steam-navigation, railway, electric telegraphs, clearing the whole continents for 
cultivation, canalisation of rivers, whole population conjured of the ground - what earlier centuries had even a 
presentiment that such productive forces slumbered in the lap of social labour?” 
To Marx and Engels, this system of colossal productive forces created the existing social inequalities and economic 
privileges from which the FCH is aiming at escaping from by creating a new city with new regulations.  Marxists 
argue that the FCH city building and institution building project will cause unregulated colonisation to fail since the 
competing forces of other global actors will make this Project turn into one more privileged territory amongst other 
competing city building projects and already existing free zones.  
Marxists were not alone in their opposition to colonisation, imperialism, and colonialism. Liberal economists going 
back to Adam Smith, Frederic Bastiat and others, also disagreed with many forms of restrictions on markets and the 
individual. They argued that such practices were costly to both the colonies and the metropolis. The negative 
impacts of colonisation, imperialism, and colonialism on their subjects were horrific: dispossession, exploitation, 
slavery, neo-colonialism and dependency. In the end the health, food security, and slave trade impacts of these 
processes have all been unequal (Nunn 2008, Nunn and Qian 2010). 
 
The effects of colonialism have lingered on to neo- and post-colonialism. Edward Said (1978, 1998) traced 
orientalism to imperialism. Said’s reading of social history is not entirely without a basis. Asia (and similarly Latin 
America), generally speaking, reacted to Western imperialism by imitating its techniques, adopting its ideas of 
progress and freedom. In particular China (as Central American countries did) strengthened itself by introducing rail 
and port infrastructures, and improving its armaments, and its metal and textile mills. Japan ‘copied’ the Western 
universal education system, and foreign industrial, scientific, and military expertise. India introduced the Western 
system of higher education for the urban elite, while Indianizing its government. Thus, while the extent of post-
colonial effects of imperialism remains debatable, their existence does indeed favour Said’s thesis (Booth 2007, 
Gasster 1983, Teng and Fairbank 1970).  This argument is still to be completely explained and confronted with 
Latin American realities.  One does have enough instruments and data to make the analogies and correlations to 
these institutions to have also emerged in Latin America under Western systems that are being introduced.  More so, 
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the FCH will copy once again another Western institution and it is one of the fundamental keystones of the city 
project.  As Ibárgüen (p.xiv) explains, the more “organic and spontaneous” Anglo-Saxon legal system would 
provide for innovation to take place in the FCH. 
Which are the political and sociospatial consequences of establishing 
FCH? 
The least controversial claim one could make in political theory is that we do not 
live in a just world. 
Thomas Nagel, “The problem of global justice” 
 
The FCH will become a political, economic and residential development surrounded by walls, fences, or earth 
banks covered by bushes and shrubs, with an entrance secured by a private police force elected by the Governor of 
the FCH. These barriers physically enclose the buildings, streets, sidewalks, public spaces, factories and other 
amenities, and entrance gates are operated by a private city guard that will check passports of foreigners and/of 
conational Hondurans. Inside the FCH there is going to be multiple and competing city watch forces made by 
professional security personnel who patrol on foot or by automobile. Thus, access to citizens’ houses and public 
spaces inside the FCH will be restricted. 
The FCH as proposed by economist Paul Romer would resemble special economic zones, that is, small regions that 
experiment with economic rules that differ from those governing their larger ‘host’ countries. Yet unlike a special 
economic zone, the FCH would also experiment with its own legal and political rules. Initially the rules, in turn, 
were to be enforced by a third-party coalition of representatives of foreign countries that enforce these rules at 
home.  As the FCH has been finally established there will not be a third-party coalition to enforce these rules.  The 
FCH will have competing territories with the establishment of three different zones in which social, economic and 
legal experimentation will take place. Honduras as a host country facing problems of economic stagnation and 
political instability will thus leverage the experience and credibility of these competing FCH to gradually reform 
their own institutions and modify its sociospatial perspectives.  This sociospatial interaction will result in 
identifying how built infrastructure and society will finally interact and modify them. The new legislation already 
approved by the Honduran Congress assumes that social space operates as both a product and a producer of changes 
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in the metropolitan environment.  In the modification of the Honduran law, they have provided for innovation to 
take place inside of the city and for it to be replicated in the rest of the Honduran territory.  The Decree No. 123-
2011 (Appendix B) begins by authorizing the creation of Special Development Regions (SDR’s), in order to  
“accelerate the implementation of technologies that will lead to increased production, in a stable environment, with 
transparent rules that can attract the domestic and foreign investment needed to grow rapidly, create the jobs needed to 
reduce social inequalities, provide the population with education, health, public safety and the infrastructure necessary to 
permit an improvement in the lives of Hondurans.” 
 
In order to generate more inclusive environments for the historically dispossessed, the Honduran Congress is now in 
the final process of creating the strategy that privileges not only symbolic boundary change but also a real re-
territorialisation of its statehood by creating the FCH as a new municipality. This Project has resulted from 
communicative democratic activism, “multicultural” capital brokers who provided access to the policymaking 
process, and by finally putting into practice the city-building Project that will reflect the role of cities as key sites 
for socio-spatial boundary transformation.  
 
In regard to the active and communicative democratic activism strong criticism to this Project already has appeared 
in the Honduran mainstream media where they accuse the Project of only including some groups of the political 
elites who have acted as bridges to their own interests and provided access to the political and economic power 
structures that perpetuate inequality in the region (Redaccion 2013, Ordonez 2013, Rowley 2012, Reyes 2013, 
Redaccion 2013a, Especial Proceso Digital 2013, Editorial 2013, Editorial 2013a, Redaccion 2013c, ACAN-EFE 
2013, Comentario de Lider Comunitario de Pena Blanca 2013, Editorial 2013c). These critics argue that efforts at 
symbolic change have been channelled towards and resulted in concrete change that will only benefit a small part of 
Honduran society. A strong opportunity to develop a more cohesive leadership of urban community-based 
organisations who can increase marginalized groups’ access to the policymaking process of the FCH is still possible 
and will require the Honduran government to carry out the processes of city-building that bring this socio-spatial 
transformation full circle. 
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Which are the political implications of establishing a FCH? 
We too see the history of societies as subjected to laws, to very precise 
laws.  [However] these laws do not hinder in the least the rich diversity of 
social evolutions, unlike those narrow formale which seek to canalize 
these great rivers, these Rhines, Niles and Mississippis of history, so 
capricious and wild.  Our laws by contrast affirm, so to speak, the 
necessity of this freedom. 
Gabriel Tarde 
 
 
The libertarian and classical liberal view is that consent is the only bottom-line moral prerequisite in a political 
governance system, and democratic self-government is only one option in the marketplace of permissible 
governance systems. One could consent to a democratic constitution that guaranteed the rights of self-governance to 
the citizens–or one might consent to a non- democratic constitution, classically called a pactum subjectionis or pact 
of subjection, where one alienated one’s self- governance rights to become a subject of a ruler or sovereign (e.g., a 
corporation). Where such a non-democratic constitution is already established in a polity, then one would give 
consent by voluntarily moving into its jurisdiction. 
The important point, from this viewpoint, is not joint self-governance in a polity but having a real choice between 
different types of governments that compete against each other in the governance marketplace for businesses and 
citizen’s subjects. A well-functioning democracy would be fine but so also would be a classically-liberal business-
friendly rule-of-law non- democracy, like (colonial) Hong-Kong or Dubai, where the rulers were “enlightened 
rulers” (in the sense of having taken to heart the classical libertarian themes of, say, von Mises and Hayek). 
One currently popular way of expressing this theme in libertarian circles is to rhetorically ask: 
What is so important about democratically choosing a government in one place, when the real point is to be able to 
democratically choose which government to live under, e.g., by being able to freely migrate to a free city or charter 
city (and to freely exit if the government breaks its commitment to the rule of law, etc.)? 
 
From the libertarian point of view, even the word “democracy” is misapplied into the description of a wide choice 
for the customer in the marketplace of governments in the variety of Hong-Kongs, Dubais and the Honduran FCH 
projects, among others. For instance, on the Free Cities Institute website31, they managed to squeeze in a cognate of 
the word “democracy” by calling for “Democratizing Choice of Law, Governance, and Regulation.”  
                                                
31 The Free Cities Institute website is no longer available online with this information.  However, it was available in the page 
titled: “Why It Works”.  Currently, the Free Cities Institute has modified its image and ideas behind the Startup Cities Institute.  
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In our democratic governments the citizens have the right to “exit” the governments that have gone bad by means of 
coup d’états, civil wars, calls for new elections, lack of citizens support, etc.  The FCH proposal and the Libertarian 
substitute for those rights of citizens, the right of the subjects to exit voluntarily.  By explaining that, the FCH will 
be free “leave it” for some other “free city” is enough of a solution to their discourse.  As the ruler-gone-bad would 
see his subjects leaving for competing “free cities,” then he would be pressured (by the drop in land rents/taxes) in 
the governance-marketplace to see the errors in his ways and to clean up his act. Thus we see the usual “logic of the 
competitive marketplace” applied to the question of political governance–with the notion of democracy carefully 
excised from the discussion except as a description for the customer-subject’s wide choice of brands of governance. 
For instance, one looks in vain for any discussion of democratic governance of the so-called “free cities” in the no 
longer available website of the Free Cities Institute. 
Political democracy, with one-person/one-vote, is the only real constraint on the total one-dollar/one-vote rule of 
wealth over society today. Hence the dream of many ultra-wealthy individuals and their foundations is to de-
legitimize the whole idea of an inalienable right to democratic self- government in favour of applying the 
marketplace logic of free choice to political governance as well.  As argued against this position Doherty (2013) 
writes that the Libertarians behind this movement like Michael Strong believe that they envision the FCH as not just 
an industrial park but a full community, with schools, hospitals, welfare infrastructure, and security. Strong further 
explains that, 
he believes those services can be supplied at lower cost and with more responsiveness to consumers than what a 
typical government offers. The publicist who was trying to sell the idea to grassroots Hondurans also found security to 
be a keen area of interest. If free cities were noticeably safer, they might attract domestic migrants.  (…) It can only 
grow by voluntary migration of workers and investors. If no one chooses to relocate, they’re no worse off than they 
would have been if the charter city had never existed.” (Doherty 2013) 
But the inalienable rights tradition has at least succeeded in removing the free choice of the voluntary slavery 
contract as well as the free choice of the people in any American city or town to alienate their rights of self-
government to become a “free city” governed by, say, a private corporation. 
                                                                                                                                                                      
The institute still proposes the ideas of “Democratizing Choice of Law, Governance, and Regulation” in combination with 
establishing more than one Free City and allow them to compete as start-up city building projects and for the best and most 
efficient economically of them to succeed. 
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The question of who is to rule in the FCH will still have to be determined and contrasted with how judges will rule 
in the territories of the FCH.  As it is explained by the most recent decreed legislation, the judges in the FCH will 
have to be approved by a two-thirds vote of the Honduran Congress, but the jurists themselves need not be 
Honduran. As Doherty (2013) explains, the FCH residents would be free to “contractually consent to arbitration of 
judicial proceedings outside the SDR’s judicial entities and arbitration forums.” Ports and airports would be the 
SDR’s responsibility, and it could collect whatever related fees it saw fit.  If this continues being valid, the question 
about which will be the interests and the power of the elected Honduran president would to appoint a governor and 
a Transparency Commission to oversee the FCH creates a lot of discussions among the people who will benefit 
from these land and rights biddings (Davidson 2012). Furthermore, who is going to participate in the initial 
commission to appoint governors is also an important political question.  The government of Honduras is constantly 
accused of being captured by corruption and impunity. The role that the Libertarian think tanks and Institutes will 
play in the development of the FCH still continues to be seen.  As explained by Valdizán (p.xix) there is right now 
no direct participation between the Startup Cities Institute and the FCH projects.  Caceres (p.i) also confirmed that 
the  
The Startup Cities Institute is a non-for-profit academic research organisation and we are not lobbying and we don't 
have any financial stake or anything like that in what goes on in Honduras.  We simply want to share ideas in a way 
that is accessible and acceptable to people, and try to make the ground as fertile as possible for people around the 
world to pursue Startup City projects.  We are not pursuing any project ourselves. 
 
For the developer Grupo MGK, lead by Michael Strong, there seems to be opportunities in the development of a 
loose community of mostly libertarian policy and business entrepreneurs excited by Honduran free cities as an 
example of competitive governance. As Doherty (2013) explains, |just as competition and free entry and exit in 
markets create wealth and consumer satisfaction, they believed, so would governments work better if new entrants 
arose to compete over rules with existing sovereigns. The rules that allow citizens to thrive—which to the 
libertarian-minded meant lower taxes, less regulation, and free movement of people and capital—would provide a 
competitive example for other states to emulate.” 
Some of the necessary conditions for the best global political arrangements cannot be satisfied. Many countries 
suffer politically and economically from dysfunctional domestic institutions. In an ideal world, these institutions 
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would be reformed. Many of the world’s poor are prohibited from working in countries where their labour would be 
significantly more productive (Clemens, et.al. 2008). In an ideal world, their labour mobility would be greater. 
Trade barriers protect wealthy and politically favoured domestic interests at the expense of workers in the 
developing world. In ideal world, poor farmers in Latin America would not be further impoverished to enrich a 
small cartel of millionaire U.S. sugar growers (Magoff 1997). Yet factors such as special interest politics and 
collective action problems keep the optimal solutions to global injustice out of reach as argues Freiman (2013) by 
explaining how the next-best solution to global injustice involves FCH Project developments that could become a 
kind of institution for which a perfectly just world would have no need.  In order for this to become real however, it 
would be necessary for open migration to become the rule rather than the exception in today’s global politics.  Not 
all libertarians will agree that global justice requires open immigration and the absence of international trade 
restrictions and many of them are highly influenced by neoconservative migration prejudices.  It is a fact that the 
principles of justice apply equally to all persons regardless of nationality and only if this is absolutely made clear in 
the FCH Project then the city would escape many of the ills that migratory controls and citizenship privileges will 
create in an entirely and unregulated free market.32 
Are the FCH efficient urban projects that will diminish global social 
and economic disparities that will enable the integration of the 
poor? 
The primary aim of establishing a FCH is to provide the poor with new opportunities to migrate to territories with 
comparatively stable, fair, and efficient institutions. Such migration offers the hope of escaping, among other things, 
extreme poverty. In his exposition of the FCH Ibárgüen as a leader of the Libertarian movement who supports this 
Project, stresses the role of institutional rules in fostering economic development and effective governance (p.xi).  
And further, the legislation enacted by the Congress of Honduras authorizing the creation of the FCH also mentions 
in three occasions (Appendix C) that the goal of this cities is to “create and built the necessary conditions for the 
appearance of developed societies of equality where the adoption of new models of public choice theory and 
                                                
32 Those who agree that the principles of justice are not confined within national boundaries nevertheless disagree about what those 
principles are. For a sampling of cosmopolitan theories, see Charles Beitz, Political Theory and International Relations 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979); Thomas Pogge, Realizing Rawls (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1989); 
Peter Singer, One World (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002); Pogge, World Poverty and Human Rights (Cambridge: 
Polity Press, 2008). 
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granting of high levels of autonomy for specific territories of the Honduran country will alleviate poverty in the 
Zones of Employment and Economic Development where the FCH will be built and elsewhere in the country”.   
Indeed, effective institutions enforce clear and stable rules governing property acquisition, contracts, the protection 
of civil rights, regulatory structures, torts, taxation, and so on. Furthermore, these effective institutions already 
provide services like sanitation, water, transportation, hospital care, and police in different areas of the world. These 
institutional factors have a significant impact on economic growth rates and political stability.33 Here we must be 
careful not to oversimplify. While formal rules are an important part of economic development, they are only one 
part. 
As explained by the interviewees FCH will aim at becoming means for countries like Honduras, which are rich in 
intangible wealth to export that wealth. Thus, these cities will provide Honduran labour with the opportunities made 
possible by intangible capital without further opening their own borders to immigration.  However, the export of 
this wealth will only take place if outside competition does not take over the FCH projects and other Startup cities 
that may be developed by the government of Honduras and/or by neighbour countries.  As of today July 2013 a 1.3 
billion dollar agreement had been signed between the governments of the Popular Republic of China and Costa Rica 
to develop a technology city hub.  Also, the government of Nicaragua and the Republic of Korea signed a contract 
to build a city and a canal to cross the continent with a thirty billion dollar Project. 
While the FCH projects aim at helping the poor strong criticism has been presented in regard to the cultural and 
geographical spaces where the poorest people of Honduras live.  The poorest are the native communities in the 
coast of Honduras, which will be directly affected.  Along Honduras' northern Caribbean coast, live the indigenous 
Garifuna communities and these communities for very long have struggled against cement and mineral extraction 
industries that propose to change their landscape.  The Caribbean coast that will locate some of the FCH and a 
referendum proposed as a solution to decide if the cities will be built or not was the proposed solution and answer 
for the worries of the Garifuna communities.  However, no mention or discussion by either the interviewees and by 
                                                
33 For empirical evidence that formal institutions play a significant role in promoting economic growth, see, e.g., Daron 
Acemoglu, Simon Johnson, and James A. Robinson, ‘Reversal of fortune: Geography and institutions in the making of the 
modern world income distribution’, Quarterly Journal of Economics 117, 4 (2002): 1231-1294; Robert Barro, Determinants of 
Economic Growth: A Cross-Country Empirical Study (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1997); Simeon Djankov, Rafael La 
Porta, Florencio Lopez-de-Silanes, and Andrei Shleifer, ‘The regulation of entry’, Quarterly Journal of Economics 117, 1 
(2002): 1-37; Robert Hall and Charles Jones, ‘Why do some countries produce so much more output per worker than others?’ 
Quarterly Journal of Economics 114, 1 (1999): 83-116; Xavier Sala-I-Martin, ‘I just ran two million regressions’, The 
American Economic Review 87, 2 (1997) 178–183. 
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any other political actor whom support these projects has been done in regard to how the FCH projects will change 
the culture and territory of these communities and irreversibly modify it.  The fact that wealthy land invaders will be 
installed, after effectively stealing by democratic vote their coastal land with the hopes of building a tourism and 
industry enclave is a real menace that is not discussed by Libertarians anywhere.   
Critics in Honduras and abroad describe the FCH as blatantly violating labour rights, civil rights and the 
Constitution.  The Libertarians who propose the projects do not agree on the accusations and dismiss these 
criticisms.  The existing law would essentially allow these private entities—likely foreign interests—to create their 
own enforce laws, ignoring labour, environmental and other protections enshrined in Honduran law.  Journalists, 
NGO leaders, social activists and members of the opposition party describe that the FCH projects are another 
manifestation of an on-going violent push toward privatisation and exploitation of Honduran resources and labour, a 
trend enforced through massive repression in a country where a small number of oligarchs have long held most of 
the wealth and land. Campesinos fighting for small slices of land to make a subsistence living have long been 
slaughtered, imprisoned and intimidated, even under Zelaya’s rule. Since the coup, rampant murders, false arrests 
and human rights violations have skyrocketed, with an especially intense conflict erupting in lands were landowners 
have displaced thousands of campesinos from land where they grow plants and products that are later exported.  
The engagement with the analysis of the discourse behind the interviews provided with the full transcript in 
Appendix A allowed me to see that no mention of the poor as individuals and of their individual needs results in my 
confirmation that the discourses of domination are present and evident.  Probably the most important finding 
consistent in all the interviews was that the Libertarian ideology and the context that the authors take into 
consideration are very narrow: they focus on their simple free market conceptualization of Globalisation coupled 
with the knowledge of how the ideal gated and wealthy communities in which they live could be replicated into the 
structure of a city.  This narrow consideration disenables them to recognize the complex global setting in which 
societies and nations are involved and in which these FCH will not be able to entirely seclude themselves as a gated 
community currently does inside of smaller lands and territories where society is much less heterogeneous as the 
rest of the globe in fact is. 
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Conclusions 
Nothing could be less scientific than this absolute separation, this radical discontinuity between the 
voluntary and the involuntary, the conscious and the unconscious.  Do we not move, by imperceptible 
degrees, from a considered volition to a more or less mechanical habit? And does the same action 
undergo any absolute change in nature during this movement? 
Gabriel Tarde. from The Laws of Imitation (2009 [1890]) 
 
Unanimity has it that we have entered a global urban age in which the majority of the world’s population now lives 
in cities of one kind or another. Yet there is precious little understanding about what this trend entails, beyond the 
customary Malthusian-inspired fear of mayhem. The ideological development of the principles behind the FCH 
belongs to this larger trend and opportunities of improvement and further learning from different areas of study on 
how these projects are developed still exist.  One of the aims of this thesis was to provide with a global studies 
perspective to the study of these new spaces of territorialisation.  The FCH and the free market city projects are 
more of the wider and relatively recent accumulation of a variety of large-scale exotic urbanisms that has been 
added to the diversity of nomenclature.  These city building projects are ideal examples of study that need to be 
further analysed, perspectivised and properly contextualised as belonging to the contemporary urban spectacle by 
insisting on the necessity of pursuing a recap of the history of the ‘urban question’ that is still missing from these 
projects. 
The recent changes done to the Free Cities Institute and its transformation into the Startup Cities Institute proves 
that the ideas behind the laissez-faire capitalist city-building projects is still in an evolution and complexity process-
making issue.  The possibility of experimentation by settling different start-ups of FCH in three different territories 
of Honduras speaks of a potential advantage for the theoretical and practical framework of these projects. However, 
it also represents a dangerous social experiment that could harm and affect the most susceptible groups of Honduran 
society.  During the analysis of the interviews the interviewees emphasized their interest in “helping the poor”; 
however, little real interaction between the so-called “poor” and them has taken place.  The previous evidences the 
potential weaknesses that will be caused by the lack of participation of the indigenous and native populations in 
these new societies.  The lack of involvement in the democratic process of choosing which rules and norms are to 
rule in the FCH cannot be secured only by providing free entry-exit access to these cities.  The libertarian 
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ideologues interviewed have not considered the terrible effects that the lack of protection to civil liberties of the 
poorer of society could have when there will not exist any type of protection for the susceptible groups.   
While it is partially correct, the FCH appear as first-best solutions to global poverty as part of a wider national-scale 
domestic reform Honduras.  However, these FCH projects are also potential sources of increased social inequalities 
that would benefit a smaller part of special and social territories of the country. Yes, it will be significantly easier to 
create a new city with new rules instead of trying to change an entire country’s basic institutional framework.  But 
as these start-up projects are developed and could fail and disappear the larger extend effects that these new cities 
would have in the Honduran institutions will last for longer. As such, this easy road of reform could lead to the 
weakening of the government institutions irreversibly.   
In order for the FCH to successfully achieve its goal it will be necessary for the leaders behind this city building 
projects to understand that formal rules are not sufficient for economic growth.  As well, it would be necessary for 
the developers of the FCH to understand that laissez-faire can easily become libertine laissez-passé when norms 
and customs are used and abused by unscrupulous motives for the sake of irrational profit while ignoring the social 
welfare of the inhabitants of the FCH. Further, as many development economists stress we cannot discount the 
contribution of informal norms and customs to a society’s stability, efficiency, and cohesion.  These informal 
institutions are the result of centuries of social cooperation and are determined by social structures that permeated 
society and lead us to imitate them.  Formal and informal rules and norms are the cervix of the FCH projects and the 
context within which formal and informal rules will be implemented will play a key role in the success or failure of 
those rules and ultimately of the city institutions. 
There is no denying that globalisation processes have immense influence around the globe as societies are becoming 
increasingly interdependent. This has led us to re-evaluate the position of national legal systems and they can no 
longer be viewed as independent and isolated phenomena, as a result of them being influenced by outside forces as 
well as forces from within its own system.  The FCH goes further in the localisation of these global influences by 
creating new territories where local leadership innovates state’s institutions with the aim of further extending these 
new and more efficient institutional improvements to the rest of the territory.  The fact that state sovereign power 
will no longer be sovereign and the fact that some of that power will been transferred to other entities is something 
to be studied once the Constitutional changes go into effect in Honduras.  There are many opportunities of learning 
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how the institutional and territorial improvements in terms of sovereignty and innovations within the national legal 
systems will modify for the good or for the bad Honduras.  This will have to be contrasted with how the Honduran 
government will still hold the political power despite the loss of some of its sovereign power, therefore there are 
opportunities for studying and considering how the Honduran states will protect its constitutional rights in these 
new circumstances so they are not infringed by new public or private, local or foreign actors.  In conclusion this 
thesis confirmed that the constitutional crisis in 2009 played an important historical event that led the Honduran 
country to try new and innovative ideologies in order to create wealth.  This project is going to be potentially the 
most Free City success or failure depending on how the political leaders of this project cope with globalisation 
processes. 
For Libertarians, liberalism and democracy share as their common normative foundation the ideal of individual 
sovereignty, and their extension of it to a territory in the form a FCH will prove to be a challenge to existing notions 
of how the liberal principle of private autonomy and the democratic principle of citizen sovereignty can coexist or 
not.   The further applications of the ideal of individual sovereignty to the realm of the private law society on the 
one side and to the “public” realm of collective-political choice on the other will be one of the most significant 
challenges for the FCH.  The thesis assessed the role of the Free City Projects in globalisation and the roles that 
globalisation has on these city projects while contrasting them to the notions of private autonomy and individual 
sovereignty.  Also, in this thesis I presented the ideas by which the supporters of a specific political ideology known 
as “Libertarianism” answered to questions related to the role their Free Cities would have in/from globalisation. 
Interviews were a fundamental part for the understanding of the ideas and discourse behind this particular way of 
assessing global, regional and local realities.  The FCH appear as a contestation by demonstrating how to a larger 
degree these urban projects aim to enable and create a space that strengthens the economic and political urban links.  
The design of these free market cities are also responses to globalisation processes similar to the ones from which 
emerged the gated communities in Latin America.   
The FCH are an expression of the increasingly diverging lifestyles of urban society under the influence of 
globalisation. The FCH remerge as an attempt of reconciling the contention between architects and engineers, and 
political utopians with globalisation. The Global Cities and these FCH projects are both important nodes in the 
global economic system, these concepts however become empty concepts that set neither a specific size nor content 
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in their attempt to differentiate themselves by measuring their hierarchical importance in global finances and trade. 
The appearance as the Free City as a new and different variations of the concept “City” will be understood as 
shifting frames of reference that may offer very good grasps of how the social is generated (Latour, 2005) but that at 
the same time provide only for a source of objective judgment than the absolute (that is, arbitrary) settings 
suggested by common sense of being not new or different definitions of existent concepts.  This will further be 
understood as the FCH starts to be developed and evidences of these new institutions are contrasted with the 
existing ones.   
The complex and diverse impact of globalisation in a Free City demonstrates that the FCH will be fortifications of 
the privileged entrepreneurs that would enable the integration of the poor only if the new institutions that are created 
in the city allow for a des-intensification of the global social and economic disparities and spatial fragmentation that 
ultimately could impede and disenable the integration of the poor.  If the FCH achieves its goal, these city building 
projects would become the first and most efficient urban projects ever built that will diminish global social and 
economic disparities and spatial fragmentations.  Libertarianism however does not provide for a complete answer 
on how these goals can be achieved since their understanding of market forces does not provide for a full theory of 
social engineering that will eliminate entirely global social and economic disparities and spatial fragmentations.   
One of the underlying assumptions motivating the free market cities concept and its variants is that in countries with 
weak institutions and poor governance, one can carve out a piece of undeveloped territory and establish a new set of 
institutions (and the norms these rules encourage), which might offer local residents—as well as foreign migrants—
the opportunity to break from the suboptimal institutions that prevail in their respective home countries. In other 
words, the belief is that the free market cities and its variants like the FCH would provide a relatively blank slate on 
which to operate.  Particularly important is to note that the implementation of only some of the free market ideals 
that libertarian philosophy provides could increase the social and economic disparities of the FCH if combined with 
policies that would favour a small elite of entrepreneurs who will conform the board of the FCH.  More so, the 
studies in the Free Market cities field require to further study and acknowledge the complexity of the 
socioeconomic and political global setting that could affect the dynamics within and outside of the FCH and any 
other start-up cities project that these persons may promote in the future in a different country with a different 
political and ideological context.  More importantly, it would be to acknowledge that whatever succeeds in the FCH 
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in Honduras does not necessarily could be replicated in a different cultural and social context since as explained by 
Ward (1993) urbanisation and inner-city development in Latin America, although tied into processes which are 
global in terms of their economic genesis and consumerist inspiration, have produced rather different outcomes 
from those observed in North America (or anywhere else in the Global South).  In conclusion, the FCH remains one 
of the most radical, interesting and innovative proposals to stimulate development in the developing world by 
forcing change to take place. Thus, it is not necessarily going to result in doing right for all when the aim is to force 
the integration of the poor in these new societies without participatory democracy from these groups.  In order to 
make it better, the FCH requires the rich investors in these projects to step up to the plate and listen to the public 
opinion of different groups of Hondurans and be willing to accept them.  As of today in the last day of writing this 
thesis, a weak democracy with a fragile administration of justice before the 2009 coup rules the country.  The 
overall living conditions of a majority of Hondurans have spiralled considerably worse and in the news today 
Honduras was mentioned once again as the 'murder capital of the world' and a 'repression capital of the Americas'.  
These dangers will continue existing whether the FCH start to work as products of a more laissez-faire globalised 
world where corruption and oligarchic control of society is the rule.  Independently of which social and city-
building experiment starts to be developed in these FCH start-up projects it would be wise for the developers to 
remember the words of the writer Eduardo Galeano who wrote already many years ago that “underdevelopment is 
not a stage of development, but its consequence”.  To understand this quote by Galeano means that poverty will not 
be eradicated with socioeconomic experiments like the FCH which are designed to first increase the profit and 
wealth of the soon to be companies in these cities and to later be filtered and distributed “freely” to those in the 
lower levels of the economic scales.  For the developers to understand the previous quote by Galeano means that 
they will understand that the development of these city projects in absence of the active participation of all the 
members of society will only result in the greedy global commercialisation of the natural resources without 
resulting in direct benefits for the local inhabitants and their labour force which will only encourage and 
exponentially increase wealth inequalities in Central America. 
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Appendixes 
Appendix A.  Transcripts of Interviews  
Interview with Zachary Caceres. Director of the Startup Cities Institute. June 6, 2013. Guatemala City, 
Guatemala. 
 
#00:00:01-1# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Could we start by describing what is your role in the development 
of a Free City? 
 
#00:00:14-2# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: Sure.  Well, one quick note is that what was before the Free Cities 
Institute is now the Startup Cities Institute.  Just in case that matters.  So for the purpose of this conversation I am 
going to say Startup Cities.  My role in the Startup Cities movement started with an Academic interest.  I was 
living in New York and I came crossed the idea especially through Michael Strong who is one of the main 
players in the Honduran project.  I started doing some personal work for him.  Later, I got more interested in the 
project and started reading much about it.  Then, Giancarlo (Ibárgüen) the President of UFM invited me to come 
to Guatemala and help build the Startup Cities Institute, which was basically almost nothing when I got here.  So, 
I have spent the last year trying to build that up.  Once I started working in the Startup Cities Institute I could no 
longer have any concrete involvement in the Honduran project and that is something that is really important to 
stress.  The Startup Cities Institute is a non-for-profit academic research organisation and we are not lobbying and 
we don't have any financial stake or anything like that in what goes on in Honduras.  We simply want to share 
ideas in a way that is accessible and acceptable to people, and try to make the ground as fertile as possible for 
people around the world to pursue Startup City projects.  We are not pursuing any project ourselves. 
 
#00:02:04-1# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Could you say that the idea of a Startup City is different from the 
idea of the Free City as it was before being presented by the Free Cities Institute? And, of other city-building 
projects like "Free Market Cities", "Ciudades Modelo", "Charter Cities", et. al. which are very different from 
each other. 
 
#00:02:25-9# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: Absolutely.  I think that probably one of the most valuable things 
that research could accomplish in this topic is to create a taxonomy of what this different things are because they 
are very distinct and one of the big problems that is being occurring is that everyone is using the terms 
interchangeably and they are not interchangeable.  It is not even necessarily that they have really obvious 
concrete differences in all its policies but there is a certain spirit and approach that goes into the different projects 
that I think would have very serious effects.  The biggest difference I see is the Charter Cities project as proposed 
by Paul Romer and the Startup Cities or Free Cities Approach.  The big differences are that Charter Cities require 
a Guarantor Nation from outside the Host country. 
 
#00:03:23-4# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Like Canada for example in the Charter City project of 
Honduras? 
 
#00:03:24-4# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: Exactly.  So, that the rights and the guarantees for all the institutions 
are third parties like the U.S. or Canada and any other big Western power with a lot of military might that is what 
usually people talks about.  Startup Cities is not like that.  Startup Cities can be home grown in the sense that you 
do not need necessarily an outside political power and instead you may have an insurance policy or something 
like that for political problems.  But, in the Startup Cities you do not bring other sovereign nation into another 
country.  A lot of the objections about imperialism around Charter Cities I think that are mostly based around this 
issue.  Startup Cities just do not have that problem since it is a different model.  The other thing about Paul 
Romer's Charter Cities Model is that it all begins as very large master plan projects.  To me the previous is a very 
bad idea because if you make any mistakes you fail big time, big time.  And chances are that this is a very new 
and fertile field were you are going to fail probably a lot of times, and that is ok.  But this is why we like the spirit 
of the name "Startup Cities".  Because, lots of startups fail but the point of the startup is that you test a new idea, 
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you pivot a lot, you experiment within in it, and then when something is working well you expand it outward.  So 
the Startup Cities approach is that you begin with a very small amounts of land, very low cost, very low over-
head, and you also do it with private money or foundation money but not with tax-payer money because if you 
gamble tax-payer money and you fail you have just robbed a bunch of people specially in countries like Honduras 
where you do not have much money to spare for your grandiose skim that did not work. 
 
#00:05:23-7# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: That brings me to one more question regarding what type of 
industries do you think will initially be developed in this Startup Cities.  Considering the current global economic 
trends what type of industries do you think that would initially be provided in a Startup City. 
 
#00:05:44-0# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: I think it really depends.  It will be actually contingent to what are 
the particular needs in a host nation.  Obviously, the stereotype of Free Zones and Maquilas is that you bring in 
heavy industry for textiles or, basically, sweatshops, which is the stereotype.  But I think that the previous does 
not have to be the case and my personal view and the view of many other people associated with the Institute is 
that they do not want to build places for sweatshops.  We are interested in finding out what are the models we 
could use that have low barriers to entry because you are not necessarily dealing with a highly educated labor 
force and that will allow lots of upper mobility.  So, one industry that a lot of people have talked about is business 
process outsourcing. For instance, Call Centers have better working conditions than a big textile factory or 
something like that.  And in this industries you can also move up without the need of learning something more 
complicated and you do not need to become a Ph.D. in order to move up.  Call Center Industry has decently 
paying jobs and there are firms who use other models of business outsourcing and there are firms who do things 
like outsourced personal assistance or social media management, or things like that kind of leverage technology 
and do not require higher levels of skill since you still have to solve the problem of education in many of these 
places.  So the idea is to have decent jobs that allow for people to move up in the world. 
 
#00:07:29-4# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: So, the ideal citizens would be someone who has a high school 
degree and some knowledge of English? 
 
#00:07:41-7# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: I think it is really hard to say because the ultimate goal is not to have 
that kind of barrier.  Because, at least my view of the situation in Guatemala and in another countries is that the 
people who are being hurt the worst by the prevailing system are not the ones with high school degree or some 
knowledge of English.  The ones who are hurt the most are people who are stuck in rural areas of who are stuck 
in urban slums that can't incorporate a business, who can't build a house, who can't get education, can't get a job, 
and who have to face such incredible barriers.  So, the humanitarian focus of the Startup Cities is how can the 
city deliver really good opportunities for those people because they are the ones who need it the most.  Because I 
think that if you solve the problem of how you deliver to those people, you essentially would have solved the 
problem of everyone above them with education.  Because if you solve the problems for those people those 
people may need middle managers, those people may need accountants and people with higher degree of skills 
and you automatically generate employing opportunities for people with higher levels of education by taking care 
of the bottom of the economic pyramid.  But to be honest with you I don't have a perfect answer.  One idea that I 
feel optimistic about is that if you make it very easy to incorporate businesses, low-tax rates, good legal systems, 
safe, niece places were people want to do business, you could live close to where you go to work, all of these 
things, you could have a lot of people who are currently hawking umbrellas in zone 1 in the side of the street 
corner who will go and incorporate a formal business and who will then begin employing all of their friends.  
And you could sort of imagine you have this network were 1 in 50 people can incorporate a reasonably successful 
small business before long you will have all these people who are hiring from their network and it is sort of like 
the centre of s snowflake that connects all of the people around them and you could grab lots of different groups 
of people out of poverty by letting that some people who are good entrepreneurs go and start something and hire 
people around them. 
 
#00:10:05-2# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: And these Startup Cities could be built anywhere in the world?  
There is no geographical boundaries for them? 
 
#00:10:12-9# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: No, I think that one of the beautiful aspects of the idea is that it is 
without limits.  The limitations… I mean, maybe we do not have the technology to build a flying city or 
something really far fetched but for the most part humans have built in just about every climate type, or land type.  
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Some of them will be more expensive, some of them will be less expensive.  It is an entrepreneurial kind of 
project and I think that one of the wonderful things about entrepreneurship is that you never know where is it 
going to pop-up.  The only limit that for ethical reasons the Startup Cities Institute puts up is that the people who 
want to zone for Startup Cities need to choose an uninhabited land.  We are absolutely against land grabs, or 
people going in and stealing,  of people bulldozing a community or bulldozing some slum just because they want 
to develop it.  That gets into territory that we are not interested in. 
 
#00:11:23-3# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: And would you require also to have certain type of autonomy that 
is going to host the city? Or would you build this city and follow  the rules of the hosting city? 
 
#00:11:40-5# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: I think the biggest pay-off and the most interesting and important 
opportunity is in innovation of rules.  You could imagine that you could follow the building of the Ciudad 
Modelo in Honduras but you follow the same rules and you make it only really architecturally nice.  And it may 
look like very nice, but the fact is that most of Honduras problems can be traced back to cultural rules and they 
are the operating system of societies.  And the problem is that societies get stuck in vicious cycles between 
culture and between law and government that reinforce all kinds of very destructive behaviours, non-cooperation, 
violence and all kinds of other things that hold back economic development and hold back human development 
too.  So, the opportunities and rules to answer your question directly are important.  Autonomy and/or some type 
of autonomy is where the opportunities are important.  I describe Startup Cities as startup communities for 
political and legal reform because at the end of the day architecture, technology, etc are cool and they can do lots 
of things but humans but the frontier that Startup Cities is pushing forward is innovation in law and governance.  
And then by extension, culture because you can built different cultural institutions around different law and 
government institutions.  So, you could have a spectrum of autonomy.  No one is asking for a new nation to be 
formed, a totally independent nation.  But you could have a lot of autonomy and there are places were a great 
deal of autonomy.  You could have judicial autonomy, commercial law autonomy, autonomy of police, autonomy 
of healthcare, autonomy of school system, autonomy of international trade agreements, autonomy of tons of 
things and that is not unprecedented it is just bundling them all together and making a package of autonomous 
things that go to one place.  A lot of free zones only have autonomy of tax rates, but at the end of the day all that 
comes is a sort of tax break for the crony rather than a real remaining of the legal and political system which is 
what Startup Cities is aiming for. 
 
#00:14:00-3# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: And in this regard, who is to give that autonomy? For example, in 
the Free State Project the idea is to have people who would start moving in slowly until they reach a point in 
which they are big enough to have an effect in the legislation of the State.  And as such, they will start from the 
inside making changes and modifying step by step the regulations (legal, commercial, etc).  In the other case, you 
have Honduras were a group of people with the idea of innovating and finding a solution to the problems they 
faced after the coup d'etat and they said "well, we don't have all the support of the citizens but we as 
representatives in Congress do have some power and they started pushing for a change of the legislation and then 
the mindset of the people was to start changing and they would recognise that these Free Cities were actually 
working and that maybe this new regulations are good for them and they would start participating on them.  What 
do you think that is the best idea? 
 
#00:15:08-6# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: It is really something with which I really struggle a lot.  I think that 
there are multiple ways to end up at the same end like the ones that you underline.  It is not obvious for me which 
one is necessarily the best.  Because there are benefits for both.  Lets take the Free State Project, I think of this 
model as basically a very gentle secessionist movement.  South Sudan for example is an example of how they 
seceded into an independent country.  I think of the Free State Project as something like that and even though 
they are not going to make an independent country they will get enough likeminded people were they will take 
over the machinery that already exists and then use it carve some space for them.  I think that is one way of doing 
it.  I am not sure if that is necessarily as sustainable as the other approach: the Honduran project lets call it.  
Because it strikes me that sometimes the problem is the machinery itself and you occasionally get times when 
you get likeminded people in control of machinery that you steer in a good direction but the machinery tends to 
attract to a certain kind of equilibrium point.  And once you you lose your critical mass and a bunch of 
Libertarians move over the border to Maine or something like that… like New Hampshire… suddenly that 
machinery will start pushing back to the equilibrium.  And the equilibrium probably is going to be what the Free 
Staters don't like rather  than what they like.  I am attracted more to the Honduran model mostly because I think 
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of it as a project in political entrepreneurship.  It is some sort of visionary kind of thing.  It is very different, it is 
very new.  There's a lot of unknowns, and unknown unknowns and all of that.  But at the end of the day if you do 
not gamble with tax payer money and you put it in uninhabited land and you allow for free entry and free exit for 
anyone to pot in or opt out if they want.  Then it is really low risk as far as I am concerned.  It is worth the 
experiment, it is worth the try.  And if it takes off the machinery that you set up there has a higher potential to 
become self-reinforcing.  Because you have people who are deliberately opting in in a totally new system.  And 
the totally new system isn't that we are taking Honduras and steer it into a new direction.  The total new system is 
in this patch of 100 miles where things are been done differently.  A lot of people make the joke about Mexican 
immigrants to the US that as soon as they cross the Rio Grand they begin acting more American.  They sort of 
adopt cultural habits and attitudes that are more American in the same way that Gringos who go down to Mexico, 
they sort of become more Mexican.  And I do think that in the sense of place you can really imbue a particular set 
of laws and norms and customs that reinforce in a way that going to New Hampshire were you are inheriting this 
huge legacy of all this stuff that you are not as much in a Startup City.  One of the model that you may be 
interested in which is kind of a midway is "land title pooling" which is probably the least covered of all the 
possible Startup City models which is imagine… I visited a slum not long ago called "Los Angeles" and they 
didn't have land titles.  But all of them had de facto land ownership.  If you could get recognition of that 
neighbourhood as even communal property were everywhere that lives there have a share in the overall value of 
that land and if they owned all of the underlying stuff in that land; you would get in an essence more or less an 
autonomous community not totally autonomous where they would be in charge of public services, public safety.  
Cities in the US and neighbourhoods in the US, specially in cities in decline like Detroit and Saint Louis have 
done this successfully and it is not a city wide thing but it is neighbourhood wide and I think that is another kind 
of way and it is more bottom up than the Honduran model. 
 
#00:19:54-8# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: And now that you mention this, gated communities are very much 
influenced by the idea that the land is still regulated by the Constitution and the rules and the legal system of the 
place but still, once you cross the gate of the community you will have a very different set of rules.  You will 
have private security, you will have even the way the streets are painted and the houses are built a set of rules and 
a code that is established and you as a buyer of a house there will be willing to comply with it.  Will this example 
be similar to a Startup? 
 
#00:20:30-1# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: Yes, I do think it is very similar in the thinking in the sense that the 
overall legal structure will change when you cross into that threshold.  I don't think is is a good idea for a city size 
unit to get into the micro regulation that a lot of gated communities do with things like "you ca not have blue 
curtains, or you have to paint your house of white and brown, etc." some people like that stuff but I think that is 
better to be left for a much smaller level.  Because it can get annoying and kind of tyrannical if the whole city 
does not allow to have blue curtains but at the lower level is not bad.  But I point the principle that you are 
pointing at is very true and actually that reminds me to something that maybe is useful or that you have 
encountered in your research.  Is that a lot of people in the left will talk about "the gated community economy" 
and they get really angry and criticise and say "look, all these rich people they live in gated communities because 
they can't stand to look at the poverty that capitalism is causing which is just outside of their gates.  And if only 
we could tear down those gates and everyone would live under the same rules then everyone would I guess suffer 
equally… or have equality…"  I really do not know what the end game is.  But it has always come to me as a 
really strange paradox because the poor want gated communities.  And if you ask them what they want, they will 
say that they want reliable security, they want the value of their houses and land to increase by having good 
neighbours who are not narco-traffickers or burglars or something; they want good public services and good 
roads and, where do you find those things? Where do you find them in Guatemala? I live in a gated community.  I 
live in Muxbal and the road that I live on is totally private and it is really price because everyone's property has a 
levy on it to pay for that road privately.  The other bizarre thing is that nation-states are gigantic gated 
communities.  And a lot of these people will criticise ideas like Startup Cities as one need to expand gated 
community economy when the reality is that they are pushing for the continuing existence of the most damaging 
gated communities currently in existence which are nation states.  And I think that Startup Cities is bringing the 
benefits of gated communities to the poor.  Because the poor want them and why should the poor not have the 
benefit of good rules and good roads and safety? Every human wants that.  By the way remind me to send you the 
video of a gated community housing builder in Honduras (maybe you have seen it) where they built really 
affordable low-cost housing for the poor in Honduras and they are one of the people who is kind of involved in 
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the project.  But they have a great video that shows all these people that say "we live under this nation-state's 
rules in favelas and what we really want is to live in a nice, safe, gated community". 
 
#00:23:54-9# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Indeed, no matter if my house is small but I have some sort of 
security. 
 
#00:23:57-8# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: That is right.  And the number one thing which is the focus is 
security.  That is the other crazy paradox.  We live in a gated community right now called Guatemala and the 
governance firm that is in charge of security in the gated community of Guatemala does a really bad job, but no 
one is willing to do anything.  There is a double standard where no one is willing to say that "Las Luces or La 
Cañada, or whatever association there they seem to be doing a very good job keeping people safe but the firm 
that runs the Guatemalan security does not do a good job".  Why should everyone be forced to use this firm that 
is causing people to die and have their property stolen and have their children kidnapped when they could have a 
better alternative you know. 
 
#00:24:46-6# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: One other critique that I hear in regard to the critiques from the 
left is the one related to Democracy and in the way how is the political engineering behind this cities.  In the Free 
Cities idea that has been planned in Honduras they will have a Governor and and Transparency Board that is not 
going to be subject to Democratic election.  It seems that the first seat will be chosen by the President of the host 
country (in this case the President of Honduras) and then… how will this work?  Who is going to elect?  Because 
even in a gated community you as an owner of a house could run for President of the condominium.  However, in 
this case it seems that they did not allow for it.  What do you think of that critique? 
 
#00:25:41-7# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: I think it is a very mixed critique.  The reason being that there is a 
core of truth there that people is legitimately concerned about abuses of power when there are not good checks 
and balances in place.  And people should be afraid of that.  They should be afraid about the way people abuse 
power.  But it is not obvious to me that mass democracy is always a great check on the abuse of power.  One way 
to say it is that it is not anti-democratic but it is that a different set of checks and balances that are actually trying 
to empower the people in different ways.  For example, I would much rather live (you know, I am an American) 
and I would rather live in America where I could not vote for the President of Congress but all of those power 
would devolve to the State of New York and I could easily leave the State of New York and totally opt out.  I 
would feel more empowered as a democratic citizen because at the end of the day I have the rights, the 
democratic rights of voting, that people legitimately consider important and that is part of the great tradition of 
empowerment.  But at the end of the day when it is such a mass scale and over such complex issues and you have 
such an incredible heterogeneous population and all of this.  Then it is not clear to me that it restrains power 
anymore.  It becomes a system that allows a lot of demogagery and a lot of exploration on behalf of the elites.  
And at the end of the day me, and I think many people who are involved in Startup Cities, were trying to figure 
what are robust tools to make rules that people in power play by the rules.  It is an open question, people act as if 
we found a solution and then it means that you get to vote.  We have not found the solution.  Voting is not the 
solution, history is clear that voting does not restrain sovereign power, it does not.  So, what can we combine 
voting with? what can we change about voting? what other things can we put in that actually works? that is the 
program for Startup Cities because it does not have an answer, I do not have a clear answer.  As far as the 
particulars of the Honduran project my understanding was that they were going to create voting rights over time.  
It started with a governor in the transparency board and then in like ten years if the percentage of the population 
that votes expands or something like that… I think that is probably it is not there any more, and I think that got 
swept away when the first round of reforms fell apart.  What I understand now is that people are looking at is that 
there is a really strict binding Constitution for the developer.  This is a private firm that develops the basic 
infrastructure and the basics such as border security, default legal structure, and then you have one term that we 
use that is "cellular democracy" where you have neighbourhood democracy. 
 
#00:29:08-5# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Do you mean like in Cuba? Where they have a neighbourhood 
control. 
 
#00:29:17-4# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: Similar but not like it.  Obviously, they cannot violate the default law 
so you can't vote to kill everyone in the neighbourhood or something like that.  But for social issues like drug 
prohibition or recognition of gay marriage, etc.  in subjects that there is a lot of tension and disagreement 
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amongst people or you can't have blue curtains, or zoning, or stuff like this you devolve to a lower level as 
possible to cellular democracy so you will have neighbourhood boards that sort of form a federation within the 
city. 
 
#00:29:55-2# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Then, would it be like voting by Districts in the US? Where you 
have a small district and were you will move to the place that you feel more comfortable with the culture, ideas, 
people that live there? 
 
#00:30:08-5# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: That is right, but the districts would have more power than they 
currently do in the US.  Because at the end of the day, decentralisation in the US has been a really eroded way 
over time and a lot of what is left are that these smaller units are kind of ponds for the central government and 
Free Cities is really trying to create meaningful decentralisation.  When you move to a new neighbourhood you 
would feel that you have made a really meaningful change to a place with a very different culture and laws. 
 
#00:30:45-4# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: And for this city building projects is there an ideal number of 
citizens to live in these communities? 
 
#00:30:51-0# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: I don't think that anyone has put down an ideal number because the 
reason of this is because you want to have a really big city over time with dense population.  At least that is what 
they are thinking about Honduras to have in the long run millions of people.  So lets say that you have one area 
were you have a bunch of skyscrapers and 100,000 people live and then you have another area further out with 
10,000 people who live there.  Do you divide the 100,000 zone into 10,000 people polities? Or do you say, "it is 
only within this area".  You know, I think it is hard so one of the heuristics that I have heard some people talk 
about is that it has to be no bigger than you can comfortably ride a bike, politically no bigger than that.  If I have 
to ride my bike through three hours of traffic to get to the other side of the town they should have different 
decision making power than what they have.  But I think that there is no consensus on what the ideal number is.  
And you can also imagine that certain challenges will require different numbers of people.  You know, lets say 
that around a lake you have 5 neighbourhood around the lake you want some kind of body that is able to restrain 
you could have a problem were four people are being really good about the lake and one neighbourhood is 
dumping all their toxic waste in the lake.  You want some way that there is a machinery to prevent that from 
happening.  For instance, you have a federation that makes environmental decisions at the 5 five neighbourhood 
level but a lot of other decisions are made at the local level neighbourhood.  It is very complicated, it is extremely 
complicated and I believe anyone has really concrete answers.  What a lot of people have is a lot of really 
interesting and different models that have been tried around the world that people like Elinor Ostrom.  She has a 
wonderful collection of the ways, the clever ways, that people have used to solve troubles in different levels.  So 
what we are trying to do is to curate as many models of governance, of local governance, as possible so you have 
these templates so you could say "so, what could work for this particular challenge" and approach it 
entrepreneurially rather than trying to plan it off from whatever could come. 
 
#00:33:32-9# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: And the Startup Cities would start as something small you say.  
Why is it that they are referred to as Cities and not as towns or as entrepreneurial towns.  why is it the term city 
so important in all these different models? 
 
#00:33:47-1# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: Well, to be honest with you there is no reason.  There is no good 
reason.  Because at the end of the day, I see Startup Cities as an umbrella for what is actually a project to create 
empowered localities and municipalities, and people at the end of the day.  I give you a good example: in Costa 
Rica there is a community called "Finca Bella Vista" and it is a tree house community and they live in the jungle 
and it was founded by a couple of Europeans who bought a chunk of rainforest and they made a covenant -like a 
gated community- and the covenant is really restricted.  They don't want anyone to come and bulldoze and built a 
house, they want people who want to live in tree houses.  So the covenant is really restricted; but to me finca 
Bella Vista enjoys a lot of autonomy and that is a Startup Community as far as I concern for people who want to 
live in a tree house.  I do not want to live in a tree house but there is people who do and that is great and they 
should have a place were they could do that.  The city thing I think is mostly because the first wave of this 
movement is about fighting poverty.  Cities have been agents to fight poverty for all human history and building 
more autonomous cities that gives the poor's world opportunities and creates opportunities for entrepreneurs and 
investment, for the innovation of schooling and everything, then, people  are more atoned at doing that in 
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something that would be called a city because it would have high density.  But at the end of the day, the model is 
not -there is no conflict- with lets say a village, a sprawling Silicon Valley, a tree house community, a 
(incomprehensible) circle in some mountain, whatever crazy thing you can think of -there is no conflict-.  
Because at the end of the day it is all about generating a rules that allow for maximum empowerment and choice 
for people. 
 
#00:35:48-4# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: And this regard, this project would be entirely different to the two 
ongoing projects of gated communities that are being developed in Chile and Argentina by the group Dollar 
Vigilante that is building the projects "Galt's Gulch" in Chile and "Cafayate" in Argentina.  And if you look their 
website they advertise it as a country club, as the perfect place to migrate and run away from government, a 
perfect place to run away with your money and don't be forced to pay taxes, and you completely enjoy your 
wealth, be rich, have a cigar and sit by the pool when someone is serving you.  It is a system that does not 
change, you are just moving all your wealth 
 
#00:36:44-3# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: Yeah, you are hiding. 
 
#00:36:43-9# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Exactly, you are hiding.  You are running away… but these 
Startup Cities are not been made to keep money safe or to keep the rich rich without making a change right? 
 
#00:36:57-4# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: I do not have in principle anything against the Galt's Gulch project 
because the reality is probably -I think- that most political units are very uncompetitive.  And what that measn is 
that they are charging tax rates that are far above market competitive than a more competitive market of 
governance would charge.  If you think of taxes as the price you pay for governance services… so at the end of 
the day… I think that people are taking their money away because they feel that they are been ripped off, they are 
not getting value for their money and it is fine.  Rich people have been doing it for ever and that is just the way it 
is going to be.  But, for me… and my personal focus and the focus of a lot of people in Startup Cities is that, that 
is not for me… that is not building a better future.  Because at the day of the day you are not disrupting the 
market for governance. IT is a market that is deeply uncompetitive, it is deeply outdated, it does not treat its 
customers well, it is predatory and unresponsible and unaccountable and not good.  And as much as I understand 
why people who are rich want to go and safeguard their money it is not my focus.  And I think it as it has the 
potential to discredit ideas like Startup Cities with this different focus because people will see it as a tax-haeven 
of rich people who wanna go and hide.  And I do not think that is the goal.  My focus is on helping the poor, 
those are my values.  I have nothing against people getting rich, I want the poor to be rich, I want to be rich.  But 
at the end of the day, it is just a different focus even though they are a sort of Startup Communities. 
 
#00:38:59-0# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: And what about Cayman Island? 
 
#00:39:00-6# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: Cayman Island I think is a good example of a competitive 
jurisdiction that realised that they don't offer that much except from pretty beaches and legal breaks s low-taxes 
or banks that will take a lot of your money and that is their competitive advantage.   
 
#00:39:24-7# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: But, what do you see that is missing there for instead of building 
a new Startup City just move there and enjoy of their location, their beaches, their roads, houses… and maybe 
you will not live there because the houses are already owned by people who goes there only on holidays from 
places like New York and they go there just for the summer.  But, you could go there and work and have a bar, a 
library, a bookstore, and probably even have a very nice life there.  What is missing there? 
 
#00:39:54-3# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: What is missing there is that it is way too expensive for 90% of 
humanity to go and live there as a newcomer.   
 
#00:40:02-1# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: What makes it difficult to move there? 
 
#00:40:05-2# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: Well, I think it is very expensive to get there, the cost of living is 
very high, the people who have a house in the Cayman Islands are people who are at least skilled upper-middle 
class labourers from the West and that is the lowest social strata that I could imagine of someone that could have 
an apartment or a townhouse in Cayman Islands.  And that is fine, you know.  People should go to Cayman Island 
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and enjoy their house, I have nothing against that at all.  But I would like to expand the principle that the Cayman 
Island operates to include all of humanity than rather the upper-middle class skilled labourers from the West and 
up. 
 
#00:40:51-4# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: But wouldn't prices go high in these new Startup Cities once they 
start becoming successful and people starts establishing their successful businesses and call-centers and people 
will want to live close by, and you will have friends who would start doing the same, and prices will start to go 
high and it is… normal you know…. prices will rise.  How can someone come from the outside to a Startup and 
enter and do not face the same problems that now we would face if we move to Cayman Island? 
 
#00:41:19-3# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: Well, the idea is that that is basically what Startups are for.  At the 
end of the day, I am from a lower-middle class American family I want a better opportunity and I went to NYC 
as soon as I could afford to and I could not afford to move to downtown Manhattan because there prices are 
insane… so I moved to the outskirts from the city which are better than where I am from but you know there is 
crime, the weather is not nice, I do not live in a beautiful apartment, I no longer commute, but that is just the way 
it was.  But I was going there because I knew that if I were there for a while, eventually, I would be able to move 
to downtown Manhattan.  So it is a ladder and the way that I view it is that Startup Cities what they need is to be 
able to expand well.  Because if they expand well, then you could accommodate people who want to come from 
around the edges.  What you do not want is a rural fence full of super rich and then a giant crime riddled fabela 
all the way around it.  Which is how many of today's big cities are all about now where the center of the city is 
really nice, where the political and economic power is sort of like in the marxist venter-periphery.  I give you a 
concrete example, one of the ideas around the Honduran practice is that one of the provisions on how you would 
set up the city is that you would allow for anyone who is living in the adjacent municipality with say 70% vote or 
51% vote to annex themselves, to see that their community enters into the legal system and structure of the 
Startup City. So you could have a Startup City that could buy vacant land around but once it bumps up against 
another community that wants to be part of it, then you could have a referendum to incorporate it into the 
municipality and over time the circle expands and takes over more of the land of the host country. 
 
#00:43:40-9# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: And who is going to plan for the construction of the city itself and 
of these types of regulations that you mention?  Because in Dubai for example, even though they never planned 
for having the poor living outside they are actually trapped there… and you could not even try walking from the 
the place were you are staying at a 7 star hotel to outside because you will die of the heating.  And most of the 
poor people who get into the city go by buses which resemble more to prison buses which is just simply freaking.  
How can such a thing be evaded here? 
 
#00:44:36-1# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: I totally agree… and even just in aesthetic grounds when you see 
prison buses pulling in daily labourers and stuff is just very disturbing.  The thing is that most of those people are 
probably there illegally or in some weird work visas and they are not being welcome in to their community.  
They are enjoying significant legal disempowerment and you know that the truth is that… when I see chicken 
buses here, and when I find out how much mades are paid, how much people in zone 1 that are selling stuff on 
the streets make it is basically the equivalent of that.  And it is the same thing.  Even though these people are 
citizens of Guatemala the formal economy and the ways the institutions that would allow them a foothold to 
better themselves and have  a better life are not open to them.  It is parallel systems.  So, what we are trying to 
create with these Startup Cities is as many ways as possible into the system.  Rather than one system 
(incomprehensible) concretely what that means is on making sure that you expand the city to accommodate 
people who want to be there and I think that there is a strong profit incentive to do that and that is why I am in 
favour of private developers.  Government cities now, like Lagos, Nigeria when you hear the major of Lagos 
saying "we do not want you, stop coming here. Please no one come to Lagos, we do not know what to do with 
you so please just stop coming.  This is really bizarre.  How many enterprises do you know that there are lines of 
people who are waiting in line to come in to amusement parks, or going to the movie theatre, and going to the 
shopping mall and you hear them say to you "look people, we do not want your money here! Go home, go 
home!"  Nobody would do that, the incentives are totally screwed up.  So, another idea is if you can't actually 
fully pull them in, you create good programs for people outside.  For example, you could have community 
development programs to finance some of the value of the land in the city, and it could be a great PR strategy that 
helps to the future growth of this city, you could help fight crime, I think that many people think of this as a very 
leftist idea but I think that on an entrepreneurial sense a lot of businesses spend their money on things like 
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community development because it is good for them and it is not like throwing money.  But it is a big problem, 
one of the big things people in Honduras are focused on is that they don't want a whole bunch of homeless people 
coming to their gates and wanting to coming inside.  How do you get enough people in or at least give them good 
enough opportunities you know. 
 
#00:47:50-9# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: If you could think of three things that would be fundamental for a 
Startup City like a good set of rules or people with an entrepreneurial spirit moving? What types or things do you 
think are necessary from the citizen standpoint and from the structure standpoint? 
 
#00:48:15-5# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: I think one is a major change in commercial law.  Specially, in 
corporation law and permits and that kind of thing.  Because you probably know that doing businesses here is 
almost impossible for anyone except the rich to incorporate and to actually get incorporated in business and get 
construction permits.  Which is why you get armies or squatters with  informal businesses everywhere because 
they do not have a choice.  The total is a totally independent education system because to create cultural norms 
you need to break aways from the dominant paradigm education.  And there are really lots of different ways to 
create a lot of really happy, full-filled good people than the current educational paradigm and I would love for 
Startup Cities to be incubators for alternative models of education.  And I think that you have a lot of people who 
do not have a lot of access to other education so you say "look, this is a socratic seminar, a programming school, 
whatever" and you could have a lot of interest and you could really create a lot of wonderful people out of this 
communities who would better the community because somehow you would have skilled labor who could open a 
whole new world.  And I guess finally, it is security.  Really, really, really good security because Honduras is 
now the murder capital of the world.  And if you can't get that under control that is the thing that could really 
attract a lot of people to the Startup Cities because the most basic human need in the bottom of the pyramid in 
Maslow's Pyramid is the threat of death and if you can't help fight that you will never get people up to higher 
levels of development, happiness and fulfilment.  So, security, law (specially commercial law) and then education 
and part of security I think is independent police force because developing world police forces tend not to be 
doing a good job. 
 
#00:50:53-3# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: By independent you mean private security, similar to anarcho-
capitalist market-based private police service competition?  Or would you agree with security being provided by 
the city government? 
 
#00:51:00-8# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: I think that things like border security will have to be by the 
developer and to the extent that the developer is getting a charter or an agreement with the government probably 
that kind of security will be provided by the state apparatus.  The thing is that a lot of States already use some 
kind of private security.  So nominally it is the U.S. task force for whatever, but all their equipment, training, 
logistics, everything is private.  So, I think probably is kind of how it would end up.  In a cuasi-private police 
public partnership for border security.  Everyone I know is interested in having a lot of private security because 
you just do not want all of these…. it is like the cellular democracies thing in which cellular democracies can 
choose their security force.  And even the NYPD in America, where it is supposed to be a place of good 
governance, NYPD is a terrible police force and I have had terrible experiences with them.  I am afraid of them, 
they are really corrupt, they are really malicious, they intimidate you, they pray on women, they are not good 
people and that is a city-level police force.  And I know that a lot of people worried because this is supposed to be 
a local police force but this is just as bad as… you know… I think it would be better to have the Manhattan police 
force, the Brooklyn police force, the Queens police force, or something like that.  There would be at least more 
checks and within communities you want private security. 
 
#00:52:53-2# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: And in these cellular democracies would you have the right of 
choosing the services you want to pay for? 
 
#00:52:59-7# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: I think it depends because certain things… I do believe that there are 
such things as free-rider problems and I disagree with the Austrian idea that there are not such thing as 
externalities and so I think that in some cases what you need is what they call biding or sel-assessing covenants.  
So if you move into Condominio Las Luces there is probably a self-assessing covenant that says "if you live here 
you pay X" and "if you pay X we will use to pay security… and other services".  And that is not a bid deal.  But 
the operating principle in the Honduran project and to which I also subscribe to is "for any public service that you 
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can possible take and de-bundle lets say: Do it".  So for example, trash collection you could have a whole city 
collecting trash like service and probably you do not need it.  Maybe you need just a neighbourhood trash 
collectors and then you have competition.  But probably collecting them house by house is not that efficient 
because you drive through the street and you collect everyone's trash and there is probably economies of scale 
their unit will take advantage of but probably you will use the economies of scale at a city level.  In regard to 
private security you could opt out of having lots of private security and having instead cameras rather than a guy 
in a car.  But generally it seems that there is a couple of security guards who would walk around your 
neighbourhood and you will feel ok.  I think that it is rather a more stable model than that people will opt for 
rather than I hiring security that sits in front of my house and my neighbour across the street hire a different guys 
and at the end of the day there are two guys standing in the street.  But,  The bigger point is: whatever you can 
debundle and provide as competitive as possible you do and you sort of find whatever level is the best level for 
those things as border provisions that will probably need to be provided by the city, trash probably does not. 
 
#00:55:21-7# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: You mentioned to be "Competitive"  but what about people who 
will say "I do not want to live in a place that is competitive but rather a place that has a more holistic 
understanding on the role I want to play in the world".  So people who instead of living in a place that is cheap 
and competitive and cost-efficient would rather live in a place that is sustainable, green, friendly and uses more 
advanced technology.  What do you think that is more important? 
 
#00:55:54-4# respondant: Zachary Cáceres: Personally, I do not see those necessarily as conflictive with one 
another.  Because at the end, competition is not only about price but also social values, sustainability, whatever…  
One of the things I like about Startup Cities is that a thousand flowers bloom.  There are places in which they will 
pay more money in order to have Green trucks that turn plastic into helmets to put on underneath the 
playground… and that is fine if people want to opt-into a system like that and pay for that there is no problem… 
it is a voluntary transaction between the people who want to do that.  Ultimately, in the case of Honduras you are 
dealing with people who do not have a lot of money and most of the things will be based on being functional and 
trying to save money and that is fine.  But as people develop I do think that you will see even more expressions of 
community spirit with a more global mentality.  In Startup Cities we talk about going to places that are poor and 
help in third world countries, but at the end of the day just think of "Bellavista" where rich expats are moving in.  
"Galt's Gulch" is another example, they are not poor people they are rich people.  It is "Galt's Gulch" and people 
who are going to move there are going to be of a particular mentality and they are paying probably a good 
amount of money for good community services, for the beautiful view, for the country club with the cigar lounge 
in it, and all of that and that is fine.  I sometimes think that the big problem in the world is forced homogeneity, it 
is not necessarily taxes or people who are conservative or people who are liberal.  It is that we have structures 
that require us to impose ourselves and our theories on everyone else.  We have one size fits all systems and 
causes a no-end of problems. 
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Interview with Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. President of Universidad Francisco Marroquin and promoter of the 
Free Cities Institute. June 6, 2013. Guatemala City, Guatemala. 
 
interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Podríamos empezar conversando sobre qué rol ha tenido usted en el desarrollo 
de las ciudades libres? 
 
#00:00:13-7# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Bueno, mi rol ha sido más como educador y como un impulsor 
de la idea.  Yo creo que tú estuviste en el grupo de jóvenes CEES donde les tiré estas preguntas y despertó 
mucho interés.  Recuerdo que Cobán y Ricardo Rivera también.  Y yo me di cuenta de lo adaptativa y 
pegajosa que es esta idea.  Antes que eso, en mis clases del seminario de Proceso Económico cuando daba 
clases en la faculta de Derecho con alumnos del último año les hacía pensar en qué soñaran en que en 
Guatemala surgiera un Hong Kong.  Y la idea era nuevamente pegajosa porque te obliga a pensar en cuál es 
la base fundamental de una sociedad de personas libres y responsables.  en cuáles son las reglas que la 
fundamentan y cuál es "el gobierno mínimo" porque aún si eres un anarco-capitalista debes aceptar que 
debe de haber un gobierno que puede ser privado y no tiene que ser "politizado".  Tú entras a un 
condominio privado y hay un gobierno, el gobierno es el condominio.  Pero la gente que entra ahí lo hace 
libre y voluntariamente aceptando las reglas del condominio.  Bueno, básicamente esa es la idea detrás de 
las ciudades libres. 
 
#00:02:09-2# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Como parte de mi investigación hago un mención de la relación 
que existe entre las "gated communities" y las ciudades libres con la existencia de reglas específicas que se 
adaptan a las necesidades del condominio para desarrollar seguridad privada, establecer mejoras en los 
servicios públicos, entre otros, implican cambiar la forma de pensar de las personas que habitan en el 
proyecto.  Cree usted que los migrantes que lleguen a estos proyectos de ciudades libres también cambiarán 
su forma de pensar al ser parte de un nuevo y distinto sistema de reglas? 
 
#00:02:42-6# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Digamos: si elige quedarse a vivir ahí evidentemente está 
explícitamente aceptando esas reglas y pues si no le gusta que se vaya.  Que busque idealmente otra ciudad 
libre que ofrezca reglas que le parezcan mejor.  Realmente lo ideal no es promover una ciudad libre sino 
miles de ciudades libres que compitan unas con otras como ocurrió en la Liga Hanseática y así era como se 
atraían más mercaderes y más negocios. 
 
#00:03:25-3# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Y continuando con tu pregunta respecto a mi participación a mí 
se me ocurrió la idea de que -y en aquella época recuerdo que sí había gente dialogando y escribiendo sobre 
esta idea- gente desde un Newt Gingrich hasta un Michael Strong o hasta un mismo Octavio Sánchez; pero 
todos estaban aislados, no había una conversación entre ellos, de hecho Michael no conocía a Octavio 
Sánchez y a otros santos que tenían las mismas ideas o similares que él.  Y entonces se me ocurrió que #1 
debía reservar el dominio de FreeCities.org que compré yo pero se lo di a la Universidad pensando que 
podría llegar a tener un valor en el futuro y creo que sí lo llegará a tener.  Y número dos organice esta 
conferencia en Roatán que titulé "The Future of Free Cities".  La idea fue mía, le encantó al Consejo de la 
Universidad y me apoyó, y se me ocurrió contactar a Patri Friedman a quien solo conocía virtualmente para 
pedirle co-patrocinio de esa conferencia en Roatán, Honduras.  Porque el equipo de Friedman ya tenía una 
base de datos muy importante de gente para nosotros desconocida que ya había mostrado un interés por una 
idea todavía más radical que es la idea de ciudades libres; porque eso de hacer una ciudad libre flotante en el 
océano es muy radical y muy buena idea.  De tal suerte que esa conferencia en Roatán que los vídeos están 
disponibles en la red y sospecho que ya los viste o sabes de ellos fue copatrocinada por el Seasteading 
Institute que todavía estaba dirigiendo Patri Friedman y por la UFM.  Para mostrarte lo aislados que 
estábamos yo llevaba tres y pico de años de ser buen amigo de Michael Strong porque no solo nos llevamos 
muy bien cuando nos conocimos en Santiago, Chile luego de que nos presentara un empresario noruego-
norteamericano que era un amigo mutuo, sino porque cuando lo conocí y le pregunto sobre su vida y su obra 
me habló de The Habit of Thought y cómo él se había involucrado impulsando colegios y la práctica 
socrática.  Para mí eso fue como música a mis oídos porque como tú sabés yo llevaba ya tres o cuatro años 
impulsando eso dentro de la Universidad experimentando porque yo soy de esos que cree que se aprende 
con ensayo y error.  Un feliz descubrimiento entonces fue Michael Strong en el 2006.  Y no fue sino hasta 
quizás cuatro años después ya que se había hecho pública la idea de esta conferencia que me di cuenta que 
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Michael estaba dentro de la base de datos del Seasteading Institute y me enteré que él había estado haciendo 
publicaciones y que tenía también estos intereses.  Eso es lo genial de las ideas; de que una buena idea va a 
nacer en muy diferentes cultivos, países y épocas también porque te puedes remontar a la época medieval.  
Por cierto que cuando ya estaba organizada la conferencia yo llevaba ya casi un año de tener contacto con 
Octavio Sánchez por medio de correo electrónico y teléfono.  No lo conocía en persona y fue hasta mucho 
después.  Octavio ni siquiera fue a esa conferencia y lo conocí como seis años después.  Yo le insistía que 
viniera primero antes de la conferencia para que viniera a Guatemala y luego lo invité a la conferencia luego 
de que los Hondureños ya habían agarrado rumbo en esta dirección donde le insistí todavía más que viniera 
él y su equipo y siempre me decían que no.  Hasta que un día pensé en cuál sería la mejor manera en que no 
tenga excusa.  Entonces le dije, "Octavio, qué planes tienes para tal fin de semana?  Bueno, te voy a mandar 
un avión privado para que te traiga a ti y a tu equipo y ya no me pudo decir que no."  El evento que tuvimos 
salió muy bien y fue una reunión privada en la Antigua en la Casa Popenoe.  Fue genial.  En esa reunión 
Octavio salió feliz porque ahí conoció a la gente que habíamos logrado reunir para la conferencia de The 
Future of Free Cities y otras gentes como el juez Ricardo Rojas que después de eso mostró mucho interés 
por la idea.  Entonces, ahí dijo Octavio en la última sesión de esos dos días y medio que quería confesar que 
estaba sorprendido por el nivel de la discusión que se había llevado sobre este concepto y que habían 
aprendido muchísimo de esa conversación y que ahí mismo fue donde decidieron cambiar el modelo de lo 
que querían hacer en Honduras y que la verdad era que no había aceptado la invitación de Giancarlo antes 
porque pensaba que este grupo de marroquinianos eran unos locos anarcocapitalistas demasiado radicales.  
Y es cierto eso. 
 
#00:10:36-7# Data removed due to a confidentiality request by the respondant. 
 
#00:12:56-3# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. como sabes, a mi lo que me interesa es que la idea cuaje en 
cualquier lugar, si no en Guatemala, cercano a Guatemala.  Y si Honduras es el lugar -porque la verdad yo 
primero estaba pensando en Belice-  y por qué en Belice? Por el Commonwealth y el ejemplo de Hong 
Kong a pesar de que Belice es socialista y es vecino de Guatemala.  Pero luego pensé también que por lo 
mismo, no sería ahí el mejor ejemplo para Guatemala porque nuestros sistemas de derecho son tan 
diferentes.  Y fue en ese momento que explotó la Crisis Constitucional hondureña y ahí está el "click".  Por 
eso es que la conferencia fue en Roatán aparte de que es un lugar muy bonito y el "timing" no tuvo 
coincidencia por lo que ya te conté pero ya actuaron tan rápido estos muchachos que cuando yo le había 
hablado a Octavio él no estaba en el gobierno sino que había estado en gobiernos anteriores con el 
Congreso.  Pero en ese momento el presidente actual, que es amigo de Octavio, no había sido elegido sino 
que fue hasta finales del 2009.  En enero (2010) ya habían hecho ellos los cambios Constitucionales para las 
ciudades modelo y nuestra conferencia ya estaba programada desde mucho antes y los "timings" fueron 
fenomenales.  O sea que "it is not rocket science"; es solo estar con los radares prendidos, con las ideas 
claras y con tener la mentalidad del empresario Kirchnersiano de esta alertas a las oportunidades. 
 
#00:15:14-4# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Menciona que es una idea dinámica y que el mundo también es 
dinámico.  El contexto político luego de la Crisis Constitucional fue un incentivo para que estas ideas 
pudieran ser puestas en práctica. 
 
#00:15:45-7# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Exacto, y el flechazo mío ahí fue noter que "they hit bottom.  
They all will be able to try radical things."  En Guatemala a pesar de sue pesares "we have never hit 
bottom".  Ni en lo peor de la guerrilla estuvimos tan mal. 
 
#00:16:06-8# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Y esa voluntad política cree que surgió con ese cambio tan 
drástico? 
 
#00:16:14-6# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Fue lo que abrió las puertas a que un grupo de idealistas, 
emprendedores políticos, de buena fe como Octavio Sanchez y Ebal Díaz 
 
 impulsaran un proyecto tan radical.  Fueron un montón de factores los que se combinaron y no fue uno solo. 
 
#00:16:37-4# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Y también, luego de que la ciudad sea establecida seguirá siendo 
afectada por muchos factores exógenos. 
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#00:16:43-3# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Absolutamente.  Public Choice Theory tiene mucho de verdad.  
Lo que es interesante del proyecto hondureño es que termina siendo un proyecto 100% hondureño -made in 
Honduras-.  Si quieres ver poco más de esta historia, no la que yo te cuento porque esa no la hago pública, 
pero sí cómo la ven otros amigos te recomiendo un artículo de Reason y lee la entrevista que hicieron 
porque es lo mejor que he visto.  Creo que fue un poco pura lata con Paul Romer y les dan poco menos 
mérito del que debieron darle pero te lo pongo así: Paul Romer se ganó eso; no se portó bien.  Pero esas 
historias mejor te las cuentan quienes estuvieron en medio de eso. 
 
#00:17:57-0# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Y cree usted que en Guatemala con la reciente compra de todas 
las tierras para el Canal Seco un proyecto similar podría empezar a aparecer si la ciudad en Honduras 
empieza a echar marcha? 
 
#00:18:17-5# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Yo creo que va a echar marcha a partir de agosto en Honduras y 
si lo hacen bien y con éxito la presión competitiva va a ser enorme y Guatemala no va a tener opción.  
Además, ayer me enteré de la noticia que estando de visita el Presidente de China (República Popular de 
China) en Costa Rica habló públicamente del interés de su país de crear una zona de desarrollo especial 
económico en Costa Rica.  En un sentido, aunque en muchos otros no, las zonas especiales de desarrollo en 
la China son Free Cities.  En términos relativos al resto de China vaya que lo son; en términos comparativos 
con Holanda no lo son.  Estos proyectos podrían crear una enrome presión competitiva en Costa Rica. 
 
#00:19:25-1# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Guatemala podría entrar a este proyecto aprovechando el Canal 
Seco y sería ideal.  OK, estamos ya hablando de que en un año la competencia va a empezar a invertir en 
este tipo de proyectos? 
 
#00:19:46-9# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Yo diría que si hablamos en calendarios políticos deberíamos 
de hablar de cinco años.  Dentro de 1 año o un año y medio sabremos si -this thing goes or not-. 
 
#00:20:03-6# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Y cuál cree que es la mayor amenaza para que la idea funcione? 
Provendrá del "hosting country" de la ciudad libre? 
 
#00:20:16-1# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Son los intereses creados dentro del país principalmente y 
también fuera del mismo.  La idea es genial Guillermo.  Conoces a Guillermo Peña Panting?  Él es un joven 
hondureño y Mayra te puede dar sus coordenadas.  El también estuvo tratando de impulsar esto de aquel 
lado y tuvo algunas vivencias. 
 
#00:21:00-0# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:  Respecto a la migración qué cree que será lo que ocurrirá con la 
migración de gente y de ideas con distintas tradiciones y culturas es muy probable que haya amenazas y 
oportunidades para la ciudad.  Qué importancia cree usted que tengan la llegada de nuevas ideas a las Free 
Cities? 
 
#00:21:26-5# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Para mí que la balanza se inclina del lado de las oportunidades 
y de las ventajas.  Las nuevas ideas, los nuevos emprendimientos, las nuevas tecnologías son producto de 
sociedades heterogéneas y no homogéneas.  El mejor ejemplo del mundo es Silicon Valley.  Lo que no 
encuentras en Silicon Valley son nativos de Silicon Valley; todos son migrantes y esta ciudad es un gran 
ejemplo.  Que en un Free City en Centroamerica podrían haber muchos problemas migratorios porque 
mucha gente de bajos recursos dirá "No, por qué me voy a arriesgar a cruzar el desierto de México y la 
frontera si puedo conseguir un buen chance aquí mismo?"  Nuevamente, yo solo veo que la gente que toma 
esas decisiones es gente que vale la pena.  Para alguien internacionalista podría ser un riesgo muy grande 
porque dirán "ah! esa ciudad va a ser capturada por los capos de la droga!"  Sí, es un riesgo.  ¿Acaso no 
estamos capturados ya?  Nuestros sistemas políticos están ya capturados por ellos. 
 
#00:23:03-8# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Y es en este punto donde radica la gran importancia del sistema 
legal que proponen a pesar de que podrían haber intereses de personas involucradas en el crimen 
organizado? 
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#00:23:07-6# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Exacto. 
 
#00:23:35-7# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Y cree usted que es por esto que es importante que se elija un 
Transparency Board para la ciudad? 
 
#00:23:42-1# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. No.  La mejor protección de la idoneidad de las reglas y la 
transparencia de los gobiernos públicos y privados de estas ciudades es la competencia.  Guatemala para 
esto debería de tener 5 ciudades libres con su propio set de reglas compitiendo unos con otros para ver 
quiénes atraen los capitales de inversión más grandes, para ver quiénes atraen a la mejor gente a vivir ahí y 
a trabajar y emprender.  La mejor protección es esta: "competition".  Una comisión de Transparencia como 
sugería Romer yo creo que está sujeta a lo que los economistas llaman "agency capture". 
 
#00:24:46-7# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Cuál es el tamaño ideal de estas nuevas ciudades? 
 
#00:24:56-1# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Yo prefiero que sean ciudades pequeñas en el inicio.  Lo que 
Romer planteaba era un monstruo.  Yo prefiero algo más orgánico, espontáneo porque el inicio será un 
inicio como todos: de ensayo y error.  Es mejor que el costo de los errores no sea gigantesco.  Claro, si 
viene China e invierte en Costa Rica miles de millones de dólares "it is their money, it is their risk".  Si lo 
terminan haciendo bien de plano lo mejor fue haber empezado de ese tamaño gigantesco; pero eso no se 
puede juzgar ex-ante. 
 
#00:25:44-4# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Le parece que el "big fish wats small fish" es una regla en este 
tipo de proyectos? 
 
#00:25:47-8# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. No. Es contextual. 
 
#00:25:58-4# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: En Honduras tienen la propuesta de hacer tres zonas.  Las tres 
zonas tienen acceso a los mares.  Cuál cree usted que será el tipo de industrias que surgirá inicialmente en 
estas ciudades? 
 
#00:26:19-5# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. No sé que va a decir el mercado.  Tienes que tener un puerto 
marítimo obviamente.  Podrías apostarle a que siendo que estas en Centro América donde hay mano de obra 
abundante relativamente barata a que se desarrollen industrias que necesiten de mano de obra abundante.  
Pero no necesariamente tiene que ser eso.  Ya ves que hace como tres semanas Larry Page, fundador de 
Google, decía "es que necesitamos un lugar donde se permita la libre experimentación.  Que nos dejen 
probar nuevas ideas aunque sean radicales."  Well, that is a Free City.  Quién quita que Larry Page y Co. 
encuentren que ese lugar existe hoy en Honduras.  Entra Google y detrás vendrán otros gigantes y esa 
ciudad se convertiría en una ciudad tecnológica.   
 
#00:27:46-1# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Qué opinión tiene usted de los actores -nacionales y extranjeros- 
que han capturado los gobiernos centroamericanos y que se han opuesto al desarrollo de estos proyectos en 
Honduras debido a motivos ambientalistas, políticos, sociales, patrimonialistas, entre otros? 
 
#00:28:23-4# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Ellos no quieren dejar ir sus rentas producto de la venta de 
miseria.  Eso es lo que venden estas ONGs.  Pero esas ONGs tienen tanta fuerza como nosotros mismos les 
demos. 
 
#00:28:51-6# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Y es por eso que la existencia de un país garante como el que 
Romer propone en sus Charter Cities no tiene ningún valor en las Free Cities? 
 
#00:28:56-3# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S  No.  De hecho puede tener muchas desventajas y muchos 
riesgos.  Una cosa es que esta ciudad logre un acuerdo con las cortes británicas de que las cortes de justicia 
de esta ciudad centroamericana sean británicas.  O.K., pero no es lo mismo a tener representantes del 
gobierno parlamentario británico político a alguien del sistema de justicia.  
 
#00:29:56-9# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Qué ciudad cree que se acerca más en el mundo hoy en día a la 
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idea de Free Cities? 
 
#00:30:07-9# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Evidentemente Hong Kong con todo y sus problemas; con todo 
y la sombra que le hace el partido comunista chino. 
 
#00:30:22-7# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Y una isla pequeña; por ejemplo la Isla Caimán cree que podría 
ser un buen lugar para el desarrollo de estas ciudades? 
 
#00:30:30-5# respondant: Giancarlo Ibárgüen: S. Bueno, esta idea puede surgir en cualquier lado.  El problema 
con paraísos fiscales como Caimán es que ahí hay ciudadanos de primera y de segunda.  De primera son 
todos los que aprovechan el paraíso; de segunda todos los habitan ahí.  Es el caso también de Panamá.  Si tu 
vas a estar en una ciudad donde priva el estado de derecho las reglas son parejas e iguales para todos. 
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Interview with Octavio Sánchez.  Chief of staff to President Porfirio Lobo of Honduras and the 
government's point person for the project of FCH. July 3, 2013. Tegucigalpa, Honduras. 
 
interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Muchas gracias por darme esta oportunidad.  Yo estoy trabajando actualmente 
en un tesis sobre las Free Cities hondureñas en las que usted ha trabajado y Giancarlo Ibárgüen: me informó de la 
importantísima participación que usted ha tenido en estos proyectos.  Tener esta entrevista será muy valioso para 
mi investigación.  Tengo algunas preguntas y quiero enfocarme en cuál ha sido su partipación en el desarrollo de 
estas futuras ciudades.  ¿Podría contarme cuál es su rol en el desarrollo de las FCH? 
 
#00:00:59-9# respondant: Octavio Sánchez: Pues mi rol central ha sido el de impulsador desde el inicio de este 
proyecto hondureño que inició formalmente después de unas pláticas con Giancarlo (Ibárgüen) en julio del año 
2010.  Sin embargo, esta idea estuvo en mi mente desde que Mark Klugmann me habló de algo similar a esto en 
el año 2003. 
 
#00:01:34-5# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: ¿Se refiere a las LEAP Cities que promueve el Sr. Klugmann? 
 
#00:01:36-7# respondant: Octavio Sánchez: Bueno, en realidad no le llamaba a sus proyectos LEAP cities sino 
"zonas". 
 
#00:01:48-0# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Actualmente en Honduras cuáles son los pilares de las ciudades 
que están desarrollando? 
 
#00:01:50-6# respondant: Octavio Sánchez: En realidad no hemos desarrollado nada.  Hasta el momento hemos 
logrado reformar la Constitución hondureña en dos ocasiones y aprobar la Ley que desarrolla estos principios 
constitucionales.  En ambas leyes con reformas constitucionales se han ido mejorando las propuestas con el paso 
del tiempo y hemos tenido participación política de todos los partidos involucrados en el Congreso.  Obviamente, 
ya hay algunos candidatos del Congreso que dijeron no apoyarán este proyecto si en las futuras elecciones (que 
tendrán lugar en noviembre, 2013) ellos ganaran las elecciones pues estas personas son las que siguen el proyecto 
del ex-Presidente Zelaya. 
 
#00:02:58-0# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: ¿Qué tanto dependerá el futuro de estas FCH de las elecciones de 
noviembre de 2013?' 
 
#00:03:01-4# respondant: Octavio Sánchez: Pues como siempre ocurre en este tipo de proyectos sí será así. 
 
#00:03:09-0# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: ¿Cuáles son los siguientes pasos a seguir con la reciente La Ley 
Orgánica que fue aprobada en junio para que estas FCH continúen? 
 
#00:03:21-4# respondant: Octavio Sánchez: Esta reciente ley es ya válida y no viola la Constitución.  Lo único es 
que sí tendremos que sobrevivir algún recurso de inconstitucionalidad que seguramente alguien va a presentar y 
tendremos que ver qué dice la Corte (la Corte de Constitucionalidad de Honduras es el único poder con la 
capacidad de declarar una ley pasada por el Congreso como Inconstitucional).  Pero una vez se haya sobrevivido 
esto; solamente que el Congreso decidiera erogar esos artículos Constitucionales se podría echar marcha atrás.  
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#00:03:46-1# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda: Esto me lleva a una pregunta respecto a las amenazas que existen 
para la continuidad y desarrollo de las FCH.  ¿Cuáles son las amenazas que hay para estos proyectos? 
 
#00:03:53-1# respondant: Octavio Sánchez:: Zelaya (el ex-Presidente de Honduras, Manuel Zelaya), la gente del 
ALBA que sigue apoyando con mucho dinero a distintos miembros del gobierno. 
 
#00:04:13-2# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: ¿Y quiénes son las personas que están involucradas en el 
desarrollo y continuidad de esta ley en Honduras?   
 
#00:04:18-5# respondant: Octavio Sánchez:: Las personas que están interesadas en la continuación de este 
proyecto son el Presidente de la República Porfirio Lobo, el Presidente del Congreso, Juan Orlando Hernández, 
los jefes de las bancadas representadas en el Congreso y de ahí hay un equipo que es llamado CoAlianza que es la 
comisión para las asociaciones público-privadas.  En esta comisión están Ebal Díaz (asesor del Congreso 
Nacional), Carlos Pineda (Comisionado y Presidente de CoAlianza), entre otros. 
 
#00:04:44-0# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: ¿Qué condiciones fueron las necesarias para que Honduras 
consiguiera la fortaleza política para probar una idea tan innovadora como las FCH? 
 
#00:04:50-5# respondant: Octavio Sánchez:: Fíjese que lo que creo que las hizo posible es que desde hace ya 
mucho tiempo hemos venido hablando de este tema en nuestras discusiones políticas.  Como le mencionaba 
anteriormente, cuando formalmente lanzamos el proyecto yo ya tenía siete años de estar oyendo hablar de la idea; 
el Presidente de la República tenía ya seis años de conocerla.  El Presidente del Congreso tenía al menos 5 ó 4 
años de conocer estas ideas; entonces la idea no era algo de lo que no se había hablado antes.   
 
#00:05:27-0# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: ¿Cuáles han sido los factores externos que los llevaron a discutir 
estas ideas? 
 
#00:05:29-1# respondant: Octavio Sánchez:: Los conflictos políticos internacionales, la crisis financiera, la 
globalización creciente, el desarrollo de nuevas industrias, entre muchos otros cambios que están teniendo lugar 
nos hicieron estar (a Honduras) en una situación de un nuevo mundo para el cual no estamos preparados como 
país.  Con lo que tenemos actualmente no damos para competir.  Y luego, con la crisis Constitucional logramos 
consolidar la voluntad política que había junto con los votos de apoyo.  La crisis política nos dio el número de 
votos suficiente para lograr pasar las leyes de creación de estos proyectos.   
 
#00:06:21-7# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: ¿Y qué ocurrió con la participación inicial de las ideas detrás de 
las Charter Cities, la necesidad de tener un país garante y otras propuestas hechas por el economista Paul Romer?  
 
#00:06:27-8# respondant: Octavio Sánchez:: Bueno, las Charter Cities nunca funcionarán por cuanto necesiten de 
un país garante.  Porque nunca se encontrará a un país dispuesto a asumir esas responsabilidades y eso es visto 
por los votantes como un acto de neocolonialismo.  Paul Romer decidió irse voluntariamente de continuar 
apoyando estos proyectos y en ningún momento fue expulsado.  Actualmente, la ley orgánica es un proyecto 
ciento por ciento hondureño y no cuenta con la participación de nadie más. 
 
#00:07:34-8# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: ¿Cuál ha sido la participación del Free Cities Institute en estos 
proyectos? 
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#00:07:38-4# respondant: Octavio Sánchez:: El Free Cities Institute no está relacionado realmente con nosotros 
sino solamente nos proveyeron con información e ideas para poder continuar consolidando nuestro proyecto 
político. 
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Interview with Carmina Valdizán.  Operations Manager and Free Cities Institute’s point person for the 
communication of the free city projects. July 5, 2013. Guatemala City, Guatemala. 
 
interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: Muchas gracias por tu partipación en esta entrevista.  ¿Podríamos conversar 
respecto a cuál es tu rol en el desarrollo de las ciudades libres (Free Cities)? 
 
#00:00:24-7# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Básicamente mi rol es el de comunicación de las ideas detrás de las 
Free Cities desde julio del año 2011 y de las actividades que realizamos en el Free Cities Institute.  Hablo con 
grupos de miembros, empresarios, juntas directivas, miembros del Congreso de la República, inversionistas 
interesados en el corredor oceánico y emprendedores interesados que provienen de grupos no-academicos con 
quienes discutimos el tema de ciudades libres.  Inicialmente entré a trabajar para el Free Cities Institute como 
coordinadora de las actividades que realizaban los miembros y luego el Free Cities Institute que ahora se llama 
Startup Cities Institute me ha puesto a cargo de la atención de estas personas con quienes hablaba y conferenciaba 
del tema. 
 
#00:01:38-0# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: ¿Cuál ha sido tu involucramiento con las personas que están 
promoviendo el desarrollo de las Free Cities en Honduras? 
 
#00:02:13-4# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: mi participación ha sido bastante limitada desde el inicio de este 
proyecto.  Ahora con los cambios que ha tenido el Free Cities Institute se han restringido principalmente a 
participaciones en conferencias como la del Startup Cities Weekend que tendremos a finales de julio.  Sin 
embargo, alguien que sí está muy involucrado en ambos proyectos es Gabriel Delgado (nieto del fundador de la 
Universidad Francisco Marroquín y socio del grupo MGK) quien sí trabaja en el proyecto de Honduras. 
 
#00:03:22-2# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: El proyecto de FCH fue actualizado luego de que el Congreso 
aprobara una nueva ley ahora en junio.  ¿Ha habido algún cambio ahora en el Startup Cities Institute con respecto 
a su opinión ante esta ley? 
 
#00:03:39-0# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: En realidad no.  Supongo que en el Startup Cities Weekend que 
tendrá lugar en dos semanas será un punto de encuentro y actualización con miembros de estos proyectos.  Me 
parece que los proyectos van avanzando muy bien y hay muy buenas expectativas.  Sobre todo porque cuando un 
proyecto muere a veces revive con más fuerza.  Y en este caso, el proyecto murió y revivió mejorado.  Entonces 
se cree que si lo revivieron es por algo. 
 
#00:04:10-4# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: ¿Y cuál te parece que es la mayor fortaleza del actual proyecto 
que revivió en el Congreso de Honduras? 
 
#00:04:16-5# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Yo creo que antes había mucha oposición por la manera en que 
había sido maneja do y porque había mucho desconocimiento.  Desgraciadamente, Startup Cities and Free Cities 
son todos proyectos políticos.  Y aunque no se quiera aceptar; si no se tiene la fuerza política para implementarlo 
no se podrán llevar a cabo.  Si no se tiene la fuerza política para implementarlo no se puede hacer.  Yo no puedo 
coger mi dinero y mi tierra y decir "soy una Free City a partir de abril".  Yo creo que se necesita la fuerza política 
y eso es el aprendizaje que se tuvo ya que se negociaron mejor las cosas.  Claro, cuando las cosas se negocian no 
se pueden conseguir siempre cosas tan puras como en la idea inicial.  Yo no creo que tengamos una pureza como 
la que hubieras tenido en un principio porque ya se tuvo que negociar más.  El proyecto actualmente va a seguir 
siendo territorio controlado por el gobierno de Honduras por ejemplo y en la ley inicial ya había algo que me 
molestaba mucho porque en ella dice que "los tratados de libre comercio deben ser ratificados por el Congreso de 
Honduras" y eso a mi me molestaba tremendamente.  Claro, ¿cómo yo sin ser un país voy a negociar un tratado 
de libre comercio con otro país? Esto es un problema; pero esto quizás podría dar las puertas para que se empiece 
a discutir la posibilidad de hacer tratados entre ciudades y no necesariamente con un país.  Esto es parte de la 
evolución que espero en los próximos años empiece a desarrollarse en este campo de relaciones internacionales. 
 
#00:05:44-1# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: Y, a pesar, de las reducciones de la independencia y libertad de 
las FCH respecto a sus relaciones diplomáticas y comerciales, ¿crees que estas Free Cities son los proyectos más 
libres que habrá en el mundo? 
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#00:05:53-9# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Creo que sí.  Ahora, en términos de libertad no me gustaría hablar 
porque cada ciudad cuando salga a competir será el resultado de -y tendrá la orientación- que la misma sociedad 
que viva ahí decida.  Sí me parece que es Libre porque a diferencia de un Estado, aquí tienes la opción de entrar o 
salir libremente.  Si esto se mantiene sí será una ciudad libre.  Esta ciudad será igual a cuando tú vas a trabajar a 
cualquier lugar; entras a trabajar, aceptas las reglas, estás produciendo y si no te gusta renuncias y te vas; pero 
nadie te obliga a quedarte.  El día de hoy, las reglas del juego en nuestros países son que aún cuando no nos guste 
vivir en estos lugares tenemos que quedarnos y aguantarnos.  Entonces, si eso se mantiene creo que sí.  Ahora, 
qué tanta libertad haya en cada ciudad dependerá de ella misma y sus habitantes.  Acabo de enterarme que hay 
una ciudad en Ecuador que se llama Yachay y toda la planeación es muy parecida a la de nuestros proyectos.  Sin 
embargo, no se vende como una ciudad libre sino como una ciudad de investigación.  El gobierno ecuatoriano lo 
que está ahora fomentando de Ecuador es que su capital humano no emigre sino se mantenga en el país.  Y para 
que no emigre ellos tienen que dar las condiciones para que la gente se quede.  Entonces, están buscando entre 
sus jóvenes talentosos a aquellos interesados en ir al extranjero a hacer estudios de postgrado que ellos pagarán.  
El año pasado dieron 3,000 becas y este año darán 6,000 becas a las mejores universidades del mundo a nivel de 
Ph.D. y estos alumnos al graduarse tendrán la obligación de regresar a esta ciudad tecnológica y trabajarán en 
farmacéuticas y otras industrias de investigación para que puedan poner en práctica sus estudios de Ph.D. y para 
que produzcan para el país.  Esta será una ciudad completa donde la gente podrá vivir y se establecerá con sus 
familias y tendrán un gran capital extranjero.  Los que están financiando este proyecto es capital de una de las 
zonas libres más grandes de Corea del Sur en colaboración con el gobierno ecuatoriano del socialdemócrata 
Correa.  El proyecto se ve muy sólido y muy bien planeado.  Y en una de esas  si nos sorprende quizás hasta 
funcione mejor que las de Honduras; no sabemos. 
 
#00:08:02-7# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: Hace algunas semanas la República Popular de China informó 
que invertiría más de 1,300 millones de dólares en un proyecto similar en Costa Rica.  También, en Nicaragua 
también están interesados en crear un canal y desarrollar áreas urbanas en esa vía.  ¿Crees que esas inversiones 
también competirán con cualquier proyecto que se desarrollo en Honduras? 
 
#00:08:34-6# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Definitivamente.  Estos proyectos competirán con cualquiera de 
estas free cities que se desarrolle en Honduras o en Guatemala.  Sí tú vez el resto del mundo y la posición 
geográfica y climática del área central del continente americano y sí lo comparas con la posición de países como 
Panamá en las que ahora el dinero es el que manda toda esta área se está desarrollando increíblemente rápido.  La 
gente acá ya está disfrutando de empezar a vivir en libertad y con dinero; e inclusive los gobiernos 
socialdemócratas están enfocados en enriquecerse y enriquecer al país.  Ya empezaron a notar la región porque 
gracias a los gobiernos tan malos que ha tenido Estados Unidos, sobre todo durante los gobiernos demócratas que 
nunca nos han puesto atención -porque no estoy segura si un gobierno republicano nos hubiera soltado tan 
rápido- es que otros países están empezando a invertir en la región.  Por ahora es seguro que Obama no hará nada 
para mantenernos bajo su control. 
 
#00:10:11-5# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: Ahora que mencionas el contexto geopolítico, en África el 
gobierno de la China Popular empezó a invertir desde hace más de una década cientos de millones de dólares en 
el desarrollo tecnológico, petrolero, mineral e industrial del Continente.  Sin embargo, los beneficios para la 
mayoría de la población no llegó ya que la elite y estructuras postcoloniales de esas sociedades impidieron que la 
riqueza llegase al grueso de la población.  ¿Haciendo un análisis comparativo en América Latina qué amenazas 
crees que habrá para este tipo de proyectos enfocándonos en las condiciones sociopolíticas de este continente? 
 
#00:10:44-1# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Pues empecemos que del gobierno de China Popular se puede 
esperar cualquier cosa y su interés es enriquecerse y controlar la economía a toda costa.  La ventaja que creo que 
tiene América Latina con África es que la peor de nuestras democracias es una democracia.  En África esto no 
ocurre y a nivel sociopolítico África está mucho más atrasada que nosotros.  Me parece que África está como 
estábamos nosotros en los 60s-70s.  Nosotros ahora vivimos en democracia incluso en Guatemala y a pesar de 
todos sus fallos no es tan sencillo controlar países enteros.  Ahora, quitar y poner gobiernos igual se puede hacer 
en estos países (y en cualquier otro) con el poder y dinero que las elites tienen. Los narcotraficantes lo pueden 
hacer; lo hace cualquier persona.  Creo que la diferencia va a centrarse en que gobiernos como el de China ya 
tienen más experiencia y ellos ya razonaron que las reglas del mercado son las que dan prosperidad.  Y ha sido 
bajo las reglas del mercado que los chinos se están llenando de plata.  Entonces mientras tengan un títere que les 
firme todo ellos van a seguir soltando el dinero y creo que la misma China está consciente que las naciones en 
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distintas partes del mundo también quieren romper con ellos (con Estados Unidos).  Ahora, África tampoco tiene 
una industria y manos de obra tan calificadas como en América Latina.  Yo creo que estas economías emergentes 
ya nos están notando cada vez más y es una terrible tristeza que nosotros mismos no lo veamos.   
 
#00:12:20-8# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: Entre las democracias más interesantes de América Latina está 
Brasil que en el último mes tuvo importantes protestas sociales en donde se han promovido muchísimas reformas 
sociales a costa y, en contra, de las políticas de libre mercado que mencionabas anteriormente.  ¿Crees que el 
impacto de estos movimientos sociales democráticos tendrán un impacto positivo en la participación de nuevos 
ciudadanos en las FCH? 
 
#00:12:48-3# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Quién sabe porque desgraciadamente nuestra gente no tiene la 
educación y en estos casos estamos hablando de control de masas.  Entonces, todo dependerá de como le 
comunicas a las masas lo que podría pasar.  En el caso de las FCH habrá un referéndum antes de que sea formado 
y creo que la gente lo ve como una oportunidad.  Hasta ahora la voluntad política que veo en los hondureños es 
que sí lo quieren hacer y lo quieren votar.  Pero, desgraciadamente como te explicaba nuestra gente no tiene la 
educación necesaria y entonces no saben con certeza lo que están votando.  Es como el tema ambiental.  Yo 
podría ser un empresario; o ni siquiera un empresario porque usualmente estos tienen un poco más de sentido 
común.  Digamos que soy un graduado de contabilidad de la Universidad en cualquier país del mundo y creo que 
todos ellos, independientemente del lugar en el mundo en que se graduaron porque ahora casi todos tienen el 
mismo nivel, se prepararon y trabajaron en una firma como auditores.  Y de repente tú escribes algo en el 
periódico comentando sobre el calentamiento global y la tierra como un organismo y sobre como estamos 
matando a la madre Gaia y esta persona dirá "tiene razón" y "jamás he leído nada sobre el tema pero es algo en lo 
que creo por fe."  Ahora, imagina que si esta es la postura que alguien toma a pesar de que terminó sus estudios 
universitarios lo que pensará alguien que tiene mucho menos educación y pocos recursos implicará que esta 
persona tendrá menas herramientas para entender la realidad, tomar decisiones y buscar su felicidad.  El problema 
actual es Quién va a comunicar a las masas y qué les van a comunicar.  Y como están las cosas actualmente no sé 
qué ocurrirá. 
 
#00:14:25-4# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: La corrupción, compra y venta de votos, la entrega de privilegios 
y el surgimiento de políticos oportunistas es algo normal en la política Latinoamericana.  ¿En las FCH proponen 
un cambio de reglas?  ¿Cómo es? 
 
#00:14:38-9# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Este sistema de reglas se basa en la competencia y el libre mercado 
siempre y cuando estas sean seleccionadas por sus habitantes. 
 
#00:14:45-0# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: ¿Qué es primero? ¿El sistema de reglas, los líderes que manejan 
las masas, la democracia? ¿Cómo funciona la sociedad?  ¿Qué viene de primero? 
 
#00:14:52-4# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Me parece que primero necesitas un líder para hacer cambios y 
llevar a las masas a tomar decisiones.  La gente siempre los necesita mientras no hayan llegado a niveles de 
desarrollo humano que les permitan tomar decisiones por sí mismas.  Sí hay mucha gente que puede tomar 
decisiones educadas por sí mismas; pero la gran mayoría no puede y esto lo vez en todo nivel: ricos, pobres, 
educados y no educados.  Hay individuos que necesitan sentirse validados por la opinión ajena y hay otros 
individuos que sí pueden tomar decisiones por sí solos.  Entonces yo creo que en estos casos específicos de 
América Latina sí es necesario que haya un líder político-económico que tome las decisiones adecuadas para 
establecer sociedades que les permitan salir de la pobreza.  En las FCH los resultados que se tendrán dependerán 
de las personas que formen los consejos iniciales de cada ciudad.  De estos líderes políticos y económicos 
dependerá cómo se desarrollen estas ciudades y cómo se proyectarán al futuro.  Sí estos líderes toman las 
decisiones correctas tendrán buenas decisiones.  Por ejemplo, me estaba enterando que en Honduras la legislación 
del estado de Tejas en los Estados Unidos de América es muy popular.  Y esto se debe a que muchos hondureños 
han emigrado y emigran a este estado de los EE.UU.  Entonces, la población está de alguna manera familiarizada 
con esta legislación.  Es probable que las free cities implementen estos sistemas legales y es interesante.  Esto me 
parece que es un cambio positivo pues podemos confiar en esta legislación más que en la nuestra y bueno, a nivel 
económico si no siguen las reglas de libre mercado abriendo la economía, respetando las leyes de propiedad 
privada, si no tienen impuestos bajos, etc. no lograrán atraer y crear más inversiones.  Lo bueno de estos 
proyectos es que como se centran en el capital privado serán los inversionistas los que establecerán las reglas 
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claras como si fuera una de sus empresas.  Como es su dinero el que está en riesgo sí tendrán reglas muy claras y 
uno podrá ir o salir cuando lo desee de acuerdo a esas reglas; en cambio, con los gobiernos no funciona así 
porque como no es el dinero de ellos el que está en riesgo entonces no les importa que las reglas no sean claras y 
se puedan violar para favorecer a algunos y no les importará si les va mal.  En las FCH sí les importará su el 
dinero invertido y se ocuparán de protegerlo. 
 
#00:16:27-0# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: En Singapur por ejemplo hay mucha libertad económica con 
regulación "amigable" del gobierno pero hay muchas reglas que deben de cumplirse  para poder entrar a formar 
parte de la economía activa y también tienen un sistema legal muy estricto y dictatorial.  Tú mencionabas que a 
los hondureños les atrae el sistema legal del Estado de Tejas, pero en ese estado la pena de muerte se impone y es 
vigente.  ¿Es quizás probable que esto lo pudieran intentar implementar los hondureños en estas ciudades libres si 
la Constitución hondureña se los permitiese? 
 
#00:17:08-5# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Yo creo que la sociedad tiene derecho a elegir y si creemos en la 
libertad de la gente hay cosas que nosotros no entendemos a nivel de sociedad y que ocurren.  Estas son cosas 
incomprensibles que la sociedad tiene que decir apoyar o no y, en realidad, es un riesgo que vale la pena correr.  
Sobre todo porque los miembros de estas ciudades tendrán la libertad de organizarse y pueden ser grupos de 
gente que establecerá sus propias reglas.  Ahora, en el caso que mencionas de Singapur a mi no me gusta hablar 
de esta ciudad como una ciudad libre ni como un ejemplo al que aspiramos.  Y no por el dictador sino porque el 
caso de Singapur es particular.  El caso de Singapur es básicamente una ciudad -urbana- que funciona.  Si 
Guatemala fuera solamente Guatemala City no tendríamos los problemas que tenemos hoy y el desarrollo sería 
como el que tienen en el primer mundo.  Entonces, es muy fácil hablar de Singapur porque esta ciudad no tiene 
un área rural.  Yo siempre he dicho que si Panamá City se une con Colón y hacen una franja; y si se olvidan de 
todo el interior esta se convertiría en Singapur mañana.  Entonces, para mí esta es la razón económica por la que 
no me gusta esta comparación.  Allá ellos y su dictador y allá ellos y sus leyes.  Singapur es ciento por ciento área 
urbana.  Qué fácil es cambiar las cosas en un área urbana cuando no tienes que trabajar con la pobreza y con 
tantos problemas que se dan en el área rural. 
 
#00:18:42-5# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: ¿Entonces de la misma manera ejemplos como las Islas Caimán 
no calificarían o se podrían comparar con las ciudades libres? 
 
#00:18:47-5# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: No, para nada.  Porque estas ciudades son burbujas.  Es igual a 
Liechtenstein o Mónaco.  ¿En dónde están los campesinos? ¿En dónde está la gente pobre? ¿En dónde está la 
gente que quiere migrar a la ciudad?  China es un buen ejemplo si comparas el norte y el sur del país.   China es 
"a tale of two cities" y son dos cosas totalmente diferentes.  Entonces, a mí me molesta cuando alguien dice 
Singapur y creen que es un ejemplo de éxito.   
 
#00:19:28-1# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: Y luego de que mencionas que la ciudad no es nada sin el área 
rural.  Y luego de que mencionas que la migración es fundamental para el desarrollo de estos proyectos.  ¿Cuál es 
la importancia del combate de la pobreza para el desarrollo de las Free Cities? 
 
#00:19:46-7# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Básicamente si tú le das a todas las personas la misma oportunidad 
y todos son juzgados por las mismas reglas; será el exitoso cualquiera que lo desee y que tenga la capacidad de 
aprovechar las oportunidades.  Hoy un guatemalteco no tiene la capacidad de superarse porque no tiene el dinero 
necesario para pagar el abogado que comprará la sociedad y eso cuesta Q5,000.00.  Luego, esta misma persona 
no tiene el dinero para pagar todos los registros, etc.  Si yo vivo en un lugar como Hong Kong donde llenar la 
papelería me toma tan solo dos horas y solo con esto tengo los mismos derecho que un millonario; entonces, esto 
hace la diferencia.  Porque hay millonarios haraganes que solo saben gastar el dinero que heredaron de sus 
abuelos y ya el nieto ahora no sabe ni lo que es.  Sin embargo, hay gente pobre que sí tiene más sentido común 
del que tiene el otro.  Pero la diferencia es que en nuestras sociedades le estamos dando más apoyo al millonario 
haragán al otorgarle privilegios para que siga viviendo y al pobre no se les da nada.  A mí lo que más me molesta 
es que la persona no tenga las mismas oportunidades que una persona con dinero para poder emprender.  Yo creo 
que todo el mundo tiene la capacidad si así lo desea.  Inclusive acá hay incontables ejemplos de personas que 
empezaron de cero y llegaron a mucho.  Pero es pelear el sistema el ejemplo de estos hombres.  Por eso, yo 
espero que las Free Cities tengan estas oportunidades y que todo el mundo viva bajo las mismas reglas. 
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#00:21:10-6# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: Si hablamos de reglas yo ahora quisiera hablar contigo de 
derechos.  ¿Cuáles derechos crees que son importantes para las FCH y cuáles no son derechos de estas ciudades? 
 
#00:21:20-1# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Yo creo que la propiedad privada es el primero e indispensable de 
los derechos.  Y luego, los demás son subjetivos y dependerán de los ciudadanos de estas FCH.  La sociedad 
elegirá qué tipo de servicios de salud, educación, etc. serán provistos privadamente y/o por la ciudad.  Si 
actualmente casi es así en nuestros países.  Porque tenemos acceso a servicios públicos que son muy malos.  
Inclusive la gente pobre si puede pagar un centro de salud privado lo elegirá a tener que ir a un centro de salud 
estatal.  Entonces dices tú, "es doble gasto".  Es como con la seguridad.  ¿Por qué tengo yo que vivir en una 
'gated community' y pagar un policía cuando yo igual estoy pagando impuestos para tener una policía?  
Explícame esto.  Esto es doble tributación a la larga.  Estás pagando para regalarle el dinero al gobierno y encima 
tienes que volver a pagar para tener tu seguridad.  Igual es la salud. 
 
#00:22:17-2# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: ¿En las FCH también se pagarán impuestos? 
 
#00:22:17-0# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Deben de pagar todos un porcentaje flat para contribuir al 
desarrollo de la Free City. 
 
#00:22:31-6# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: Actualmente el éxito al desarrollo de las FCH fue el resultado de 
la coyuntura política luego de la Crisis Constitucional y el que actualmente el Presidente Porfirio Lobo apoya 
estos proyectos.  ¿Siempre sigue siendo el rol del Presidente fuerte? 
 
#00:22:48-1# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Desgraciadamente eso es importante.  Me parece que en el Institute 
nos hemos dado cuenta de que luego del primer intento fallido de hacer el cambio Constitucional sirvió para que 
muchos se dieran cuenta de que nuestra arrogancia académica a veces nos impide darnos cuenta de que este es un 
movimiento netamente político.  Esto no es un movimiento solo económico e intelectual sino que requiere de 
participación política de distintos grupos de la sociedad. Esto es un importantísimo cambio político.  ¿Por qué 
funcionan estas ciudades y zonas libres en la China?  Porque China no es una democracia y el gobierno de China 
dijo "vamos a jugar con este experimento".  Alguien convenció a los miembros del Partido Comunista y lo 
hicieron.  Desgraciadamente en nuestros países es y será muy difícil convencer a los políticos porque estos 
proyectos implican quitarles parte de sus cuotas de poder y esto implica quitarles el negocio.  Necesitas tener a 
alguien con un poco más de visión y/o que sus intereses sean diferentes.  Que este político vea que podrá invertir 
su plata en estos proyectos y seguir enriqueciéndose. O tal vez alimentando su ego y le expliques como el mundo 
lo recordará como el reformador que cambió las cosas en el país.  Tu sabes que el ego es algo muy importante 
para los políticos.  Pero tienes que entender que sin la participación de los políticos no podremos lograr nada.  Y 
esto es muy difícil porque en nuestro movimiento (libertario) no nos gusta meternos a la política y va en muchos 
casos en contra de nuestros principios.   
 
#00:23:53-9# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: ¿Qué te parecen los otros proyectos libertarios como Galt's 
Gulch en Chile y Cafayate en Argentina? 
 
#00:24:10-0# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Estos ejemplos son muy parecidos a lo que ya ocurre en los países 
árabes.  Si tu eres extranjero y vives en Arabia Saudita vivirás en una de estas comunidades.  Y si vives en una de 
estas comunidades es como si no estás viviendo en Arabia Saudita porque no sigues con las normas de esa 
sociedad. Los extranjeros están ya viviendo aislados de la sociedad y el territorio donde viven.  Y los extranjeros 
que se meten en problemas son los que se mezclan con la cultura y sociedad musulmana.  Yo sé de muchos que 
viven en Dubai y los extranjeros viven en lugares muy distintos.  La sociedad se adapto a sistemas legales y 
sociales occidentales que han demostrado ser más eficientes para que estas economías se desarrollen a pesar de 
sus otros sistemas de creencias religiosos y morales que impiden ciertas actitudes y acciones comerciales. 
 
#00:24:53-2# interviewer 1: Guillermo Pineda:: Muchas gracias por esta conversación.  Tengo una última 
pregunta y es: ¿Cuál es el futuro a mediano y largo plazo que ves de esas FCH? 
 
#00:25:00-2# respondant: Carmina Valdizán: Mira, yo espero de corazón que esto funcione porque creo que a 
nivel mundial es la única opción que tenemos.  Y si no surgen las Free Cities per sé.  Yo creo que al menos en 
este camino avanzado el gobierno y la gente de Honduras y de otros países centroamericanos ya se dio cuenta de 
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que el actual gobierno central no sirve para nada.  La gente ya está hasta la coronilla del gobierno central y las 
recientes protestas en Brasil, Turquía y Egipto vienen a reforzar a estos grupos de civiles que batallan en contra 
del poder central.  Así que independientemente de cómo nos organicemos el movimiento global actual es 
descentralizar el poder y nosotros somos una de estas nuevas estrategias de descentralización del poder para la 
región.  Primero Dios con las Free Cities tendremos la oportunidad de crear oportunidades y competencia entre 
distintas ciudades.  Competencia comparable con el actual sistema federalista de los Estados Unidos en el que un 
Estado compite contra el otro y dependiendo del tipo de negocio que uno tenga es fácil moverte y establecerte en 
cualquier estado de USA.  El problema actual es que Washington no se da cuenta de que este sistema federal fue 
el que hizo a Estados Unidos ser lo que es y los actos que Washington ha tomado en los últimos años ha sido 
luchar contra esto.  Estados Unidos ahora se ve como el más atrasado de todos nosotros en la colada y el resto del 
mundo ya está hasta la coronilla.  Y hasta el más socialista cuando conversas con él y la persona de más de 
izquierda también está de acuerdo con nosotros en que: poder central, ¡no!   Los contratos que el gobierno central 
está haciendo ahora afectan a toda la gente y la sociedad civil está ya hasta la coronilla de estos actos absurdos 
que el gobierno central de los países ha hecho y continúa haciendo.   
 
#00:27:30-0# Así que en el largo plazo o colapsa la civilización o nos vamos a descentralizar y convertir en 
unidades mucho más independientes y localizadas definitivamente.  El gobierno será de liderazgo local porque 
sabe que su participación ciudadana es urgente y necesaria.  La globalización es la que nos está llevando a esto.  
Antes tú tenías que emigrar del campo a la cuidad.  Tenías que hacerlo porque no había de otra.  En cambio ahora 
ya hay mucha gente que puede tener una computadora con internet y solo ahí ya tienes un montón de cosas que 
antes no tenías.  Entonces la gente entiende que puede quedarse en sus comunidades locales sin necesidad de 
emigrar.  Mira tan solo cuanta gente ya no va a sus trabajos y se queda en casa trabajando.  Cada día hay más 
gente que trabaja desde su casa o se organiza en Cooperativas en comunidades que venden por internet sus 
productos y ya no necesitan transportar sus productos a la sede del poder central en la capital para vender sus 
productos. Estas comunidades venden sus productos al mundo sin tener que relacionarse con la capital y todos los 
actores que este acto implica.  Gracias a la tecnología y a la globalización ya hay muchísimas cosas que se 
pueden manejar localmente.  Claro, esto no es general y las personas más pobres aún siguen emigrando a las 
ciudades y es por eso que Free Cities deben ser creadas como respuesta a estas personas.  Porque el tema de la 
migración es arrogancia americana; ninguno de nosotros quiere emigrar a ese país si pudiera conseguir opciones 
de trabajo en estos países donde tenemos mejores condiciones de vida, más libertad, mejor clima, nuestra cultura 
y nuestra sociedad.  Actualmente esta gente migra a USA por necesidad.  Si, siempre habrá alguien que querrá ir 
pero son en realidad muy pocos.  La gran mayoría querrá quedarse a vivir en una Free City antes de ir a una 
cultura extraña y ajena a luchar. 
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Appendix B.  Unofficial English Translation of Decree No. 123-2011 creating the 
Special Development Regions (SDR’s) (Ley de Regiones Especiales para el 
Desarrollo (RED) in Spanish)  
 
THE NATIONAL CONGRESS, 
DECREE No. 123-2011 
CONSIDERING: That Article 329 of the Constitution of the Republic authorizes the creation of Special 
Development Regions (SDR’s), in order to accelerate the implementation of technologies that will lead to 
increased production, in a stable environment, with transparent rules that can attract the domestic and foreign 
investment needed to grow rapidly, create the jobs needed to reduce social inequalities, provide the population 
with education, health, public safety and the infrastructure necessary to permit an improvement in the lives of 
Hondurans. 
CONSIDERING: That Article 304 of the Constitution of the Republic authorizes the establishment of an 
independent jurisdiction for the Special Development Regions (SDR’s). 
CONSIDERING: That the Constitution of the Republic states that the scope of the systems that are to be 
instituted in the Special Development Regions (SDR’s) shall be prescribed by a Constitutional Statute, such 
Constitutional Statute must be approved by Congress with a majority of two thirds of all its members. 
THEREFORE, IT IS DECREED: 
Constitutional Statute Of The Special Development Regions (SDR’s) 
Chapter I General Principles 
Article 1.- The Special Development Regions, hereinafter referred to as SDR’s, are an inalienable part of the 
State of Honduras, are subject to the Constitution of the Republic and the national government on issues related 
to sovereignty, territory, national defence, foreign affairs, elections, issuance of identity documents and passports. 
Article 2.- The SDR’s are entities created by the Republic of Honduras to accelerate the implementation of 
technologies that will lead to high added value production, in a stable environment, with transparent rules that 
attract the domestic and foreign investment needed to grow rapidly, create the jobs needed to reduce social 
inequalities, provide the population with education, health, public safety and the infrastructure necessary to 
permit an improvement in the lives of Hondurans. 
Article 3.- The SDR’s are urban in nature. The SDR’s can contract for the use and tenancy of land under its 
management without restrictions of nationality. 
Article 4.- The SDR’s are autonomous legal entities that have their own system of administration, promulgate 
their own rules and have their own judicial entities. 
Fundamental rights of individuals living in an SDR’s shall be protected by the constitutional guarantees 
safeguarded by the SDR’s Constitutional Councils. 
The judicial system will consist of a two tiered court system with a right of remedy before the SDR’s 
Constitutional Councils. 
Article 5.- The SDR’s are authorized to administer their own budget, have the right to collect and administer 
their own taxes, can determine the rates they charge for the services they provide, execute all types of contracts, 
and leverage their own internal or external debts provided they are executed without the endorsement of the State 
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of Honduras. 
The authorities of the SDR’s must explicitly declare in the agreements or contracts referred to in this Article that 
the State of Honduras is not responsible in any way for the SDRs’ debts or financial commitments. 
Article 6.- To protect the persons under its jurisdiction, the SDR’s will apply principles that favour the human 
person, its dignity and fundamental rights, ensuring their protection at all times, in order to guarantee an effective 
respect for human rights. 
Article 7.- The SDR’s can sign international treaties and agreements on issues related to trade and cooperation on 
matters within its competence, provided that they are approved by the National Congress. 
The SDR’s may execute agreements with national or international intelligence service agencies to combat 
organized crime. 
Article 8.- The SDR’s have to establish their own police force and are authorized to perform the said function on 
their own or through proxy. Therefore, for this purpose, the SDR’s may enter into cooperative agreements with 
other countries or regions. 
Article 9.- The SDR’s are authorized to adopt the best international practices in order to attract national and 
international investment, the best national and international talents and establish their own civil service system 
based on meritocracy. 
Article 10.- Residence within the SDR’s is voluntary. 
Hondurans can enter the SDR’s showing any identification document issued by a national authority. 
Article 11.- The SDR’s are authorized to establish their own immigration policies and regulations and to 
establish controls over any transportation systems that enters their jurisdiction. 
The free entry of air and sea crafts to the SDR’s is guaranteed. Once an SDR is operational, the regulation of 
maritime and areal navigation, and the control of ports and airports within the jurisdiction of the SDR will 
become their responsibility, and therefore, the SDR’s are entitled to establish appropriate and relevant fees. 
Article 12.- The SDR’s are authorized to establish controls that limit the use of physical forms of payment within 
their jurisdiction. 
Article 13.- The SDR’s are required to publish the rules they promulgate and are allowed to create their own 
means of publication for such rules in force in their jurisdiction. 
Article 14.- The hierarchy for rules applicable within the SDR’s will be the following one: 
The Republic’s Constitution and applicable international treaties;  
This Constitutional Statute of the SDR’s;  
The laws set forth in Article 82 of this Statute, while the SDR’s does not emit  their own in accordance with the 
provisions of this Statute Constitutional, and, The internal regulation issued by the authorities of the 
SDR’s.  
 Chapter II  
Relationship between the SDR’s and the rest of the country's authorities 
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Article 15.- Other domestic and foreign authorities cannot interfere in matters within the exclusive jurisdiction of 
the SDR’s. 
The rest of the country's authorities can only intervene in the affairs of the SDR’s in enumerated circumstances 
expressly set forth in the Constitution, in international treaties signed by the SDR’s and the present Constitutional 
Statute. Any intervention in the affairs of the SDR’s outside of what is authorized, is an abuse of authority, is 
void and compels the State of Honduras to impose the appropriate liability on the responsible State employees or 
officials. 
The relevant authority can impose liability after all mediation and arbitration processes set forth in this 
Constitutional Statute have been exhausted. 
Article 16.- The SDR’s are the only entities authorized to sign contracts for the provision of public works or to 
grant public-private partnership contracts for the construction of structures or the provision of services within 
their jurisdiction. 
The SDR’s will not recognize any act or contract that prevents them from exercising this power. 
Article 17.- This Constitutional Statute may only be amended, reformed, interpreted or abrogated by a qualified 
majority of 2/3 of all members of the National Congress during regular sessions, provided that the inhabits of the 
SDRs affected are previously consulted. Provided further that, said changes can only take effect over a SDR that 
previously requested such a change or authorized the change through a binding consultation. 
Any amendments, reforms, interpretations or abrogation to this Constitutional Statute that result following the 
procedure above, or any other enacted legislation regarding the SDR’s, or any government action that may affect 
the provisions of the SDR’s will not affect contracts, licenses or permits held or granted by the SDR’s prior to 
said amendments, reforms, interpretations or abrogation. 
Article 18.- The judges of the SDR’s will be appointed by the National Congress by a qualified majority of two 
thirds of all its members upon receiving nominations from the authorities of the relevant SDR. 
The National Congress might request the National Judicature and other institutions to issue opinions about the 
academic performance, professional merits and prestige of the candidates proposed by the SDR. 
Article 19.- The judicial venues of the SDR’s are independent of the courts of the rest of the country. Judicial 
functions may be exercised by the SDR’s themselves, or by temporary delegation, by another jurisdiction until 
such time as the SDR’s achieve the necessary conditions to exercise this function themselves. Therefore, for this 
purpose, the SDR’s may execute cooperative agreements with other countries or regions. 
Article 20.- The relevant authorities of the SDR’s are responsible for maintaining public order within their 
jurisdiction. 
Article 21.- The SDR’s can execute agreements with the rest of the country's authorities to address emergency 
situations or natural disasters. 
Article 22.- If a conflict may arise between the SDR’s and any other authority of the country, for disputes of any 
kind, it must be resolved first by conciliation and upon failure of this mechanism, then by an arbitral tribunal of 
three members chosen by the parties from a list of forty (40) arbitrators of recognized competence and integrity. 
The above list of arbitrators will consist of twenty (20) arbitrators proposed by the Legislature and twenty (20) 
proposed by the Transparency Commission. Arbitrators may only be removed from the list due to resignation, 
mental or physical disability or as a result of a final conviction in a criminal court. Vacancies shall be filled by 
the entity that originally selected the removed arbitrator. 
In the absence of an agreement between the parties as to the arbitrators to hear the dispute, the arbitrators shall be 
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chosen by a lottery from the aforementioned list and supervised by the National Congress. 
The arbitral tribunal may order the parties in dispute to cease and desist from the conduct that led to arbitration. If 
said conduct continues, liability will be imposed on the officer responsible by the jurisdiction applicable to said 
person. 
If there is an arbitration agreement waiving the use of the mechanism established in this article, the parties may 
go to international arbitration. 
 
Chapter III Fundamental rights and duties of residents 
Article 23.- The SDR’s are required to guarantee to the people residing within its jurisdiction, and those in transit 
or in any way present or passing through such jurisdiction, the most absolute respect for their dignity and 
fundamental rights. 
For the best compliance with this Constitutional Statute, the authorities of the SDR’s must take into account the 
general principles of the International Law of Human Rights, international jurisprudence on Human Rights, and 
the interpretations promulgated by international agreements and declarations on Human Rights. 
Article 24.- All the people in the SDR’s are equal in rights and obligations without discrimination of any kind, 
except in regards to those provisions mentioned in the Republic’s Constitution or this Constitutional Statute 
which reserve to Hondurans by birth or the SDR’s residents the exercise of certain functions. 
The SDR’s are required to create public spaces appropriate for residents to assemble peacefully to defend their 
rights without in any way interfering with the rights of others. The SDR’s must always ensure the continuity of 
public services and the use of media communications. 
Article 25.- The inhabitants and residents of the SDR’s are required to respect their peers, society, humanity and 
the law under the Republic’s Constitution, international instruments on Human Rights and Declaration of Human 
Responsibilities and Duties of 1998. 
The SDR’s are authorized to establish habitation agreements with people who voluntarily want to live or reside 
within their jurisdiction while also respecting universal moral principles. 
Chapter IV Political Structure 
Section 1 Transparency Commission 
Article 26.- While the institutions develop and the population benchmarks for elections to be held are met, a 
Transparency Commission of up to nine members will be established. 
International treaties signed by the SDR’s may incorporate additional members to the Transparency Commission. 
Article 27.- The members of the Transparency Commission shall be persons of recognized integrity, leadership, 
executive ability and international prestige in the private sector or non-profit, academia or the public sector. 
Article 28.- The Transparency Commission shall have the following powers: 
1. Appoint and replace the governors of the SDR’s.  
2. Approve or disapprove of the actions and / or conduct of the SDR’s  governors.  
3. Appoint and remove members of the Audit Committee.  
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4. Appoint an ad-hoc commission responsible for developing a list of persons recommended for the post of judge 
or magistrate in the courts of the SDR’s.  
5. Fill their own vacancies in accordance with the regulations set forth by the  Transparency Commission.  
6. All other powers conferred by this Constitutional Statute.   
Section 2 Governors  
Article 29.- The Governor of an SDR is the highest executive officers and its legal representative, responsible for 
its conduct before the Transparency Commission. 
Article 30.- The governor must be of Honduran nationality, and of recognized integrity, ability and merit 
necessary to perform the duties entrusted to him. The Transparency Commission will appoint it, except in the 
case stated in Article 80 of the Constitutional Statute. Shall hold office for seven years and can be ratified. 
Article 31.- The governor must declare all his assets to the Transparency Commission with the frequency that is 
determined. The governor shall be dedicated exclusively to fulfilling his mandate, which requires he reside on the 
SDR he manages. 
An absence of more than fifteen (15) consecutive days from the SDR, requires that a governor request 
authorization from the Normative Council. 
When the conditions above are not met, or when the governor's property is not justifiable in relation to its 
income, the Transparency Commission shall remove him from office, subject to legal or regulatory 
responsibilities arising from its actions. 
Article 32.- The Governor of an SDR exercise the following functions: 
1. Direct the management and governance of the SDR;  
2. Be responsible for the implementation of the rules of the SDR under this  Constitutional Statute;  
3. SuggesttotheNormativeCouncilmeasuresthathelpensurecompliancewith  the purposes of the SDR;  
4. Ratify or veto legislation approved by the Normative Council and promulgate said legislation;  
5. Appoint one or more deputy governors and ad-hoc secretaries that will aid in the management of the SDR;  
6. Issue temporary acts in the form of ordinances to ensure the efficient delivery of public services within the 
SDR and to promote competition in certain markets;  
7. Sign the budget approved by the Normative Council of the SDR; and,  
8. Present an annual report on the use of the budget and achievements of the SDR to the National Congress, the 
Transparency Commission and the  Normative Council.  Section 3 Audit Committees  
Article 33.- The SDR’s will have independent Audit Committees, integrated by three persons, accountable to the 
Transparency Commission. 
The Audit Committees shall present at least one annual report to the National Congress and the Transparency 
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Commission regarding the management of each SDR. 
The Transparency Commission is authorized to hire a prestigious international institution to perform this 
function. 
Section 4 Normative Councils 
Article 34.- The Normative Councils are responsible for approving the laws applicable in the SDR’s. Exempted 
from this provision are those laws that require approval by National Congress in conformity with this 
Constitutional Statute. There will be a Normative Council for each of the SDR. 
The Normative Councils shall advise the governor on the implementation of public policies chosen from the best 
international practices. 
Article 35.- The Normative Councils will be composed of permanent residents of the SDR’s. Permanent 
residents of the SDR’s that are not of Honduran nationality are also eligible to be elected members of the 
Normative Councils as well as be eligible to hold the position of deputy governor for the SDR’s in which they 
reside. 
Article 36.- The formation of the SDR’s Normative Councils will be through free elections. The Normative 
Council will be integrated taking into account the situation of the SDR in accordance with the principle of 
gradual and orderly progress. The ultimate goal is that all members of the Normative Council be elected through 
universal suffrage. 
The initial method for the Normative Councils is set out in Article 81 of this Constitutional Statute. 
Article 37.- The term of office of members of the SDR’s Normative Council shall be five years with possibility 
of reelection. 
Article 38.- An internal regulation issued by each Normative Council shall determine its organization and scope 
of operation. 
Article 39.- Each of the SDR’s Normative Councils has the following powers: 
1. Toenact,amend,interpretorrepeallawsissuedinaccordancewiththeprovisions of this Constitutional Statute;  
2. Incorporate by reference the international standards deemed appropriate for achieving its goals;  
3. Review and approve the budget of the SDR;  
4. Determine the tax scheme of the SDR;  
5. Determine the services or industries that should be regulated to ensure their  effectiveness or the existence of a 
competitive market, when such is not expressly  stated in this Constitutional Statute;  
6. Approve and modify the internal organization of the SDR;  
7. Discuss topics of public interest and establish a system of consultations through  electronic means to the public 
on topics of general interest;  
8. Receive and address complaints from residents against the government of the  SDR; and,  
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9. Subpoena people to be witnesses in their investigation.   
Section 5 Courts   
Article 40.- The courts of the SDR’s exercise their function independently from those of the rest of the country. 
While the necessary institutions and the population develop within the SDR’s, the required members of these 
courts shall be nominated by the Transparency Commission and approved by the National Congress. 
Article 41.- All the SDR’s will have a Constitutional Council. The Constitutional Council shall protect persons 
who are within the SDR whose fundamental rights have been violated. Constitutional Councils shall consist of as 
many people as decided by the Normative Council. 
For one or more affected individuals to have standing before an international tribunal regarding Human Rights 
violations, a final decision needs to have been issued by the Constitutional Council, or a reasonable time, as 
determined by the relevant international tribunal, needs to have passed with no response from the Constitutional 
Council. 
The SDR’s shall pay the compensation for the damages for which Honduras is convicted due to Human Rights 
violations committed within the jurisdiction of the SDR’s, and they are responsible for complying with the 
recommendations, injunctions or declaratory orders issued by international Human Rights courts. 
Article 42.- The SDR’s judicial system shall address all pertinent legal issues and should create judicial entities 
responsible for criminal prosecution, due process rules and of operating their own prison system. 
Article 43.- The judicial system of the SDR’s may be composed of renowned lawyers from other national or 
foreign jurisdictions. 
Article 44.- The structure, powers and jurisdiction of the courts of the SDR’s as well as the duration in office and 
requirements for the appointment of judges shall be fixed by the Normative Council. 
Article 45.- The courts of the SDR’s may pronounce judgments in equity or in law or both as determined at the 
time of the creation of the court. The judgments issued shall be reasonable and fair. 
The decisions of the courts of the SDR’s may, as determined by the Normative Council, establish binding 
precedent that can only be revoked or modified by a court of equal or greater rank. If allowed by the Normative 
Council, the SDR’s courts may use precedents from other jurisdictions of national or foreign law. 
Article 46.- The courts of the SDR’s must exercise their functions independently and free from any interference. 
The rules of law of the SDR’s should establish penalties for those who interfere with or seek to interfere in the 
exercise of judicial functions. 
The members of the judicial system shall be immune from legal liability for actions taken in the performance of 
their judicial role. The liability arising from their judicial wrongdoing will be imposed once they are separated 
from the proceeding in which they have acted improperly. 
Article 47.- Criminal proceedings within the SDR’s will be decided by a jury. The Transparency Commission 
will determine when this provision shall take effect. 
Article 48.- The SDR’s must make use of compulsory arbitration for the matters they decide. Exempted from this 
provision are matters regarding proceedings in criminal, childhood and adolescence matters. 
Once the enumerated matters subject to arbitration have been established, to opt into the judicial system 
applicants must sign a waiver agreement in which they renounce their right to arbitration and instead choose to 
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submit the matter to a court of appropriate jurisdiction within the SDR’s. 
Arbitration awards will have the force of judgments from national or international courts depending on the 
subject-matter. 
The SDR’s shall have its own institutions of arbitration, and shall issue regulations governing this matter. 
Interested parties may contractually consent to arbitration or judicial proceedings outside the SDR’s judicial 
entities and arbitration forums. 
Chapter V Economy and finance of the Special Development Regions 
Article 49.- The SDR’s have an independent financial system, are authorized to use their financial revenues 
exclusively for their own purposes and may transfer resources to the rest of the country's authorities to fund 
educational scholarships and address national needs caused by disasters. The SDR’s should place in a trust those 
resources transferred to the rest of the country's authorities for the purpose of financing educational scholarships. 
The national government cannot impose or collect taxes in the SDR’s. 
Article 50.- The SDR’s may only spend within the limits of the revenues in their budgets. They are required to 
have balanced budgets, avoid deficits and keep the budget commensurate with the growth rate of gross domestic 
product. 
Article 51.- The land where the SDR’s are located belongs to the Republic and are managed on its behalf by the 
SDR’s. Articles 12, 13, 15 and 19 of the Republic’s Constitution, apply to the land within the jurisdiction of the 
SDR’s. 
The SDR’s can contract leases with those interested in making use of the land where the SDR’s are located; such 
leases are renewable before their terms expire. The land awarded by these leases may be transferred, encumbered, 
divided, sublet or be subject to any other imaginable form of acts or contracts provided such are executed for 
legitimate purposes. Revenues from these leases will be part of the budget of the SDR’s. 
Article 52.- The SDR’s may expropriate, for public utility or necessity, resources/goods deemed necessary for 
the development of the SDR’s, provided that the SDR’s shall pay compensation to cover the appraised 
replacement value of the resources/goods. 
Article 53.- If the SDR’s allocate in an area with low population density that includes private land, the SDR’s 
shall expropriate and must compensate the owner thereof. The fair price will be determined using as reference the 
fair market values of similar land that is outside the jurisdiction of the SDR’s. 
Challenges to the fair price must be addressed through arbitration and no preliminary injunctive relief measures 
will be available to prevent or halt the expropriation process. When the ownership of said property is in dispute, 
the compensation value determined to be fair by a commission of experts shall be placed in trust and the 
expropriation shall be perfected. 
Article 54.- The SRD’s may honour title to real estate when an SDR is established in urban areas with high 
population density that have their own infrastructure. In this case, that SDR is allowed to tax the value of 
privately owned property that benefits from the development resulting from said SDRs’ efforts. The 
Transparency Commission may establish special regulations; arrangements or agreements with the region to 
ensure tax revenues are appropriately shared with the rest of the country. 
Article 55.- The SDR’s must have independent tax regimes that should be guided by a policy of low taxes. 
Raising taxes is an optional privilege for the SDR’s and shall be in accordance with the rules laid down in this 
Constitutional Statute. 
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The income tax levied on individuals can never exceed twelve (12%) percent of net taxable income. The income 
tax on corporations, partnerships, and other such legally recognized entities can never exceed sixteen (16%) 
percent of net taxable income. Sales tax and / or value added tax may not exceed five percent (5%) of the 
purchase transaction. 
The Normative Councils will define the percentage of taxes to be collected in each case, within the parameters 
outlined in this article. 
The SDR’s are authorized to enter into agreements to avoid double taxation. 
The SDR’s may define reasonable rates to be charged for the provision of utilities. 
Article 56.- SDR’s must create the appropriate economic and legal environment to position themselves as centers 
of national and international investment and no additional fees or other payments will be required, except those 
expressly authorized by the governments of the SDR’s or their Normative Councils. 
Article 57.- The governments of the SDR’s must formulate monetary and financial policies, safeguard the free 
operation of the business and financial markets, and regulate and control its use. 
Article 58.- Currency exchange policies will not govern within the SDR’s. The forms of payment circulating 
within the SDR’s must be freely convertible. Currency markets, gold, securities, futures, commodities and the 
like can exist freely in the SDR’s. 
The governments of the SDR’s must safeguard the free movement of capital within, into and out of their 
jurisdiction. 
The SDR’s should adopt international standards to counter tax evasion and other illicit activities. 
Article 59.- The SDR’s must operate on a policy of free trade and free competition, guaranteeing the free 
movement of goods, intangible assets and capital. 
Article 60.- The SDR’s are fiscal and customs areas independent from the rest of the country and can participate 
in international organizations and international trade agreements, including preferential trade arrangements. 
Export quotas, tariff preferences and other similar agreements to be obtained or made by the SDR’s, are to be 
exclusively enjoyed by them. 
Article 61.- When companies operating within the SDR’s sell products, goods or services to the rest of the 
country they shall pay a fee and any other taxes as determined by the National Congress. 
Chapter VI Health, Education, Social Security, Science, Religion, Work 
Article 62.- The SDR’s are allowed to establish their own health, education, and social security systems and 
promote science as well as ensure freedom of conscience, religion, labor protection and freedom of association. 
Rules issued by the SDR’s will govern these matters. 
In matters regarding health the SDR’s must comply with provisions set forth by the World Health Organization. 
Article 63.- The SDR’s must establish their own educational policies and curriculum at all levels. 
The exercise of professions or degrees within the SDR’s will not be subject to licensing or partnership. 
Nevertheless, the authorities of the SDR’s may require appropriate academic accreditation for the exercise of 
certain professions. 
Article 64.- The SDR’s are required to ensure the labor rights of workers within the parameters established by 
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international treaties pertaining to labor law signed by Honduras, and provisions emanating from international 
bodies like the International Labor Organization (ILO ). 
In compliance with Article 139 of the Republic’s Constitution, mechanisms of conciliation and arbitration for the 
peaceful settlement of disputes should be utilized for labor disputes. To this end, the SDR’s must create special 
rules that include the use of pendulum arbitration. 
Article 65.- All things being equal, Honduran workers will be given preference over foreign workers. 
It is prohibited for employers to employ a workforce consisting of less than ninety percent (90%) of Honduran 
workers and to pay these less than eighty-five percent (85%) of total wages earned in their respective companies. 
Both ratios can be changed in exceptional cases as determined by the rules of the SDR’s. 
Article 66.- The governments of the SDR’s shall develop policies on arts, culture, science and technology. They 
must protect, with their own regulations, achievements in scientific research, technology and other fields of 
human creativity. 
Chapter VII Foreign Relations 
Article 67.- Representatives of the governments of the SDR’s must participate as members of delegations of the 
national government in the diplomatic negotiations that affect them directly. 
Article 68.- The SDR’s may, by themselves, maintain and develop relationships, negotiate and implement 
agreements with foreign states or regions and international organizations on matters authorized by this 
Constitutional Statute, including economic, commercial, financial, monetary, transportation, telecommunications, 
tourism, culture and sports issues. 
Article 69.- The government of the SDR’s may apply immigration controls on the entry, stay and departure of 
people from other States to the SDR’s. 
Article 70.- The SDR’s are authorized to conclude visa abolition agreements with foreign countries and regions. 
Article 71.- The SDR’s can establish official or semi-official economic or trade missions abroad, this must be 
reported to and registered with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Executive Branch. They may also enter into 
agreements with the central government or other national or foreign institutions for the promotion of the SDR’s. 
Chapter VIII Final and transitional provisions 
Article 72.- The SDR’s shall adopt policies aimed at protecting and preserving the environment. 
Article 73.- For the purposes of Article 329 as amended of the Republic’s Constitution normative rules are those 
where crimes are codified, penalties are imposed and the creation of taxes. 
Article 74.- The National Telecommunications Commission (CONATEL) must deliver to the SDR’s the 
management of the radio spectrum which has not yet been allocated within their jurisdiction. The renewal of 
licenses and contracts for the operation of the radio spectrum that have been assigned and have coverage within 
the SDRs’ jurisdiction should be made with the SDRs’ governments. 
Article 75.- The SDR’s can be created at the initiative of the Executive, the Legislature, by an international 
treaty, by the decision of the people who inhabit a region of the country or by a public-private partnership. The 
initiative should include economic, technical, land use, and environmental justifications as well as a social impact 
screening of the specified geographical area. These instruments or contracts must contain the limits and territorial 
extent of the SDR to be created and the National Congress must approve it. 
Once the Transparency Commission is formed, it shall be responsible for assessing the technical justifications for 
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the creation of a new SDR, issuing its opinion to the National Congress. The Transparency Commission should 
be provided with all documentation required to respond to such request. If the Transparency Commission were to 
rule against the request, the National Congress should pass a Constitutional Statute applicable to that new SDR. 
Article 76.- It may be declared that an area of the country is suitable for the establishment of more than one SDR. 
The Transparency Commission or the public authority concerned in the establishment of those SDR’s should 
ensure that that part of the country is divided into several SDR’s to guarantee its efficient use. 
Article 77.- Special Development Regions created by international treaty or by public-private partnership should 
have a previously defined plans for investment and development of public services. Failure to meet the 
milestones identified in the investment and development plans within the timelines and conditions defined in the 
international treaty or public-private partnership agreement are grounds for the revocation of the authorization for 
the establishment of the SDR in question. 
Article 78.- In preparing the investment and development plan of an SDR, memorandums of understanding, 
trusts, or preparatory contracts for a public-private partnership or an international treaty may be entered. These 
will be executed with the SDR’s Transparency Commission, or before the formation of such board, with the 
organization responsible for public-private partnership in the country. In these cases it is not necessary to indicate 
the territorial boundaries of the SDR that wants to be created. 
Article 79.- Each SDR will define its internal organization and government entities and hierarchy not defined in 
this Statute. 
Article 80.- Method for the Selection of the SDR’s Transparency Commission and the first Governor.- 
Within two years of the enactment of this Constitutional Statute, the President shall appoint the members of the 
SDR’s Transparency Commission. The president will also appoint the first governor of the first SDR. Said 
Governor may reside outside the SDR while the infrastructure required to operate the SDR is constructed. 
Article 81.- Method for the formation of the SDR’s Normative Councils.- The Normative Councils will 
commence their functions once the population and economic benchmarks determined by the Transparency 
Commission are reached. 
So long as these benchmarks are not reached, the governor of each SDR will assume the functions of the 
Normative Council. A Consultative Council has the right to veto the rules issued by the Governor in the exercise 
of this legislative function. The Transparency Commission shall appoint individuals serving on the Consultative 
Council. 
Article 82.- National Laws applicable to the SDR’s.- Within the jurisdiction of the SDR’s only the following 
national laws will apply: 
1. Legislative decrees by which the National Anthem, National Emblem, National Flag and all other symbols of 
the Republic are adopted;  
2. LegislationregardingtheTerritorialSeaoftheNationandsurroundingareas;  
3. So long as the SDR’s do not issue their own or incorporate by reference those which are most efficient for 
achieving its purposes, the following criminal laws shall apply: the Penal Code and complementary 
legislation whereby crimes are codified and penalties are imposed, especially those against drug 
trafficking, money laundering, slavery, human trafficking, genocide, terrorism, child pornography, child 
exploitation and organized crime in the text they had at the  time when this Constitutional Statute takes 
effect. The National Congress must approve laws codifying crimes in the SDR’s. While those provisions 
are established, the prosecution and investigation in criminal matters will be conducted in a manner 
defined by the Transparency Commission or the Normative Councils.   
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Article 83.- This decree will take effect from the date of its publication in the  
Official Journal "La Gaceta". 
Given in the Assembly Room of the National Congress on the twenty-ninth day of July, two thousand eleven. 
JUAN ORLANDO HERNANDEZ ALVARADO PRESIDENT 
RIGOBERTO CHANG CASTILLO SECRETARY 
GLADIS AURORA LOPEZ CALDERON SECRETARY 
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Appendix C. Decreto de creación de las Zonas de Empleo y Desarrollo Económico 
(ZEDE) (Zones of Employment and Economic Development).  June 12 2013  
EL CONGRESO NACIONAL 
 
DECRETO DE CREACION DE LAS ZONAS DE EMPLEO Y DESARROLLO ECONOMICO 
 
12 DE JUNIO DE 2013 
 
CONSIDERANDO: Que es deber del Estado asegurar una sociedad política, económica y socialmente justa que 
afirme la nacionalidad y propicie las condiciones para la plena realización de la persona humana, dentro de 
la justicia, la libertad, la seguridad, la estabilidad, el pluralismo, la paz, la democracia representativa y 
participativa y el bien común. 
CONSIDERANDO: Que la reducción de la pobreza y la marginalidad es posible lograrla creando nuevas 
oportunidades de empleo, educación y salud al pueblo hondureño, en condiciones de sostenibilidad 
económica y ambiental. 
CONSIDERANDO: Que en la historia reciente de la humanidad algunas sociedades tan pobres o más que la 
nuestra han construido las condiciones para crecer aceleradamente convirtiéndose en sociedades 
desarrolladas y más equitativas, mediante la adopción de modelos de gestión pública que descansan en el 
otorgamiento de altos grados de autonomía a ciertas zonas del país, sin que ello implique renunciar a la 
soberanía. 
CONSIDERANDO: Que es necesario adoptar esos modelos de gestión para permitir al país competir en mejores 
condiciones y acelerar el cumplimiento de las metas del Plan de Nación. 
CONSIDERANDO: Que la creación de Zonas de Empleo y Desarrollo Económico tiene como propósito, entre 
otros, garantizar que las Zonas Libres existentes en nuestro país que han generado cientos de miles de 
empleos sigan compitiendo a nivel regional e internacional y se garantice su permanencia al margen de que 
se termine en los próximos años el régimen que les ha dado vida de conformidad a los compromisos que ha 
asumido el Estado de Honduras. 
CONSIDERANDO: Que es necesario crear las condiciones necesarias para que el pías fortalezca su 
competitividad aprovechando al máximo las oportunidades que ofrecen los diferentes tratados comerciales 
firmados por el Estado de Honduras, y con ello multiplicar las exportaciones. 
CONSIDERANDO: Que la creación de empleo es una de las más urgentes necesidades del pueblo hondureño y 
una de las más grandes obligaciones del Estado, por ello, las Zonas de Empleo y Desarrollo Económico son 
espacios del país donde cientos de miles de hondureños encontrarán nuevas oportunidades, en el mismo 
sentido, la micro, pequeña y mediana empresa tendrán nuevos mercados para ofrecer sus bienes y servicios. 
CONSIDERANDO: Que el Congreso Nacional de conformidad con el Articulo 373 de la Constitución de la 
Republica tiene la facultad de reformarla. 
 
POR TANTO, 
 
DECRETA: 
Artículo 1.- Reformar los Artículos 294, 303 y 329 del Decreto 131 del 11 de Enero de 1982 que contiene la 
Constitución de la Republica, que en lo sucesivo deben redactarse de la manera siguiente: 
Artículo 294.- El territorio nacional se divide en departamentos. Su creación y límites deben ser decretados por 
el Congreso Nacional. 
Los departamentos se dividen en municipios autónomos administrados por corporaciones electas por el pueblo, 
de conformidad con la ley. 
Sin perjuicio de lo establecido en los dos párrafos anteriores, el Congreso Nacional puede crear zonas sujetas a 
regímenes especiales de conformidad con el Artículo 329 de esta Constitución. 
Artículo 303.- La potestad de impartir justicia emana del pueblo y se imparte gratuitamente en nombre del 
Estado, por magistrados y jueces independientes, únicamente sometidos a la Constitución y a las leyes. El 
Poder Judicial se integra por una Corte Suprema de Justicia, por las Cortes de Apelaciones, los Juzgados, 
por tribunales con competencia exclusiva en zonas del país sujetas a regímenes especiales creados de 
conformidad a la Constitución, y demás dependencias que señale la ley. 
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En ningún juicio debe haber más de dos instancias; el juez o magistrado que haya ejercido jurisdicción en una de 
ellas, no puede conocer en la otra, ni en recurso extraordinario en el mismo asunto, sin incurrir en 
responsabilidad. 
Tampoco pueden juzgar en una misma causa los cónyuges y los parientes dentro del cuarto grado de 
consanguinidad o segundo de afinidad. 
Artículo 329.- El Estado promueve el desarrollo económico y social, que debe estar sujeto a una planificación 
estratégica. La Ley regula el sistema y proceso de planificación con la participación de los Poderes del 
Estado y las organizaciones políticas, económicas y sociales, debidamente representadas. 
Para realizar la función de promover el desarrollo económico y social, y complementar las acciones de los demás 
agentes de este desarrollo, el Estado, con visión a mediano y largo plazo, debe diseñar concertadamente con 
la sociedad hondureña una planificación contentiva de los objetivos precisos y los medios y mecanismos 
para alcanzarlos. 
Los planes de desarrollo de mediano y largo plazo deben incluir políticas y programas estratégicos que garanticen 
la continuidad de su ejercicio desde su concepción y aprobación, hasta su conclusión. 
El Plan de Nación, los planes de desarrollo integral y los programas incorporados en los mismos son de 
obligatorio cumplimiento para los gobiernos sucesivos. 
 
Zonas de Empleo y Desarrollo Económico 
El Estado puede establecer zonas del país sujetas a regímenes especiales los cuales tienen personalidad jurídica, 
están sujetos a un régimen fiscal especial, pueden contraer obligaciones en tanto no requieran para ello la 
garantía o el aval solidario del Estado, celebrar contratos hasta el cumplimiento de sus objetivos en el 
tiempo y durante varios gobiernos, gozan de autonomía funcional y administrativa que incluyen las 
funciones, facultades y obligaciones que la Constitución y las leyes le confieren a los municipios. 
La creación de una zona sujeta a un régimen especial es competencia exclusiva del Congreso Nacional, previo 
plebiscito aprobatorio, de conformidad a lo establecido en el Artículo 5 de la Constitución. Este requisito no 
es necesario para regímenes especiales creados en zonas con baja densidad poblacional. Se entienden por 
zonas de baja densidad poblacional, aquellas en donde el número de habitantes permanentes por kilómetro 
cuadrado sea inferior al promedio para zonas rurales calculado por el Instituto Nacional de Estadística, 
quien emitirá el correspondiente dictamen. 
El Congreso Nacional al aprobar la creación de zonas sujetas a regímenes especiales, debe garantizar que se 
respeten, en su caso, la sentencia emitida por la Corte Internacional de Justicia de la Haya el 11 de 
septiembre de 1992 y lo dispuesto en los artículos 10, 11, 12, 13, 15 y 19 de la Constitución referentes al 
territorio. Estas zonas están sujetas a la legislación nacional en todos los temas relacionados a soberanía, 
aplicación de la justicia, defensa nacional, relaciones exteriores, temas electorales, emisión de documentos 
de identidad y pasaportes. 
El Golfo de Fonseca puede sujetarse a un régimen especial de conformidad al Derecho Internacional, a lo 
establecido en el Artículo 10 Constitucional y el presente Artículo; las costas hondureñas del Golfo y del 
mar caribe quedarán sometidas a las mismas disposiciones constitucionales. 
Para la creación y el funcionamiento de estas zonas el Congreso Nacional debe aprobar una Ley Orgánica, la que 
solo puede ser modificada, reformada, interpretada o derogada por dos tercios favorables de los miembros 
del Congreso Nacional, será necesaria además la celebración de un referéndum o plebiscito a las personas 
que habiten la zona sujeta a régimen especial cuando su población supere los cien mil habitantes. La ley 
debe establecer expresamente la normativa aplicable. 
Las autoridades de las zonas sujetas a regímenes especiales tienen la obligación de adoptar las mejoras prácticas 
nacionales e internacionales para garantizar la existencia y permanencia del entorno económico y legal 
adecuado para ser competitivas a nivel internacional. 
Para la solución de conflictos dentro de las zonas del país sujetas a regímenes especiales, el Poder Judicial por 
medio del Consejo de la Judicatura debe crear tribunales con competencia exclusiva y autónoma sobre 
éstos. Los jueces de las zonas sujetas a jurisdicción especial serán nombrados por el Consejo de la 
Judicatura mediante concurso de un listado propuesto de una comisión especial integrada en la forma que 
señale la Ley Orgánica de estos regímenes. La ley puede establecer la sujeción a arbitraje obligatorio para la 
solución de conflictos de las personas naturales o jurídicas que habiten dentro de las áreas comprendidas por 
estos regímenes para ciertas materias. Los tribunales de las zonas sujetas a un régimen jurídico especial 
podrán adoptar sistemas o tradiciones jurídicas de otras partes del mundo siempre que garanticen igual o 
mejor los principios constitucionales de protección a los Derechos Humanos previa aprobación del 
Congreso Nacional. 
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Artículo 2.- El presente decreto debe ser publicado en el Diario Oficial “La Gaceta” debiendo ratificarse por la 
subsiguiente legislatura ordinaria. 
 
JUAN ORLANDO HERNANDEZ ALVARADO PRESIDENTE 
RIGOBERTO CHANG CASTILLO SECRETARIO 
GLADIS AURORA LOPEZ CALDERON SECRETARIA 
